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Abstract 

The purpose of this qualitative, narrative study was to explore long-term, meaningful 

memories associated with participating in Ontario high school music programs. I sought to 

understand how and why music experiences identified by participants were meaningful to their 

lasting memories of high school music. Data were collected through semi-structured interviews 

with six adults over the age of 30 who had taken music during their time in Ontario public high 

schools. In most cases, two interviews were conducted in hopes of exploring participants’ 

memories in detail in order to develop a deeper understanding of their experiences. This study 

found there are several key factors that influence people’s memories of high school music. 

Participants who had positive memories of high school music recalled supportive, enjoyable 

class environments, the role that their teacher played, the development of relationships with their 

peers, selecting their instrument, unique opportunities, the specialness of music class, comfort in 

music class, increased confidence, and overall enjoyment. Participants who had adverse 

memories of their high school music experiences associated these memories with their teacher, 

being assigned an instrument they were not interested in learning, and the pace of class.    

It is my hope that this study contributes to current teaching practices by providing 

educators with knowledge about the long-term impact that their music programs have, or might 

have, on students, giving teachers the opportunity to re-evaluate their programs and consider the 

experiences they bring to their students.  
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

Purpose and Rationale 

From a very young age, I have been actively involved in music programs of various 

types, the most prominent participation being during my years in Ontario public schools. My 

high school experiences consisted of band, string, and orchestra programs, all of which focused 

on technical development and performance. Based on my experiences, I came to understand 

these types of programs as the norm, and to build a corresponding understanding of what 

constitutes a successful music program. Our parents always encouraged my sister and me to be 

involved in music programs both in and out of school. Given the enjoyment we both got out of 

playing music, it was an easy decision for us to make when enrolling in high school courses, as 

music and phys. ed. were always at the top of our lists. We were fortunate to have had some 

amazing experiences and we both have fond memories of our time spent in high school music.  

As a music education student at Queen’s University, I completed eight placements and 

spent many days volunteering in high school music classrooms. Some of these classrooms 

looked just like my high school classes, lined with shiny instruments, chairs neatly in rows ready 

for another rehearsal or theory lesson; others were very different. They differed not only in set-

up, but also in the goals of the program, students’ expectations of what the program would be 

like, and teachers’ expectations of the students. One experience in particular changed my way of 

thinking about how powerful the high school music experience can really be. At a school with no 

instruments and students who were not interested in taking music, a passionate teacher with a 

desire to bring music to her students’ lives set out to start a music program. I was fortunate 

enough to be involved in the first two semesters of this vocal music program. As I watched a 

group of students from a low socio-economic area, fraught with drugs and many other 
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challenges, come together and work as a team, encouraging each other to succeed and creating a 

safe space for one another, I was filled with a desire to explore the impact of high school music 

experiences further. It was evident that these students had benefited from participating in their 

music class in ways that extended beyond musical skill development. I wondered what these 

students would remember. Would they remember what songs they sang? Would they remember 

what a scale was? Would they remember how that class made them feel? Or the friends they 

made? As a result of these experiences, I began to see the vast range of opportunities that music 

classes present teachers and students. I also began to consider what the students and teachers 

valued, as well as what resonated with students from these experiences.  

Research has shown that the benefits of participating in music programs can be musical, 

personal, social, and educational; however, in general, students place higher value on the social, 

personal, and educational benefits as compared to the musical benefits (Arasi, 2006; Barrett & 

Baker, 2012; Bartolome, 2013; Countryman, 2008; Cunha & Lorenzino, 2012; Ebie, 2005; 

McDowell, 2002; Ogden, 2008; Piekarz, 2006). What do students take away from their 

experiences? Cunha and Lorenzino (2012) encourage us to consider the role that secondary 

aspects of collective music-making can play in life beyond the immediate experience. Would the 

experiences have any impact on students’ lives? As a starting point, I wondered what 

experiences resonated most with them. What experiences would be the most memorable and 

meaningful when they looked back on their high school music class? And as music teachers, 

what can we do to foster these kinds of experiences?  

The purpose of this study was to explore meaningful, memorable experiences of 

participating in high school music programs. I sought to understand how and why particular 

experiences were meaningful for students.  
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This study was driven by two questions:  

1) What do adults remember about their experiences in high school music programs? 

2) What makes these memories meaningful for participants?  

It is my hope that this study contributes to current teaching practices by providing educators 

with knowledge about the long-term impact that their music programs have, or might have, on 

students, giving teachers the opportunity to re-evaluate their programs and consider the 

experiences they bring to their students.  

Theoretical Framework 

Two concepts are central to this exploration of what makes experiences in high school 

music memorable and meaningful. The first concept is an understanding of what constitutes an 

experience, and the second is an understanding of what makes an experience meaningful and 

memorable. In this section I explore these ideas primarily through the works of John Dewey and 

Ellen Dissanayake, supplementing their theories with additional related literature (Dewey, 1934; 

Dewey, 1938; Dewey, 1997; Dissanayake, 1988; Dissanayake, 1992; Dissanayake, 2000; 

Muirhead, 2012; Wing Sun Tung & Ritchie, 2011).  

What is experience? John Dewey, an American philosopher and educator, explored the 

notion of experience through art and education in his books Experience and Nature (1925), Art 

as Experience (1934) and Experience and Education (1938). He believed experiences are the 

result of a person undergoing something during an interaction with the world around them 

(Dewey, 1934). He said there are three elements that work together to create an experience: the 

person, their environment, and the result of the interaction between person and environment – a 

change of some kind.  
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Dewey (1938) explains this further when discussing his two principles of experience. The 

first principle, continuity, is the idea that all experiences penetrate one another, carrying aspects 

of those that have come before them and influencing in some way those that follow. “Every 

experience lives on in a future experience” (Dewey, 1938, p. 16). This means that each 

experience we have influences our preference for, or aversion to, similar experiences in the 

future. Continuity is a subjective, internal factor that highlights the impact that an experience has 

on an individual and their future experiences (Aedo, 2002; Ponzio & Enfield, 2004). Hein (2006) 

says that in order to understand an experience, it is necessary to consider what came before and 

in order to evaluate the experience it is necessary to consider events that followed. Therefore, in 

exploring a person’s experiences, we need to understand past and future circumstances 

surrounding the experience being explored.  

Interaction, the second principle of experience, states that an individual’s experience 

results from the interaction between an individual and their environment, “An experience is 

always what it is because of a transaction taking place between the individual and his 

environment” (Dewey, 1938, p. 41). In this sense, the context of an experience is essential to 

understanding the experience. Individuals’ internal attitudes, beliefs, prior knowledge and 

emotions influence their perceptions of, and reactions to, the environment (Aedo, 2002).  

The objective, environmental factors (interaction) and the subjective, internal factors 

(continuity) work together to create an experience (Dewey, 1938; Ponzio & Enfield, 2004). 

Dewey (1938) says that together, these two principles determine the value of an experience, and 

that the value of an experience is based on the extent to which it contributes to growth and 

interest in similar experiences. If an experience cultivates a student’s desire to continue learning, 

or contributes to their growth as a contributing member of society, Dewey says that the 
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experience was educative. If an experience discourages a student’s interest in similar 

experiences, or if it was an enjoyable experience yet does not allow the student to make sense of 

future experiences, then Dewey said the experience was mis-educative.  

What makes an experience meaningful? “Humans have the capacity to saturate 

[experience] with conscious meanings” (Dewey, 1934, p. 23). As discussed above, continuity 

and interaction are the core principles of an experience (Dewey, 1938). Together, these provide a 

way of understanding the value an experience has for an individual. Dewey explains that even 

when the conditions of experience are met, the value of the experience is not pre-determined, but 

rather is determined by the effect that it has on an individual’s present and future. It is important 

to note that what is a valuable and satisfying experience for one person may be negative or 

disappointing for another. Therefore, the extent to which an experience is meaningful could be 

partially dependent on the extent to which it has an impact on the person’s future. 

To further the exploration of what makes an experience meaningful, we can look to 

studies in various disciplines. An investigation into the experiences of tourists explored what 

makes experiences travelling special and memorable (Wing Sun Tung & Ritchie, 2011). This 

study found that when one’s experience aligns with or exceeds their expectations, “A deep sense 

of enjoyment that is long cherished and that becomes a landmark in memory” is felt (Wing Sun 

Tung & Ritchie, 2011, p. 1370).  

In a study of working environments, Muirhead (2012) found that meaningful work results 

in a sense of pride and purpose. He goes on to say that meaningful work is experienced most 

completely when there are intrinsic rewards in the work itself.  

Specifically related to the arts, Dissanayake (1992) explores the idea that the arts are 

innately special, and outlines “making special” as it relates to the aesthetic experience. She says 
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the arts are “a source of pleasure” (p. 6) and are “biologically stimulating” (p. 31), therefore they 

are valued because what feels good is usually in line with what we need as human beings 

(Dissanayake, 1988). In order for something to be special, it must be pleasing, gratifying, 

intriguing and stimulating (Dissanayake, 1992). She claims the arts evolved as a means of 

making activities memorable and pleasurable, “Via art, experience is heightened, elevated and 

made more memorable and significant” (Dissanayake, 1988; Dissanayake, 1992). Dissanayake 

argues that cultures have enriched significant societal experiences (e.g. weddings, funerals, 

stories, festivals, etc.) with the arts. Therefore, experiences associated with the arts have the 

potential to be memorable and significant because they have the special properties of art built 

into them.  

Through these lenses, John Dewey provides qualities that constitute an experience and 

Ellen Dissanayake explains how the arts can make experiences memorable. For the purpose of 

this research, I looked at meaningful experiences in music as a combination of these theories. A 

positive meaningful, memorable experience may be one that meets or exceeds the individual’s 

expectations (Wing Sun Tung & Ritchie, 2011), has a positive impact on one’s present or future 

(Dewey, 1934; Dewey, 1938), gives a sense of pride or purpose (Muirhead, 2012), or holds 

intrinsic rewards for the individual such as being pleasing, gratifying, intriguing or stimulating 

(Dissanayake, 1988; Muirhead, 2012). A negative memorable experience could be meaningful 

because it does not meet one’s expectations, has a negative impact on one’s present or future and 

is not pleasing, gratifying, intriguing or stimulating for the individual.  

Overview of Thesis 

This thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1 has introduced the study and 

provided insight into my background as a music student and pre-service music educator. It also 
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presented theories of experience as a framework to help make sense of the data collected in this 

study. Chapter 2 presents a review of related literature and prior studies done in the area of music 

education. Presented first are studies done with students while they were in music programs, 

followed by studies done retrospectively with former music students. I then outline how the 

present study will build on this existing body of literature. In Chapter 3, the methods used to 

collect and analyze data are described, including a detailed explanation of narrative inquiry and 

its effectiveness in conveying the data collected in this study. Strategies used to enhance validity 

and trustworthiness are also discussed. Chapter 4 presents a vignette of each participant’s 

experience (see APPENDIX A for complete narratives), followed by an analysis of each person’s 

experience. In Chapter 5, a cross-case analysis comparing and contrasting each participant’s 

experience is presented. This analysis summarizes each of the nine emergent themes as well as 

the memories that led to the development of these themes. These themes are first connected to 

findings in other studies in the fields of education and music education. This is followed by a re-

visitation of the theories presented in Chapter 1 and connections are made to the data collected. 

Aspects of the theories that do not fit the data are also discussed. Finally, I present considerations 

for music teachers, in hopes that future music students will benefit from these findings. 

Suggestions for further research are also explored.  
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Chapter 2 – A Review of the Literature 

A number of qualitative studies exploring the nature of music education experiences have 

been conducted (Arasi, 2006; Barrett & Baker, 2012; Bartolome, 2013; Countryman, 2008; 

Cunha & Lorenzino, 2012; Ebie, 2005; McDowell, 2002; Ogden, 2008; Piekarz, 2006). Some of 

these studies focus on high school experiences, others focus on elementary school experiences, 

and some focus on musical experiences outside of the classroom. The studies differ in the age 

and demographics of the participants involved, the music programs examined and the geographic 

area of the programs. The purpose of this review is to summarize and evaluate research that has 

been done in order to provide context for the present study. It also identifies relationships 

between the literature and the present study and reveals gaps that may be filled by this study and 

by future research.  

The following review of literature has been divided into two sections. The first section 

examines studies that have been conducted with students during their time of participation in 

music education and the second section examines retrospective studies that have been conducted 

with participants who were in music classes prior to the time of the study. In reading previous 

research, I conducted my analysis with a focus on two questions: 1) How did the participants feel 

they benefited from their experiences in music programs? 2) What were the experiences that 

fostered these benefits?  

Studies Conducted with Students During Their Participation in Music Programs  

Each of the six studies cited in this section involved participants who were participating 

in a music program at the time of the study. Participants ranged from elementary school students 

to adults who offered insights into how the students felt they benefited from their experiences.  
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 Most recently, Bartolome (2013) conducted an ethnographic study that explored the 

perceived benefits of participating in the Seattle Girls’ Choirs (SGC). In order to collect data, 

Bartolome observed the weekly rehearsals of the most advanced choir. She acted as a participant 

observer while conducting the younger girls’ choir and teaching theory and sight-singing classes. 

She also attended festivals, summer camps, concerts, meetings, and other events related to the 

SGC. In order to elicit participants’ perspectives on their choir experiences, Bartolome 

conducted individual and small group semi-structured interviews with 42 choir members, 14 

parents and board members and eight faculty members. Following the interviews, surveys were 

sent to all of the parents of SGC members with the intent of gaining a broader range of 

perspectives on the experience. SGC artifacts, including concert programs, the website, mission 

statements, choir members’ expectation statements, recruiting materials, evaluative report cards, 

and audition packets were also analyzed. Bartolome found that the perceived benefits of 

participating in the Seattle Girls’ Choirs were musical, personal, social, and educational; 

however, participants placed higher value on the social, personal, and educational benefits as 

compared to the musical benefits.     

Bartolome’s (2013) findings support those of Cunha and Lorenzino’s 2012 study, which 

investigated the extra-musical benefits of participating in amateur ensembles. Cunha and 

Lorenzino recruited five members of a community jazz band and five members of a community 

choir, both from a large Canadian city, for participation in this study. The participants were all 

over the age of 18 and had performed in various amateur groups; only one participant had formal 

music education training. Structured observations of each group’s site of music making were 

conducted in order to collect data on the dynamics that occurred during rehearsals. Semi-

structured, individual interviews investigated participants’ areas of interests and opinions on the 
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collective music-making process. Focus groups were conducted with each group in order to re-

visit themes that emerged during the interviews.  

 Like Bartolome (2013), Cunha and Lorenzino (2012) found that, although the goal of 

each group was to perform and make music together, the process by which this was 

accomplished embodied both musical and extra-musical elements. Common themes that 

emerged included social interactions, a sense of belonging to a group, navigating group 

dynamics, a love of music, cognitive, physical and emotional activity and expression of self and 

culture.  

On the other side of the world, Barrett and Baker (2012) were conducting a study about 

the benefits of the Australian Children’s Music Foundation (ACMF), a music program in an 

Australian youth detention center. The purpose of this case study was to identify participants’ 

perceptions of the learning outcomes from participating in this program, and to investigate the 

learning and teaching practices and contextual factors that supported these outcomes. Twenty-

two students were involved in the program during the time of the study and 17 participated in the 

study. They participated in six weekly individual or group sessions which were observed by the 

researchers, and interviews were conducted with each student three times over this period: 

beginning, middle and end. The first interview focused on the hopes participants had for the 

program and their future. The second interview investigated participants’ perceptions of the 

learning and teaching process, and the final interview investigated students’ perceptions of the 

learning outcomes and how they intend to draw on those outcomes as they move forward in their 

lives. Seventeen students were interviewed at the beginning of the program, ten were interviewed 

at the midway point and only four at the conclusion of the program. The researchers indicated 

that this was due to the fluidity of the program, with students coming and going based on the 
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length of their detention or removal from the program. Half way through the program and at the 

end of the program, interviews were also conducted with the program principal, manager and 

teacher in order to provide data with which to compare the students’ responses.  

Barrett and Baker (2012) found that participants perceived the ACMF program to have 

positive musical and extra-musical outcomes. The musical outcomes identified by students 

included the development of performance skills as well as musical knowledge and 

understanding. The extra-musical learning outcomes included increased confidence and self-

esteem, persistence, and positive social behaviours such as communication and the ability to 

work with others. These perceptions were supported by the data collected in the interviews with 

the principal, teacher and manager. Barrett and Baker concluded that participating in the ACMF 

program had a positive impact on both the musical and extra-musical lives of the participants.  

Piekarz (2006) investigated students’ perceptions of the most valued aspects of their high 

school choral music experiences. This study provided a student-centered perspective on the 

importance of choral music programs in the high school curriculum. Thirty-nine graduating 

students from a high school in the suburbs of Chicago were interviewed. Piekarz conducted four 

focus group interviews and six individual interviews with the students. In order to provide a 

means of comparing the intended curriculum with the learned curriculum, choral curriculum 

documents were reviewed and analyzed. Piekarz found that the students’ values fell into five 

categories: Musical growth and appreciation, performance skill development, emotional growth, 

social growth and contact with excellent instructors. His conclusion from these responses was 

that students place equal importance on musical and extra-musical aspects of their experiences. 

He also found that this does not align with the curriculum documents in place, which emphasize 

the musical aspects of programs over the extra-musical.  
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Ebie (2005) conducted a study that sought to determine students’ reasons for participating 

in athletic or musical extracurricular activities. A total of 160 students from urban, suburban and 

rural high schools in the southwestern United States completed open-ended questionnaires that 

asked two questions regarding the factors they felt contributed most to their involvement in 

extracurricular activities. Ebie found the majority of reasons for participation fell into four 

categories (in order of most common response): social-integrative, kinesthetic, self-esteem and 

self-efficacy. Students expressed satisfaction when sharing the experience with their peers, 

working together, and establishing lasting relationships. They enjoyed having opportunities to 

express themselves musically or physically, and experienced feelings of self-worth and self-

confidence due to participation in these activities.  

Like Piekarz (2006), McDowell (2002) also examined the importance of including music 

in the curriculum, but did so through written responses of sixth and seventh grade students from 

two schools, both of which were reputable for their strong music programs as well as parental 

support of music programs. Students wrote letters to a hypothetical school board representative 

outlining their views on the inclusion of music in schools. Of the 898 letters, 742 supported 

music in schools, 98 did not support the inclusion of music in schools and 58 letters indicated 

indifferent or neutral responses. Students who responded in favour of keeping music in schools 

indicated that music should be included in schools because everyone likes music, music can be a 

career, and without school music many students would not be able to experience music lessons 

for financial reasons. Concerns about a decline in the reputation of their school should the music 

program be removed were also expressed, and students made numerous references to the social 

aspect of music and opportunities to perform with friends. McDowell found students felt they 

made new friends, developed responsibility, self-confidence, memorization skills, self-discipline, 
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character, and teamwork skills while learning music. Students who responded negatively towards 

including music in school felt that way because of a lack of interest in music, unfavourable 

repertoire selection or because their friends were not participating in music.  

McDowell (2002) concluded that the majority of students believe everyone needs music 

and fear losing arts programs. She goes on to say that it is the responsibility of teachers to inspire 

students to continue their love of music and pass that love on to future generations. This study 

provided insight into what students enjoy and appreciate in music, as well as what they do not 

enjoy.  

 As stated, these studies were student-centered, and together provided information about 

the benefits students feel they gain through participation in musical activities both in and out of 

school. Despite being conducted in different venues and with different groups of students, all of 

these studies found similar musical and extra-musical benefits of participating in musical groups. 

Every study found that participants felt they benefited musically in skill development and 

performance (Barrett & Baker, 2012; Bartolome, 2013; Cunha & Lorenzino, 2012; Ebie, 2005; 

McDowell, 2002; Piekarz, 2006). The extra-musical values included social skills such as 

teamwork, communication and a sense of belonging (Barrett & Baker, 2012; Bartolome, 2013; 

Cunha & Lorenzino, 2012; McDowell, 2002), personal growth including self-confidence, self-

esteem, persistence and responsibility (Bartolome, 2013; Barrett & Baker, 2012; Ebie, 2005; 

McDowell, 2002; Piekarz, 2006), and emotional growth including the ability to be musically, 

culturally and emotionally expressive (Cunha & Lorenzino, 2012; Ebie, 2005; Piekarz, 2006).  

While the participants’ perceived benefits of music programs are evident, it is not clear 

what specific experiences within the programs led to these benefits. In the study by Piekarz 

(2006), students “made numerous references to the ways in which they felt they had grown 
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personally as a result of their high school choral music experience” (p. 121); however, very few 

examples of experiences that fostered this growth were cited or explored. When the experiences 

were explored (for example, Bartolome, 2013), it was minimally and with students who were 

currently participating in programs, therefore the longevity of the memory of these experiences 

cannot be determined.  

Retrospective Studies Conducted with Former Music Students 

Research has also been done on the long-term memories and benefits of music education 

experiences (Arasi, 2006; Countryman, 2008; Ogden, 2008), although this research is less 

extensive than research carried out with students participating in music programs at the time of 

the study. The retrospective studies involve former music students as participants and reveal both 

similar and unique themes concerning how participants feel they have benefited from their 

school music experiences.  

Ogden (2008) examined the long-term benefits, both musical and extra-musical, of 

participating in elementary school musicals. In order to investigate this phenomenon, Ogden 

recruited 134 adults from southeastern and central Ontario who had participated in elementary 

school musicals. Questionnaires were used as a means of recruiting participants for interviews, 

and also for collecting data on demographics and the elementary school musical theatre 

experience. Of the 134 adults recruited, 84 returned completed questionnaires, which were 

analyzed and used to select participants for interviews. Forty-one participants agreed to be 

interviewed and of those, six were chosen in order to diversify based on age, gender and the type 

of experience they had (positive, negative or neutral). 

Ogden (2008) found that musical skills developed through participation in elementary 

school musicals were not long-lasting. She also discovered that common themes including self-
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awareness and awareness of others, a sense of community and the feeling of belonging were 

developed through participation in elementary school musicals. The idea of gender roles was also 

discussed, more extensively by male participants than females. Men discussed the impact of 

having a male director on their experience and the nature of participation in musicals among 

males as compared to females. Male participants noted they felt it was more socially acceptable 

for girls to participate than it was for males. All participants indicated that they felt their 

experiences in elementary school musical theatre had meaning and value, and the emotional and 

social impacts of their experiences have remained with them throughout their adult lives.  

Ogden (2008) concluded that the most significant meanings and implications of 

elementary musical theatre were extra-musical rather than based on musical skills. Musical 

theatre experiences in childhood affected the development of life-related skills for all participants 

who were interviewed for this study. She explored the experiences that resonated with 

participants and found the most common memorable experience was the opportunity to perform. 

Ogden summarized that these experiences were meaningful because they were “positive and 

enjoyable” (p. 73) and gave the participants a sense of pride.  

Arasi (2006) used narrative inquiry to explore the long-term meaning and influence 

(musical and extra-musical) of participation in one exemplary high school choral music program. 

Data were collected from eight former students. These adults participated in the program at least 

three years prior to the study and had all pursued careers in fields other than music. Arasi 

conducted two rounds of semi-structured interviews. The first interview sought to explore 

memories students had of the program and to gain insight into the context of these memories, 

including parental and peer support and the nature of the program. The second interview focused 

on the extent to which the choral music experience impacted the participants’ lives after high 
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school and investigated memories of the program in greater detail than the first interview. During 

the second interview, participants also completed a survey on teaching strategies that they found 

effective based on their memories of their choral director. Finally, observations of the school’s 

choral director were done in order to verify teaching strategies and provide data for triangulation.  

Arasi (2006) found that there were both musical and extra-musical benefits of 

participating in this exemplary choral program. The results showed there were many social and 

personal benefits, including socialization, teamwork, creativity, and the development of critical 

thinking skills and self-confidence. Like Ogden (2008), Arasi concluded that the extra-musical 

benefits of this particular program outweighed the musical benefits for these adults. Arasi 

focused slightly more extensively on the participants’ specific experiences than other studies thus 

far. Memorable experiences highlighted by participants included auditions, performances, 

competitions, trips and mentoring younger singers; however, each of these topics (with the 

exception of mentoring younger students) was included as probes for interviewing. This may 

mean these memories surfaced for all participants as a result of leading questions. The reasons 

these experiences were meaningful or memorable were not explored in this study.  

In 2008, Countryman conducted a study that sought to gain an understanding of how 

students and teachers experienced and valued high school music. She interviewed, both 

individually and in pairs, 32 former music students who had been away from their high school 

music programs for one to six years. These participants were involved in a range of programs 

and only one participant studied music after high school. Data were also collected from seven 

music teachers who were said to have thriving music programs. One focus group was held with 

four of the teachers, and the remaining three were interviewed individually. The data indicated 

that a sense of community was the primary reason students stayed involved in their high school 
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music programs. Like Ogden (2008) and Arasi (2006), Countryman found that making music 

together allowed students to explore themselves as individuals and that participants continued to 

value the musical knowledge and skills they gained through their high school music programs. 

The participants also indicated that traditions were extremely important to students and 

contributed extensively to the sense of community they felt.  

These three studies all investigated the high school music experience through the eyes of 

former music students. Arasi (2006) investigated the lasting impact of one “exemplary” choral 

program, Ogden (2008) explored the elementary musical theatre experience and Countryman 

(2008) looked at the high school music experience. Each of these studies reported both musical 

and extra-musical memories and perceived benefits. These benefits included musical skills 

(Arasi, 2006; Countryman, 2008); however, Ogden found that musical skills were not long-

lasting. Each study found that the extra-musical benefits included a sense of belonging and 

community, personal development including confidence, teamwork and self-awareness, social 

skills such as teamwork, and cognitive skills such as critical thinking and creativity (Arasi, 2006; 

Countryman, 2008; Ogden, 2008). Ogden’s participants also cited emotional benefits. Unlike the 

studies with current music students, Arasi, Countryman, and Ogden began to explore the 

experiences that students remembered and credited for the development of the skills mentioned 

above. These experiences included performances, auditions, competitions, trips and mentoring 

younger students (Arasi, 2006; Countryman, 2008; Ogden, 2008); however, the reasons for them 

being memorable and details of these experiences were not explored extensively.  

How My Study Builds on Existing Literature 

It is evident that there are musical and extra-musical benefits to participating in music 

programs. Each of the nine studies revealed similar findings about the nature of both the musical 
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and extra-musical benefits. Arasi (2006), Countryman (2008) and Piekarz (2006) focused on the 

high school music experience; however, Arasi and Piekarz limited their investigations to the 

choral experience. My study is not limited to the choral ensemble experience but includes a 

range of high school music programs. The participants for Countryman’s study were one to six 

years removed from their high school music experience. Stokes (2010) argued that the longer we 

are away from something, the more we come to value it. I seek to understand the high school 

music experience through the eyes of participants who have been removed from their high school 

music program for at least ten years, thus increasing the longevity of the memories recounted.  

None of the nine studies extensively explored specific experiences that led to the benefits 

cited by participants. Arasi (2006), Countryman (2008), Ogden (2008), and Piekarz (2006) 

briefly cited some experiences mentioned by participants; however, they are not explored in 

detail, nor are the reasons for them being meaningful explored. Rather than focusing on the 

perceived benefits of participating in high school music programs, my study actively seeks 

detailed accounts of specific experiences that resonate with former high school music students, 

experiences they still find meaningful and memorable today. My intention in constructing 

narratives that focus on specific experiences and memories is that teachers will be provided with 

insights into the kinds of experiences that may provide their students with positive, long-term 

memories of participating in high school music programs.  
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Chapter 3 - Methodology 

In examining individuals’ perceptions of their experiences, qualitative methods are 

appropriate because they focus on the perspectives of participants, and endeavour to capture and 

represent the voices, emotions, and actions of those studied in order to understand an experience 

(Stake, 2010). In this type of research it is essential to emphasize the personal experiences of 

participants (Stake, 2010). With this focus, in-depth, rich accounts of participants’ memories and 

experiences, and understandings of the meaning they have assigned to those experiences can 

emerge (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998; McMillan & Schumacher, 2010; Stake, 2010). This study 

sought to understand the experience of participating in Ontario high school music programs from 

the perspectives of those who participated in the past. Therefore, I employed a qualitative 

narrative approach to carry out this study. This chapter outlines the methodology used to collect 

data, the approach to narrative inquiry used, and how this narrative approach influenced and 

guided the analysis process.   

Research Design 

Why narrative? In order to best share and understand the participants’ experiences, I 

used a narrative approach (Barone, 1995; Barrett & Stauffer, 2009; Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; 

Creswell, 2008). Barrett and Stauffer (2009) argued that as humans, we seek connections with 

others and we do this best in and through stories; the construction of narratives is an effective 

way of sharing individuals’ voices and experiences. Narratives also allow researchers to 

investigate the nature of the experience being studied, the context that allows the experience to 

take place, and meaning to emerge from the experience (Barrett & Stauffer, 2009). Barone 

(1995) supported this notion, and went on to say that it is the responsibility of educators to 

inspire and persuade the general public of the value of school and school programs. He suggested 
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that stories and connections are the strongest mode of persuasion we can employ. It is necessary 

to advocate for music programs in Ontario public schools (Huckabee, 2009; Jorgensen, 1994; 

McDowell, 2002; Vince, 2007). Over a decade ago, Jorgensen (1994) indicated that music 

seemed to occupy a ‘fragile’ place in public education. In 1838, Lowell Mason first convinced 

the Boston School Committee to include a music education program in schools (Abeles & 

Custodero, 2010; Howe, 1992). In Ontario, education became public under the School Act of 

1871 (Willingham & Cutler, 2007). Egerton Ryerson, “the chief architect of the Ontario School 

System” (p. 2) investigated education programs throughout Europe and the United States, which 

resulted in his assertions for what a full education system in Upper Canada must include 

(Willingham & Cutler, 2007). He was also an advocate for the arts, and in 1848, declared that 

music was worthy of inclusion in the public school curriculum (Pertruza & Holbrough, n.d.). 

Although it has been almost 170 years since music became an official part of a child’s education 

in Ontario, music teachers still, and even more extensively, have to justify its necessary role in 

the education of every child, and therefore its inclusion in schools (McDowell, 2002). One of the 

current aims of high school education in Ontario is to provide all students with the knowledge 

and skills they will need in order to pursue any area of interest, as well as the opportunity to 

explore or specialize in areas they may want to pursue in post-secondary education (Ontario 

Ministry of Education, 2011). The goal is to provide students with a well-rounded education, 

which includes the arts. Given that music occupies such a precarious position amongst school 

subjects, music teachers need to be sure they are providing experiences that students appreciate. 

My research seeks to explore and share the powerful memories and experiences that music 

programs have provided students over the years with the hope that these stories will assist 

positive change in practice. Fowler (n. d.) said when done well, narrative research can help 
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achieve that goal; therefore, I used narratives as a means of sharing and analyzing the data in this 

study. 

Participant selection. The goal of this research was to develop understandings of the 

rich stories that individuals share of their experiences in high school music; therefore, it was 

essential that participants were able to provide rich data about these experiences. Cohen, Manion 

and Morrison (2011) stated that there is little benefit in using random sampling methods when 

the participants may not be able to provide rich data about the experience being studied. 

Therefore, participants for this study were chosen through purposeful sampling, defined by 

Creswell (2008) and McMillan & Schumacher (2010) as the intentional selection of participants 

based on certain characteristics, including the extent to which they are information rich. In using 

purposeful sampling methods, it is understood that the data collected do not represent a wider 

population and therefore will not be used to make generalizations; however, this was not the 

main goal of this research (Cohen et al., 2011).  

In order to participate in interviews, participants were required to be over the age of 30 

and to have participated in school-run music programs, either curricular or extra-curricular 

activities, during their time in Ontario public high schools. Being over the age of 30 guaranteed 

participants were at least ten years removed from their high school music experiences, thus 

ensuring longevity of the memories recounted. It was important to discover what has stayed with 

them for extended periods of time. A goal in recruiting participants was to reach different age 

brackets in order to diversify the longevity of memories recounted. I was successful in 

interviewing one person in her thirties, four people in their fifties and one person in her sixties, 

providing a thirty year memory span. Individuals with rich stories to tell were sought, with a 

focus on obtaining stories of both positive and adverse experiences and memories. Using both 
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positive and adverse stories can enhance the research findings and implications for teaching by 

providing insights not only into what enhances students’ positive experiences, but also what 

hinders them.  

Participants were recruited by speaking with personal contacts across southeastern 

Ontario about my interests as they related to this study, their experiences with music and the 

criteria for participation. If those criteria were met, I asked if they would be interested in sharing 

memories of their high school music experiences with me. This contact was also made in person, 

as well as via email and social networking sites. In order to ensure consistency, I used a 

recruitment script (APPENDIX B) to contact 23 people via email who met the age requirement 

for participation. Attached to the email was a Letter of Information (APPENDIX C) with more 

detailed information about the study. Of those contacted, 11 people responded. Three met the 

criteria for participation and were willing to take part in an interview, three individuals simply 

said they had not taken music in high school and four others indicated that although they 

personally did not meet the criteria for participation, they would pass information on to others 

who might be interested in taking part in the study. This method of recruitment, where 

participants suggest other individuals who fit the criteria for the study, is known as snowball 

sampling (Creswell, 2008; McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). Two people who met the criteria 

and agreed to participate in an interview also passed along the email to their contacts. Through 

this snowball sampling, six contacts were made which resulted in two more participants.  

In order to ensure consistency, the same recruitment script (APPENDIX B) was used on a 

social networking site in an effort to reach a larger population of 201 people. These individuals 

did not necessarily meet the criteria for participation, but my hope was that some would be 

willing to participate and some would pass along the information to their contacts. Another new 
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population was reached through my place of employment and other personal networks. In 

speaking with these contacts about my research, many were very eager to share stories; this 

method of recruitment resulted in one more participant.  

Overall, I found people were excited to share their experiences with me and eager to 

participate, therefore it was not difficult to recruit a sufficient number of participants. The total 

number of participants that resulted from these modes of recruitment was six, providing a range 

of meaningful high school music memories suitable to the scope of this master’s thesis research. 

The objective of this qualitative, narrative study was not to make generalizations across other 

populations but rather to explore individual experiences in depth and develop understandings of 

those experiences (Cohen et al., 2011).   

Ethical clearance. As Queen’s University protocol requires, in January of 2014, prior to 

contacting potential participants, ethical clearance was applied for and granted by the Education 

Research Ethics Board (EREB) and General Research Ethics Board (GREB). Each participant 

was provided with a Letter of Information (APPENDIX C) and two copies of a Consent Form 

(APPENDIX D), one of which was signed and returned and one of which was kept for the 

participant’s personal records.  

Data Collection  

Interviews. “If you want to understand the way people think about their world and how 

those definitions are formed, you need to hear them talk” (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998). The research 

questions for this study are based on past events, events I was unable to witness. Stake (2010) 

and Creswell (2008) both assert that the most effective way to explore and understand the nature 

of significant life events, and the meanings people draw from them, is to talk to those who 

experienced them. The purpose of conducting interviews is to understand how participants make 
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meaning of their lives and experiences in their own terms (Brenner, 2006) and to allow 

participants to express their own interpretations of situations and memories (Cohen et al., 2011). 

Therefore, individual interviews with each participant were conducted.  

The six participants were asked to take part in up to two interviews. Due to the nature of 

the topic and the need to recall memories from the past, participants were provided with the 

topics I planned to discuss with them during the interview, thus giving them time to reflect on 

their experiences (APPENDIX E). It was my hope this would enrich the memories recounted 

during the interview process.  

Each of the first interviews was approximately an hour in length and, with the exception 

of one participant, took place in participants’ homes. One participant was interviewed at her 

workplace during her lunch hour. The interviews were semi-structured and an interview guide 

was used (APPENDIX F) in order to ensure that each participant was asked similar questions in 

a similar order; however, the exact wording and order of questions was determined as each 

interview progressed (Cohen, et al., 2011; Brenner, 2006). Probes were also used in order to 

elicit more information and extend participants’ recollections of the experience they were 

sharing. This style of interview ensured each participant addressed the same general topics and 

reduced any bias I may have had when conducting the interviews; however, it did not allow for 

much flexibility during the interview (Cohen, et al., 2011). This was accounted for during the 

second interview, which was tailored to each participant based on his or her responses during the 

first interview.  

After conducting a first interview with participants, I conducted a preliminary inductive 

analysis of the data. This analysis, described in detail in the analysis section, identified emerging 

themes from each participant’s data. Based on this analysis, I sought more in-depth information 
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about particular experiences and endeavoured to fill gaps from the first interview (Cohen et al., 

2011). As a result, the questions for the second interview (APPENDICES G-J) were tailored to 

each individual, and were informed by the experiences and circumstances described in the first 

interview. Four of the six participants took part in a second interview. These interviews took 

place on the phone and were approximately half an hour in length. A second interview was not 

able to be arranged with the remaining two participants.  

Following the second interview, or after the first interview if they participated in only 

one, I sent each participant a transcript of their interview(s) via email with the request that they 

review the transcripts to ensure the experiences described were accurately represented. This 

member-checking helped to ensure that the participants’ intended words and meanings were 

represented in the transcripts, as participants were to modify any information from the interview 

they saw fit (Brenner, 2006; Cohen, et al., 2011; Creswell, 2008; McMillan & Schumacher, 

2010). Due to the nature of the questions being asked, and the need to recall events from the past, 

participants were also given the opportunity to add any information they saw fit in order to 

ensure the true essence of their experience had been captured and could be included in the 

ensuing narratives.  

For both sets of interviews, the questions were open-ended in order to allow participants 

the best opportunity to share their experiences and express the meaning these experiences hold 

for them in their own words (Creswell, 2008; Brenner, 2006). I sought in-depth information 

about the participants’ high school music experiences and memories, including context, musical 

development and personal development (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010; Creswell, 2008). In 

order to enhance the context of each person’s experiences, I also sought information about the 

participants’ experiences with music prior to, and after, high school.  
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Cohen et al. (2011) reminded us that, “the interview is a social, interpersonal encounter, 

not just a data collection exercise,” therefore every effort was made to maintain a relaxed, natural 

and conversational atmosphere. In order to assist this, and to allow me to focus on the 

conversation, each interview was audio-recorded using Audacity, as well as a small recorder that 

provided a back-up in case of technical malfunctions. These recordings were transcribed 

verbatim. Cohen et al. (2011) stated that non-verbal cues can provide just as much information as 

verbal communication, therefore during and immediately following each interview, I recorded 

notes in a journal that documented body language and other non-verbal cues, as well as my 

thoughts and reflections about the interview. These notes were referred to as I structured 

questions for the second interviews, as well as throughout the process of analyzing the data. By 

including notes about the time and space of the interview, as well as both verbal and non-verbal 

cues, interruptions and other details of the experience, I was able to re-construct and 

contextualize the participants’ experiences as much as possible in the subsequent narratives 

(Cohen et al., 2011).  

Transcriptions. Immediately following the interviews during the transcription process, 

the names of each participant, as well as any names they mentioned, were replaced by 

pseudonyms that were used in all aspects of the study thereafter. Throughout the transcription 

process, I engaged in what Creswell (2008) described as a preliminary exploratory analysis, 

pausing to make comments, highlight statements that seemed significant, and make notes on 

questions I could ask the participant during the second interview in order to elaborate on a 

particular statement or topic.  
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Data Analysis 

Narrative inquiry, defined by Clandinin and Connelly (2000) as a way of understanding 

experience through story, seeks to explore the meaning of individuals’ experiences through the 

stories they live and tell (Creswell, 2008). The term narrative holds a variety of meanings for 

qualitative researchers (Polkinghorne, 1995). Polkinghorne outlined two approaches to the 

process of analysis in narrative inquiry – narrative analysis and analysis of narratives. I 

employed both of these processes when analyzing the data for this study.  

Narrative analysis. Narrative analysis is the process by which researchers collect 

descriptions of events and re-construct them into a story (Polkinghorne, 1995). This process 

moves from themes to stories, with the primary outcome of research being a retrospective story 

that links past events together along a before and after continuum in order to explain an outcome 

(Polkinghorne, 1995). Clandinin (2006) supported Polkinghorne’s process, saying that continuity 

(past, present, and future), interaction (the personal and social), and situation (place) are 

necessary elements of narratives. These elements also align with Dewey’s (1938) concept of 

experience, which contributes to the theoretical framework of my research. Therefore, I feel that 

structuring narratives serves as a particularly effective means of bringing participants’ 

experiences and stories to life. Fontana and Frey (2005) also discussed narrative frameworks as a 

valid way of interpreting interview data as they can allow for the autobiographical nature of the 

experience to shape the participants’ stories. Through the use of narrative structures, I was able 

to maintain participant language while meaningfully sharing each person’s story of his/her 

experience in high school music. These narratives allowed the significance of each person’s story 

to emerge and an understanding of the themes specific to each individual’s experience to be 

explored.  
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The interviews with participants sought information about their experiences with the 

intent of re-constructing and sharing their story. Polkinghorne (1995) noted that a narrative 

structure is not simply a transcription of an interview, but rather a means of making sense of and 

showing the significance of experiences within the context of the final outcome of those 

experiences. This process of narrative analysis, the construction of each participant’s narrative, 

was the first step in analyzing the data collected through interviews. I constructed and presented 

these narratives (APPENDIX A) in the manner used by Langston (2009), which was in turn 

based on Polkinghorne’s (1995) conception of narrative analysis.  

As a starting point for this process, I returned to my research questions, the general 

purpose of the study, and the interview guide in order to set initial topics, something that 

McMillan & Schumacher (2010) described as template analysis. The original topics were 

derived from the interview guide and included: Participation in music now (what came after), 

influences or reasons for taking music in high school, pre-high school music experiences (what 

came before), class or instrument selection, reasons for continuation or cessation of music in 

high school, teacher characteristics, expressions of emotions/feelings about high school music, 

hindsight/reflections, memorable moments, and what was carried forward. 

Once these topics were colour-coded, I went through each interview, highlighting 

segments of text that pertained to each of these topics. Throughout this coding process, I 

continued to make notes about potential follow-up questions for the second interviews. I then 

created a table of topics for each interview and inserted notes that were relevant to each topic, 

with the end result being a matrix of topics and sub-topics for each participant. At the top of each 

matrix, I copied a quote or quotes from the interview that I felt best represented each 

participant’s experiences in high school music or their feelings about high school music.  
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Following the ideas of McMillan & Schumacher (2010), who suggested that qualitative 

data analysis is a recurring process that constantly returns to the data in order to modify and 

validate the topics, codes, and themes, I returned to the transcripts and matrices several times, 

editing and re-organizing the information represented. By the time each interview was 

highlighted, I had been through the data several times and had begun to develop a deeper 

understanding of each person’s experiences and memories. At this point, I focused on one set of 

data at a time – one person’s story – in order to become immersed in their experiences. In doing 

this, and by referring to each participant’s matrix of topics and the data I had associated with 

these topics, I was able to identify recurring patterns as they emerged from each set of data. I 

also began to recognize the significance of these topics and patterns. I created a code for each 

pattern as it emerged, and ended up with an extensive list of thematic codes (e.g. being part of a 

group, teacher characteristics, music as an outlet). These codes went through various 

transformations throughout the process of analysis, and after careful consideration and many 

returns to the data sets, I synthesized the codes into the following themes: relationships, class 

environment, comfort, confidence, enjoyment, performing, instrument selection, specialness and 

opportunities. By using this as a preliminary analysis tool, I began to understand what was 

significant for participants in recalling their high school music experience.  

Creating a new transcription file for each participant, I assigned each emergent theme a 

colour and highlighted any segment of text that was relevant to each theme. For example, all 

references to relationships in a transcript were highlighted in yellow, all references to comfort in 

red, etc. Once a set of data had been analyzed this far, I felt I had a good understanding of the 

person’s story, what themes had emerged and where there seemed to be gaps in the data. I was 

then able to structure a new set of interview questions and contact the participant for a second 
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interview. This process was repeated for each participant; however, in two cases second 

interviews were not able to be scheduled. Where themes overlapped from participant to 

participant, I maintained the same colour scheme, thus at the end of this process, any participant 

who made any mention of relationships had text segments that were highlighted in yellow.  

Following the second interview and after transcribing the recording, I sent clean 

transcriptions of both interviews to each participant for member-checking. No changes were 

requested or suggested, so I returned to the process of highlighting each set of data using the 

original topics found in the matrices of topics, again returning to each transcript and matrix 

several times. Once that process was complete, I added each person’s second interview transcript 

to the same document as the second coded version of their first interview. Using the same 

colour-coding process, I highlighted and coded the second interview to match the first interview 

based on the themes already identified for that participant. In some cases, these themes changed 

and evolved later as I constructed the narratives, while in other cases the first set of themes that 

were assigned remained constant. Once this stage of analysis was complete, I continued working 

with one set of data at a time and began to construct a narrative of each participant’s story. This 

preliminary analysis ensured that I constructed the narratives in a manner that emphasized and 

conveyed what the inductive analysis process had allowed me to identify as most significant in 

the data. By using these methods of analyzing the qualitative data, I gained a strong sense of 

what events were meaningful and memorable for participants and what circumstances made them 

so. 

In constructing each narrative, I gathered and made use of direct quotes; however, in 

some cases sentences were clarified and re-ordered in order to vividly and effectively re-tell the 

story. In order to provide context for the atmosphere of the environment in which the interviews 
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were conducted, I included my personal reflections throughout each narrative (Barone & Eisner, 

1997; Langston, 2009). The narratives are a re-telling of each participant’s story as it was shared 

with me through interviews; therefore, in order to ensure the narratives are accurate and true to 

the experiences participants had, and the memories they shared, I sent the narratives I crafted 

back to the participants for member-checking. I asked participants to review the narratives for 

accuracy, make me aware of any amendments necessary, and ensure their story was accurately 

and appropriately represented (APPENDIX K). When one narrative had been sent out for 

member-checking, I started the process over with the next participant’s data.  

Analysis of narratives. After participants reviewed their narratives and changes had 

been made, I began the second type of narrative inquiry that Polkinghorne (1995) described – 

analysis of narratives. He described this as the process through which the researcher moves from 

stories to similar and unique themes among participants based on the data presented in the 

narratives. After employing narrative analysis in order to re-construct each participant’s story, 

analysis of the narratives was the second step in gaining a deeper understanding of each 

participant’s experience in high school music. In order to allow themes to emerge from 

participants’ experiences and the meanings they make of these experiences, I continued the 

inductive analysis process used during narrative analysis (Cohen et al., 2011; McMillan & 

Schumacher, 2010; Polkinghorne, 1995). This analytical approach allowed me to start with 

detailed, specific data from the narratives and end with broader themes that encapsulated key 

aspects of each participant’s experiences and memories.  

Hatch (2002) described the analysis of qualitative data as a process that involves a 

constant cycle between data collection and data analysis in a systematic search for meaning. 

Similarly, my processes of narrative analysis and analysis of narratives were cyclical, as I 
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constantly moved between narrative analysis and analysis of narratives in order to inform both 

the construction of narratives as well as the themes and analyses that emerged from the 

narratives. After the processes of narrative analysis and analysis of narratives were complete, I 

sent the final constructed narratives to each participant for final review.  

Cross-case analysis. Analysis of narratives is also used to note the similarities and 

differences among themes that emerge from each participant, as well as to note the relationships 

among the themes themselves (Polkinghorne, 1995). Therefore, once each person’s story had 

been re-constructed into a narrative and the process of analysis of narratives complete, I began 

the process of cross-case analysis, which examines the similarities and differences among themes 

from each person’s story (Burns, 2010). At this point, I had a good understanding of what had 

been significant for each participant during their time in high school music and what they still 

find meaningful and memorable now. In order to get a more complete sense of themes that were 

similar and unique among participants, I felt it was necessary to engage in a process of 

comparing and contrasting each person’s story. This is where the use of consistency in colour-

coding themes, where possible, became extremely helpful. I started this portion of the analysis 

process by creating a table of comparison with each participant’s name at the top and a list of 

themes that had emerged from their data below (e.g. class environment). Several factors 

contributed to these themes for participants (e.g. teacher qualities). These were listed as 

subtopics under the themes. With this table constructed, I was able to see visually where there 

was overlap and where there were outliers. I created a second table, this one organized by theme.  

This second table (APPENDIX L) started with every theme that had emerged from the 

data collected across the top. These headings were colour-coded based on the colours used in the 

individual analysis process. Under each theme heading, I listed all subtopics that contributed to 
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that particular theme. Beside each subtopic, I wrote the initials of the participants who had 

discussed that subtopic (e.g. teacher qualities – R, E, L, B, A, W). This again gave me a visual 

overview of the themes that had emerged from the data, whose data they emerged from, as well 

as the various factors in place that contributed to each theme.  

Validity and Trustworthiness 

As mentioned throughout the data collection and data analysis sections above, several 

measures were taken throughout the research process to enhance the validity and trustworthiness 

of both the data collected and the stories shared. With interviews being the primary tool used for 

collecting data, it was important to understand the strengths as well as limitations of 

interviewing, and to account for those limitations as extensively as possible.  

There are many strengths to using interviews as a research method, including the ability 

to ask open-ended questions, the opportunity to probe and clarify responses, the inclusion of 

nonverbal communication in field notes recorded during and after each interview, and the use of 

reflection in field notes immediately following each interview (Cohen et al., 2011; Creswell, 

2008; McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). I employed these strategies to help ensure I gathered the 

most accurate data possible from each participant. These strategies also helped to account for the 

limitations that interviews may present, which can include lack of context, the potential 

misinterpretation of responses, the use of leading questions and researcher bias.  

Contextualizing transcripts. An audio recorder and Audacity were used to ensure I had 

accurate and complete records of each interview. Verbatim transcripts provided literal accounts 

of each participant’s memories and were inherently decontextualized; however, the inclusion of 

context was enhanced through the use of field notes, which documented details of the entire 

encounter with each participant. These notes included details about the time and space of the 
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interview, verbal and non-verbal cues, interruptions where applicable, and other details of the 

experience, thus allowing me to reconstruct and contextualize the experience as much as possible 

(Cohen et al., 2011).  

Authenticity of memories. Every effort was made to ensure that the memories 

recounted, and the meaning participants made of those memories, were not misinterpreted. This 

was accounted for during each interview through the use of probes and clarifying questions. By 

conducting second interviews with participants, I had the opportunity to clarify my 

understanding of the data collected during the first interview prior to constructing narratives. 

Leading questions were used only during the second interview in order to gain more information 

about an event recalled during the first interview. Following the interviews, and throughout the 

construction of narratives, it was important that participant language was maintained, and that 

the narratives provided rich and accurate accounts that were true to, and captured the essence of, 

each person’s experience. In order to ensure this happened, each participant reviewed their 

transcript as well as their narrative for member-checking, and at any point throughout the process 

they were able to add or change information and clarify scenarios.  

Participants in this study were recalling events from their past, autobiographical 

memories from 15 to 50 years ago. The passage of time can impact recollections; however, 

Christainson & Safer (1996) argued that memories connected to emotion are often recalled 

vividly. These types of memories are not recalled in their entirely, but rather in fragments that 

are re-constructed into complete memories of an event (Rubin, 1996). This process may result in 

elements of an event or situation being left out or mis-construed. The present study explored 

participants’ memories of high school music; what is important is how participants remember 

their experiences and the meaning they make of those memories and experiences. Therefore, 
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despite the potential for variations between a person’s memory of high school music and the 

authentic details of events or scenarios, the memories recounted in this study are reliable and do 

not impact the validity of the findings.  

Researcher bias. Every effort was made to reduce researcher bias as much as possible. 

Creswell (2008) says that in qualitative research, it is impossible to completely eliminate bias, 

thus we must, “provide a chain of evidence” (Cohen et al., 2011; Creswell, 2008) in order to 

overtly track our thoughts and processes. During the data collection process, the use of an 

interview guide with pre-determined questions and probes helped to minimize any bias that 

could have arisen during an interview. During analysis, I kept records of topics and themes used, 

noted if they were changed and why, and logged all versions of themed transcriptions, analyses 

and narratives. Throughout all stages of this project, I kept a journal that documented my 

thoughts and opinions about the data as they came up, research decisions, diversions from any 

original plans that had been in place, and conversations with anyone about my research. In doing 

this, I engaged in a process of reflexivity and was aware of my thoughts and the role I played in 

the research process. I took this into account when making decisions about the analysis and 

presentation of data.  

Validity. The validity of the data collected was enhanced through the use of triangulation 

which was employed by gathering data from multiple individuals (Creswell, 2008), as well as 

multiple data sources, through the use of multiple interviews as well as field notes (Cohen et al, 

2011). It was also enhanced through the inclusion of negative cases, which can demonstrate the 

complexity of the data. Negative cases also support a more nuanced, and therefore valid, 

interpretation of the data, thus enhancing our understanding of the participants’ high school 
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music experiences (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010; Cohen et al., 2011; Creswell, 2008; 

Brenner, 2006).   

 Fontana and Frey (2005) stated that the use of a narrative framework enhances the 

validity of a study because it allows the autobiographical nature of an experience to shape the 

way data is shared. Cohen et al. (2011) supported this perspective, arguing that the validity of a 

study is enhanced when the data is understood and reported through the eyes of the participants. 

This quality is inherent to narratives such as those I constructed, which offer rich descriptions 

and first-person accounts of participants’ high school music experiences.  
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Chapter 4 – Analyses of Participants’ Stories 

 Humans seek connections with others and do so most effectively through stories (Barrett 

& Stauffer, 2009). This chapter presents vignettes of Ray, Wiley, Ellen, Andrea, Lauren and 

Brian’s experiences in high school music in order to provide context and understanding for the 

ensuing analyses (see APPENDIX A for complete narratives). These narratives are essential in 

developing an understanding of what each participant found meaningful and memorable about 

their experiences in high school music. In order to best represent the participants’ voices, direct 

quotations have been used. These quotations have also been clarified and re-ordered in order to 

vividly and effectively re-tell each participant’s story. Following each vignette, themes that 

emerged from the data are discussed, and the factors that influenced the development of these 

themes are explored.  

Ray 

The relationships for sure were the draw to go back! Everybody finds a comfort zone, a 

support group, a support team, and encouragement and that’s what I found in my music classes 

with my fellow music students. I would say 99% of people who started [music] in grade 9 stuck 

through the entire show. We’d see each other walking through the halls and there was a kind of 

camaraderie if you will, and because it was a different language. There’s something special 

about that group of people who played together. There seemed to be a certain relationship and 

understanding that we were all challenged to play this thing and we knew that we had to come 

together and everyone had to do their bit and everyone worked at it. Ahhh this is just coming to 

me now! Just like a sports team! Wow!  

I [also] always enjoyed being up on stage watching the audience enjoy the music that 

myself as a solo performer or as a group, was delivering. To be able to see the expression on 
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people’s faces...enjoyment. It's an escape for most people, a cheap drug. The nervous energy of 

doing my best always got me excited.  

Anytime I walked into the music room, it didn’t even have to be my own class, I found it 

to be really heartfelt and a wonderful place to be. It was a very happy time in my life, in my 

world, in my day, to go to music. It was kind of my little cocoon, a safe zone for me really. None 

of it ever seemed so challenging that I was afraid to go to the class or a performance. The energy 

in the room was always positive. [For me] it was a place of security, a place of peace, a place of 

excitement. It's a pleasure to think back on such a positive time in my life and the people who I 

met as a result of being fortunate enough to have a music program at my high school. Probably 

the most positive experience or thing that I did in high school was music. 

It is apparent that Ray’s memories revolved around three recurring themes: (a) 

relationships and camaraderie, (b) class environment, (c) performance. Ray spoke many times of 

the relationships he had with his peers and the feeling of camaraderie he felt in the band, the 

class environment, and the performance aspect of music. Although each theme emerged 

independently of the others, a closer look at the data revealed many overlapping factors at play 

that connected these memories. Together, they worked to provide Ray with wonderful memories 

of his high school music experiences, something he describes as, “the most positive experience 

or thing that I did in high school.”  

Relationships and camaraderie. The most prevalent memories that emerged from Ray’s 

interview were those of the relationships developed within his music program. As he said, “the 

relationships for sure were the draw to go back.” Ray reminisced extensively about the nature of 

these relationships, the value he placed on them throughout his time in high school, and even 

beyond that when he spoke of present day encounters with individuals from the program. One of 
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the interesting things about these relationships is that they were not limited to the time and place 

in which music happened during school. As Ray explained, “the relationships in the music 

program were very tight and I still stay in touch with some of those people today.” It is 

significant that one class for a few years in high school can foster relationships that stand the test 

of time and change.  

In order for relationships to be maintained over time, there has to be a connection, 

something that draws people together. Ray described the music class or band as being like a team 

or private club, where everyone in the group could relate to one another and form bonds because 

of the shared experiences they had while in the music program. These shared experiences 

enhanced the development of relationships and gave the students in the class a sense of 

camaraderie. Perhaps those shared experiences from so many years ago play a part in the 

longevity of the relationships now, or perhaps simply in the strength of those relationships at the 

time. Either way, in order to understand what Ray means when he refers to shared experiences, 

we can look to examples that he provided: a trip to Toronto, the language of music and working 

together as a team.  

A trip to Toronto. Ray described his day trip to Toronto where being in a different 

environment – the big city, dressed in their best clothes and on their best behaviour –“made 

everyone feel special.” Upon returning from Toronto, the group of music students had shared 

something unique that made them feel special, something they could talk about and share 

exciting memories of. Although this was the only trip Ray was able to partake in due to other 

commitments, he said he was “sure the relationships [and] ties that were developed would have 

been even stronger” if he had been able to go on other trips. What is significant about this is the 

reference to being in a different environment. Ray found the unique opportunity to leave school 
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and go somewhere different together made him and his peers feel special and gave them a unique 

experience to bond over and remember. This was not an overnight excursion or a trip out of the 

country, but for Ray, it was memorable and made an impact on him and his relationships with his 

peers.  

The language of music. Ray also mentioned that music is “a different language.” This is 

interesting because he felt that it was another type of shared experience in that it was a shared 

language, unique to him and his music peers. The language of music gave Ray and his 

classmates an opportunity to express themselves in ways that were different from other 

opportunities they had. It gave them a shared language through which they could communicate 

and interact with one other. Whether it was a specific piece they were working on in class or 

something they were performing, this language gave Ray and his peers an understanding of what 

was going on in the music, and like Ray said, “it's almost like reading a person’s mind.” For 

Ray, this was a very unique experience, one that made music class special for him and 

contributed to the camaraderie he felt.  

Teamwork. Another aspect of sharing an experience with his peers in music was the idea 

that they were all working together towards a common goal. He indicated that the opportunities 

for teamwork and collaboration, rather than solely independent work, were unique to music 

class. Through working towards common goals as a team, perhaps while also working towards 

individual goals, Ray felt that the bonds formed between students grew stronger. He described 

those relationships as unique because “we had a common goal” and, “we knew we had to come 

together and everyone had to do their bit.” He described the group as being “like a sports team 

[or] a private club” with a core of people who stayed while a few came and went. Music 

provided opportunities that were unique in creating this team feeling. When the group reached a 
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goal, the sense of accomplishment and pride they felt was another shared experience Ray felt 

was part of the development of camaraderie amongst peers – “There is something special about 

that group of people that played together.” In coming together and everyone doing their part, 

Ray also commented on the support that was shown to people who were struggling or who were 

performing. Everyone wanted their peers to do well and recognized it did not come easily to 

everyone. This is one of the common threads that ties the theme of relationships with the theme 

of class environment. By being supportive of one another, stronger relationships can be 

developed than if students berate one another when a mistake is made.  

Class environment. Ray spoke extensively about the positive and safe environment his 

high school music program offered. It is clear from Ray’s interviews that this positive, safe 

environment was due to the attitudes of both the students and the teachers.  

Supportive students. The relationships among peers contributed to this positive 

environment because they were supportive of one another. Ray described it as “a support group, 

a support team,” saying that everyone tried, and even though some people struggled, it was 

recognized they were making an effort so rather than berating them, they were encouraged. 

When it came time to play together, Ray described this supportive atmosphere again when he 

said “the energy going to [any soloist or section] was always for them to do their best and I 

could feel that energy coming back to me.” This sounds like a very supportive and safe 

environment to be in, one that may have been suitable for students to take risks in and try new 

things, but one that was absolutely a safe space for enjoying the experience of creating music 

together.  

Supportive teachers. In order for students to be supportive of one another, it seems 

logical that they would have some guidance or a role model within the class, encouraging them 
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to be that way. In this case, Ray describes his teachers as being exactly that. He used the words, 

“wonderful, patient, kind [and] encouraging” repeatedly to describe them and said they were 

“never mean-spirited.” Given Ray felt as though students in music were supportive of one 

another, and also that his teachers were supportive of the students, it is likely there is a 

connection between the two. It suggests the students appreciated and respected the supportive 

behaviours modelled by their teachers, and thus acted the same way themselves. The fact that 

students and teachers were supportive was significant in contributing to Ray’s sense of safety. 

Safe space. It is clear Ray felt music class was a safe space to be. He described it as, “my 

little cocoon, a safe zone for me. It was in the center of the school and it just always seemed like 

a good place to be.” What a nice feeling to have about a class you are a part of in high school. 

Ray acknowledged in his first interview that high school can be a tough place to be, so having a 

“place of security, peace and excitement” was evidently a wonderful thing for Ray. It was 

interesting that Ray described music as a safe space for his parents as well. He was able to 

participate in things like the trip to Toronto because his parents trusted the music instructors and 

the students in the class. If his parents had not trusted the music class and had not allowed him to 

go to Toronto or participate in the over-night fundraisers, Ray would have missed out on some of 

the shared experiences, ones that left an impression on him. Therefore, as important as it was for 

Ray to feel safe and comfortable in the music class, in this case it was also important for his 

parents to feel that way as well.  

Performance. The third theme that was prevalent in the discussions with Ray was 

performance. Although he said it was a difficult feeling to put into words, he mentioned the 

freedom he felt, and still feels, when playing his instrument, and spoke often of the “nervous 

energy” and enjoyment he felt when performing. The combination of nerves, energy, freedom 
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and enjoyment are all ones that made performances very meaningful and memorable experiences 

for Ray throughout high school. 

Performing as an escape. Ray spoke extensively about his experiences performing on 

stage before, during and after high school. It was clear these experiences were significant to him 

and I was pleased to hear he described playing his instrument as an escape, “a cheap drug.” Ray 

described the sense of freedom he felt and still feels when he sits down to play for an hour, time 

that “just passes by.” To get so caught up in something is a feeling Ray got every time he got up 

on stage as a soloist or as a member of an ensemble. He described it as, “a total intense focus 

[and] nothing can penetrate that pleasure.”  

Nervous energy. “I always liked being on stage, yet I was always nervous about being on 

stage at the same time…the nervous energy of doing my best always got me excited.” This is the 

way Ray describes the feeling he got when performing. It is interesting that he mentions both 

nervousness and excitement when referring to the same experience. It seems he looked forward 

to going on stage and the nervous energy he felt increased his anticipation of the moment when 

he got to perform. It is also interesting that Ray felt this way both in solo situations and group 

performances – whether performing alone or with a group, he was both nervous and excited to 

go on stage.  

Performing for the audience. It is clear that Ray enjoyed performing, but not just for his 

own benefit. He also mentioned the enjoyment he got out of watching the audience respond to 

the music. As much as he got caught up in the moment and “[went] into another world,” he was 

still very aware of the audience’s reaction to the performance and wanted to do his best for them. 

“I always enjoyed being up on stage watching the audience enjoy the music. To be able to see 

the expressions on people’s faces…enjoyment. It's an escape for most people.” Ray believes 
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music is an escape not only for him, but also for the audience, which brings him a sense of joy as 

a performer.  

Summary. More than 35 years after graduating from high school and participating in the 

music program, it is the relationships, the class environment, and the performances that Ray 

recalls most vividly –– they are what he deems meaningful and memorable.  

Wiley 

I signed up to take music in grade 9 and we were asked to provide a list of three 

instruments that we would like to play, but the teacher ignored it and dictated that I would be 

playing the French horn. Not a good move. I had no interest in playing the French horn and she 

had very little interest in teaching one how to play the French horn. [I remember] getting the 

French horn and discussing with her that this was not the instrument I was either interested in 

playing or thought I could play. [I was excited about taking music] up until that point.  

[Our teacher] usually centered a couple of people out, of which I was lucky enough to be 

one in front of the class every week. She constantly picked on myself and two other people in the 

class for not being good enough. [She] made a lot of negative comments about [me] not doing it 

right, not being able to do it and not trying. I wasn’t very happy. I didn’t want to be in class and 

hadn’t learned how to skip class at that point because I was in grade 9. I was told a number of 

times that I should not have taken music. She made a comment initially about [how I] had music 

in [my] family but sucked here kind of thing and she didn’t understand why. She was 

degrading…there were not many teachers who I despised.  

[At the end of the year], she gave me a 50% on the promise that I never come back to 

music class again. I was very happy and couldn’t care less about continuing in music at that 

point.  
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After spending time talking to Wiley about his year in high school music, it was evident 

this had not been an enjoyable time for him. The primary topic Wiley discussed was the 

environment of the class, which for him was negative. It seems this was largely due to teaching 

style. He also discussed what it was like to be assigned an instrument he “had no interest in 

playing.” These two factors resulted in Wiley saying it was “the most negative experience I had 

all the way through school.”  

Instrument selection. The very first memory Wiley recalled from grade 9 music class 

was the assignment of instruments. He recalled the process of being asked to provide a list of 

three instruments he would be interested in learning how to play and getting none of those 

requested –“[the teacher] dictated that I would be playing the French horn.” This was not on 

Wiley’s list of three instruments and was an instrument that he “had no interest in playing.” The 

process of making Wiley feel as though he had some say in which instrument he would get to 

learn and then giving him something else entirely was one that Wiley found disappointing. 

Unfortunately, this experience was not a good start to high school music for Wiley, and his futile 

attempts at discussing other instrument options with the teacher left him feeling “frustrated.” 

This was an early encounter with her that did not leave Wiley feeling optimistic about the year 

ahead. He admitted he was “turned right off at the start.” Nevertheless, Wiley did make an 

effort to learn the French horn at least for the first little while. Unfortunately, it seems as though 

this effort was not supported or encouraged by the teacher with “no after school help available 

or provided.” Perhaps with some more support, Wiley could have been successful or at least 

encouraged to continue trying.  

Class environment. Wiley’s teacher was the main influence on the environment of 

Wiley’s music class.  
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Role of the teacher. A significant amount of time with Wiley was spent talking about his 

teacher and the relationship he had with her. After listening to Wiley speak, it was clear that his 

music teacher was not a teacher he was fond of, nor one he had any positive memories of. I 

found it interesting that he said openly there were no other teachers whom he “despised.” This is 

quite a strong word to use when describing how he felt about her and I think it is important to 

note he did not feel this way about other teachers. This indicates that his feelings towards his 

music teacher were not elicited simply due to the fact that she was his teacher, but rather because 

of the way Wiley was treated in class – they were not universal feelings towards all of his 

teachers but specific to his music teacher. Wiley shared some of the experiences and encounters 

he had with his music teacher which shed light on the reasons he felt this way about her, and 

provided some insight into the overall class environment for him.  

The center of attention. What interest Wiley did have in learning to play his instrument 

was further squandered by being repeatedly centered out by his teacher in front of his peers. This 

was not a teaching tool that worked for Wiley, nor did it give him any incentive to make an effort 

to improve in class. Not only was he centered out with a couple of his peers, he was the chosen 

time keeper as she used her baton to keep time on his head while he tried to play. Perhaps this 

tactic may have worked for other students, but it did not work for Wiley. Despite not seeing an 

improvement with this method of keeping time, it continued to happen.  

Discouraging words. To further this feeling of being centered out and discouraged, 

comments Wiley felt were negative were also made on many occasions. Wiley recalled 

discouraging and hurtful comments – “She made a comment initially about [how I] had music in 

[my] family but sucked here kind of thing and she didn’t understand why.” This type of comment 

not only is a criticism of Wiley’s performance in class, but it is also a comparison to an ability of 
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a family member in an area Wiley was struggling with. This comment, combined with others 

such as “not doing it right, not being able to do it, and not trying,” meant Wiley was not very 

happy in class and continued to lose motivation to learn the French horn. Although Wiley did not 

explicitly mention a decrease in confidence, it would be reasonable to assume that being told by 

a person of authority you are not doing something right or are not capable of doing something, 

despite putting effort into it, could result in a decrease in confidence for that particular task. 

Perhaps Wiley’s lack of desire to try a new instrument or to pick up guitar again is due in part to 

decreased confidence in his abilities to be successful musically.  

The end result of this experience for Wiley was also discouraging. He was failing the 

class with a 38% at the end of the year. His teacher approached Wiley with the suggestion that 

she would give him 50% on the condition he “never came back to music class again.” I found it 

interesting that Wiley remembered the exact grade he received in a particular class back in 1971. 

Although Wiley was happy he got his credit and could move on, I have to wonder what it felt 

like to be told never to return to something again. Perhaps this is part of the reason Wiley 

“couldn’t care less about continuing with music” and “would never go back to [playing an 

instrument] even today.”  

Summary. It is important to note how significant Wiley’s experience in high school 

music was in influencing his interest in pursuing music. Although Wiley still enjoys music as an 

audience member, something he enjoyed as a young boy as well, the desire to play music is 

gone. Perhaps a different instrument or a different approach to teaching Wiley how to play an 

instrument he did not enjoy, or even one he did, would have made a profound difference in the 

continuation of Wiley’s journey with music over the past 40 years.  
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Ellen 

I took [music in high school] because I thought it would be an easy mark [laughing]. The 

teacher also had a very good reputation and really enjoyed playing music. He knew a lot about 

music and he was a pretty good player himself. And when he didn’t know an answer, he didn’t 

pretend he did know. He was also very matter of fact and had high expectations for the students’ 

playing levels. He was also not so fun because he was very serious and he was not always in a 

very good mood.  

Every second year the school put on a musical and they would have a pit band. Usually it 

was people in the upper grades who played in the pit band because of the time commitment. The 

string component was made up of kids who studied privately and by invitation only. [Being 

invited to play the violin] was wonderful! It made me feel really special. Playing in a pit was just 

really fun.  

I really enjoyed the music that I took in high school. It was really different than what I 

had been doing and meeting other kids who really loved music. Looking back, I realize that it 

really gave an opportunity to a lot of kids who would never have played any music at all. And 

you can meet a whole different set of people that you wouldn’t ordinarily meet. Just that in itself 

is really enriching. It’s a shared experience and it's really a rich one because you’re doing 

something that’s a little bit different and really special. 

 [Music classes] are special because they are so out of the ordinary. It can open a lot of 

doors because no matter where you are in the world, there’s music going on and you can touch 

bases with people without talking. When you’re in music, it's very individual yet you’re playing 

in a group and everything has to fit together really well, so there’s a real sort of team spirit in 

the music classroom. You don’t have the same kind of feeling in geography. At least that was my 
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experience then. We all sat in desks in rows and listened to the teacher give a lecture, took notes, 

closed our books and went home. In music class, everybody was working together and everybody 

was working on their instruments, and the outcome was really beautiful music. The outcome in 

geography is you write a test, you get a mark, and that’s the end of the class. Sometimes you get 

in a rut of learning and doing things the same way all the time, and music is so different than 

every other subject that it kind of brings you out of that rut. That’s why I think it's really special. 

 

When Ellen spoke about her experiences in high school music, her memories included 

her teacher, the opportunities music provided students, and the ways in which music class was 

different not only from her experiences in private music lessons but also how it differed from 

other classes in high school – what made it special. The themes that emerged from Ellen’s 

memories included: (a) class environment, (b) opportunities, and (c) specialness. Together, these 

memories left Ellen feeling that high school music was “just a lot of fun.”  

Class environment. Ellen also spoke about the environment of her music class, which 

was again influenced primarily by her teacher.  

Role of the teacher. Ellen was very quick to say that she took music primarily because it 

would be easy for her. With an extensive background in music through private lessons, Ellen had 

the knowledge going in to high school music that would allow her to enjoy taking music without 

worrying about her ability to be successful in the course. Although this was her primary reason 

for taking music, she also mentioned that the teacher had a good reputation, something she knew 

from her older siblings and their friends. When asked what gave him this reputation, she cited 

content knowledge, playing ability, high expectations and being humble enough to admit when 

he did not know the answer to something. She felt his knowledge of the subject area and ability 

to play instruments well provided a strong foundation for students who did not have any prior 
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knowledge about, or experience with, music. It was clear from her recollection of the class that 

his high expectations for his students resulted in the students having high expectations for 

themselves if they wanted to be in the band or other special groups.  

It is important to note that although the teacher was described as “not always in a very 

good mood,” Ellen still felt he was a “good teacher.” This implies that the characteristics 

described above – humility, knowledge, playing ability and high expectations – carried the most 

weight in determining the effectiveness of the teacher for Ellen as well as for the students who 

recommended she take high school music  

A sense of responsibility. Ellen said at times her teacher would call on her for an answer 

“if [he] couldn’t explain something,” giving Ellen a sense of empowerment and responsibility in 

the class. Ellen said music class was easy for her, so perhaps this sense of responsibility she felt 

as an advanced student was beneficial in keeping her engaged in the class. It is interesting that 

she described how the situations that made her feel a sense of responsibility also made her feel 

on the periphery of the class. This did not seem to bother Ellen but for other students, it could be 

a difficult position to be in.  

Opportunities. Many times, Ellen mentioned different opportunities that came about, not 

only for her but also for her peers, through being in high school music. These opportunities 

included playing her main instrument in a pit band, learning to play a new instrument or any 

instrument at all, and forming relationships with a new group of people. Each of these 

opportunities was unique to music class and contributed to the value she places on music 

education now.  

Join an ensemble. For Ellen personally, being in music class gave her the opportunity to 

play in the pit band. As an experienced strings player, she was asked by her teacher to join the pit 
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band as a violinist. Talking about her French horn, Ellen said, “The only thing I couldn’t do was 

play my instrument well.” Given this statement, being able to play in the pit band on an 

instrument that she was proficient on was a unique opportunity at school for her, one that gave 

her the opportunity to really shine musically. Had she not been in music, her teacher may not 

have known about her ability to play the violin and she may not have had the chance to play in 

the pit band.  

Ellen also had the unique opportunity to play in an ensemble with her sister, a cellist. She 

said that being invited to play in the pit band was “wonderful” and made her feel “really 

special.” It was interesting to note the way she described the pit band as serious yet a lot of fun 

and again a different dynamic because everyone wanted to be there and took it seriously yet had 

fun together. With three different experiences in music – private lessons, band class and pit band 

– Ellen was able to compare what each venue offered her and comment on the different 

dynamics of each setting, “It was so different than the private music I had been doing.” Being 

enrolled in private lessons as well as being a member of an orchestra meant Ellen was spending 

most of her free time after school and on the weekends practicing violin and viola. These 

avenues for learning and performing were serious endeavours for her and demanded a great deal 

of time. For Ellen, music class in high school was an easy way to get a good mark and a credit, 

and she described pit band as serious yet a lot of fun. Perhaps one of the reasons this group 

provided her with positive and meaningful memories is that it offered her a balance between the 

serious private study she was involved with and the easy and fun group that was music class.  

Try something new. Music class also provided her with the opportunity to try a new 

instrument. Everyone in the class got to choose the instrument they wanted to learn how to play 

and as Ellen said, the music class “gave an opportunity to a lot of kids who would never have 
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played any music at all.” Given that this was the only opportunity to explore music for many 

kids, it seems beneficial to allow them to choose an instrument they are interested in. If students 

had not had a choice in instrument and were assigned something they had little interest in, they 

may have lost interest in music altogether. By allowing students the choice, it gave those 

students who had no other access to learning an instrument the opportunity to try something they 

were interested in, and it gave students like Ellen who had experience with musical instruments 

the opportunity to try something new.  

Meet new people. Ellen feels very strongly about the importance of trying new things 

because of the opportunities that can result. She explained, “You can meet a whole different 

crowd and set of people that you wouldn’t ordinarily meet. Just that in itself is really enriching.” 

Meeting students from rural areas, who she did not share any other classes with, was a unique 

opportunity that music class provided for Ellen. She would not have otherwise met these people 

whom she developed relationships with. She went on to describe the special relationships that 

can form through music, relationships that would not have otherwise been formed. It was 

interesting when she recalled a chance encounter with a former music peer in a grocery store and 

she felt that even though they had not kept in touch for many years, they had shared the 

experience of creating music together, something that would not have happened had it not been 

for high school music. This opportunity for a shared experience is something Ellen described as 

“really a rich one because you’re doing something that’s a little bit different and really special.”  

Specialness. Ellen spent a great deal of time recalling the ways in which her high school 

music class was “different” and “special.” For Ellen, high school music was a completely 

different environment musically than what she was used to. She got to try a new instrument and 
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work with a group as well as on her own. What became evident in analyzing the data was the 

extent to which Ellen felt high school music was something very special, “out of the ordinary.”  

The language of music. For Ellen, one of the ways music is special is that it is its own 

language.  

“[Music classes] are special because they are so out of the ordinary. They’re not using 

words, they’re using [something] other than words. Some people aren’t comfortable 

using words, or they don’t speak the same language, or you might say something and 

somebody takes it the wrong way. When you play music, it's like one level above all of 

that. There are no words involved, so in that way it's really easy to communicate across 

the board with anybody you know. It can open a lot of doors as well because no matter 

where you are in the world, there’s music going on and you can touch bases with people 

without talking. You can share a language and you don’t have to worry about words. It's 

very cool.”  

This is a very insightful look at the way music can reach people and enable people to connect 

with each other. Returning to Ellen’s belief that high school music provided kids with an 

opportunity to learn music, it also provides them with this gift of communication as she sees it 

and opens up a world of opportunities for them that they may never have had if it were not for 

taking music in high school.  

Part of a team. Ellen also talked about the essence of team spirit in her music classroom 

and how they all worked on different things, at different times, on different instruments, and yet 

came together to create beautiful pieces of music. It is important to note the way in which Ellen 

described both the individuality in a music classroom but also the group dynamic. She sees 

music class as an opportunity for experiences that are simultaneously individual and collective, 
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something different than her experiences in other classes, which were primarily individual. For 

Ellen, music truly was like a team where everyone worked on their own parts and practiced on 

their own, but also with the team so that they could come together and play a piece.  

Music breaks the mold. Her comparison to her other classes further defined her reasons 

for feeling music is special.  

“[In music] everybody was working together and everybody was working on their 

instruments, and the outcome was really beautiful music. The outcome in geography is 

you write a test, you get a mark, and that’s the end of the class. Sometimes you get in a 

rut of learning and doing things the same way all the time, and music is so different than 

every other subject that it kind of brings you out of that rut I think. That’s why I think it's 

really special.” 

This profound observation is important to consider. Ellen explicitly discussed the monotony that 

can come with other classes and the way in which students could all be expected to produce the 

same material at the end of the course. She feels music breaks the mold and provides a different 

way of learning, and demonstrating learning, than any other class she had.  

Summary. It is significant that Ellen mentioned both positive and troubling aspects of 

her music experience, both in reference to her teacher and in reference to her as an experienced 

musician in the class. In both scenarios, Ellen mentioned the challenging aspects of her 

experience (e.g. that “some days were not very happy days for [the teacher] and so they were 

not very happy days for the class”) but followed them closely with positive comments that in 

some way qualified what she had said and put a positive spin on the situation. It is possible that 

as much as Ellen feels she had an overall positive experience in high school music, not 

everything about the experience was good. Perhaps the positive memories outweigh the 
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memories that are not as good, or perhaps Ellen loves music and values music education so much 

that she is hesitant to associate anything negative with the experience. Maybe the adverse 

situations were simply not significant to her personally in shaping her experience and memories 

of her experience in high school music. In any case, it is interesting she was open about both 

sides of her experience, and it is important to note that although negative situations may have 

occurred, the overall experience was a positive one for Ellen.  

For an experienced musician who had access to private lessons throughout her childhood, 

high school music still had many things to offer her. Ellen described it as completely different 

from the private music she was doing. It gave her the opportunity to try a new instrument, meet 

new people, take on a sense of responsibility in the classroom as an advanced student, play in a 

pit band and be involved in a class that was completely different from any other class she was 

taking. Despite an extensive background in music, these opportunities have stayed with Ellen 

over the past 40 years and remain positive and enriching memories that she recalled as she raised 

her own kids and encouraged them to enroll in their own high school music classes.  

Andrea 

When I started high school, I wanted to do visual arts, but my mom said “No! Do music! 

You have to do music, it's so important!” So it was under her influence that I did it and I thought 

[strings] class would be interesting because I’d never done it. [I got to choose an instrument] 

and if I had carried on, I was supposed to have played the viola! That was my choice as well. I 

just thought it was something different and unique. I thought the room was neat – you got to see 

all the instruments and it was a different set up from the rest of my classes which is kind of a cool 

feel. It felt a little bit less structured because there were no desks, so it felt easier or more 

relaxed, a totally different [learning environment], kind of out of the ordinary.  
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I [switched to art] because I found [music] to be way too slow. I don’t know if that’s 

because of the fact that I had some previous music experience, but it was almost too dumbed 

down. The first two classes, we held our pens and [the teacher] said “hold the bunny, hold the 

bunny.” [I know] she was teaching us the proper way to hold the bow and I had never played a 

string instrument before so it might have been just me being immature and looking for instant 

gratification, but “hold the bunny” is for an eight year old! It was just way too dumbed down. 

Now that I’m more mature I wish I hadn’t [stopped]. I was excited to play the viola – I thought it 

would be interesting, so it wasn’t a strictly negative experience. I do wish looking back now that 

I’d stuck with it. I liked art too but it would have been a good experience to have.  

 

 Andrea spent a very short period of time in high school music; however, she still recalls 

what those classes were like and has memories of the experience. Andrea spoke about the class 

environment with respect to her teacher and the impact she had on Andrea’s experience and 

decision to switch to a different class. Andrea made a brief reference to her peers as part of the 

class environment. She also discussed how she found music class to be a unique environment, 

completely different from her other classes.  

Class environment. 

Role of the teacher. Most of Andrea’s memories of her time spent in high school music 

are of her teacher. She played a central role in Andrea’s decision to switch to a different class. 

The tedious process of learning how to hold a bow which was taught in a way better suited “for 

an eight year old” resulted in instant boredom and lack of interest on Andrea’s part. It was 

interesting that Andrea recognized that this could have been partly a result of her expectations of 

the class or perhaps some desire for instant gratification. She recognized that this could have 

contributed to the boredom she felt; however, in a situation where students are choosing to be in 
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a class, it is important to hook them and maintain their interest right from day one. The fact that 

Andrea felt her teacher was teaching a group of eight year olds had a significant impact on the 

class environment for Andrea and resulted in her dropping music as an elective within the first 

week of school.  

Specialness. Andrea noted two ways music class was special. She found this through her 

instrument selection, viola, which she described as something “unique and different.” This was 

also the way she described the music classroom. She described the room as different from the 

rest of her classes, and appreciated the opportunity to see all of the instruments. I found this 

comment interesting as it was something I had not previously thought of. It led me to wonder if 

having instruments on display has any impact on catching students’ interest in enrolling in music 

class. Seeing the variety of either string or band instruments could be enticing for some students 

who were considering taking music, but also for some who had not considered it until they saw 

an instrument that intrigued them. Andrea also noted the feeling that music class was “less 

structured” than her other classes. She attributed this to a lack of desks and the different learning 

environment music offered. It was interesting that she connected walking into a room with no 

desks with being more relaxed. It is possible that breaking the cycle of sitting in desks and rows 

changes the way students feel about a class and supports the notion that music class can offer 

students a break from routine in their day.  

Summary. Andrea spent a very short period of time in high school music; however, she 

has memories of why she chose to switch out of the class. She remembers her teacher and the 

teaching style that was used in class. The boredom that resulted from this teaching style was the 

primary factor that influenced her decision to drop the class. Although she was only there for a 
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short period of time, Andrea remembered and appreciated the unique learning environment high 

school music class offered.  

Lauren 

[I chose vocal] because I liked to sing in church and I could read music and stuff. I was 

never into instrumental. I was never really exposed to it. I did kind of know music, so I had a 

comfort level with that a little bit. It was less stressful for me than most classes [and] it was kind 

of fun when life was just very stressful for me. I looked forward to this class. 

I wouldn’t have tried out [for choir]. I was too nervous. [Being asked] was cool for me 

because I was more introverted at that time. It was really fun to be picked. [The teacher] was 

encouraging and had some credibility so he gave me some confidence – he picked me out of the 

class. It certainly made me want to do more of that type of thing and it pushed me at university, 

gave me some confidence to say: “Oh I could try that!” 

I don’t remember what [the performances] were, I only remember I was really nervous – 

in front of everybody in this huge auditorium. I remember really being nervous, but it was fun 

too. I enjoyed it. [It was fun because] you’re doing it together! And the relationships – you get to 

know people. We were learning something to perform eventually, so working together you kind 

of bonded. It became a group that you were in and once you got to know people, there was a 

comfort to it, especially when you’re shy, which I was, and it got me involved. You got to see 

[your peers] out of a structured class and you developed a different experience – something you 

share together that you’re going to perform. That’s a whole different relationship and attitude 

that you bring to [music class] and that you get with people, rather than just sitting in a class. 

You were part of a group and that was the other thing I really liked. It was nice to have a group 

and an identity.  
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When I went to university down south, there was something called Singorama and I liked 

music and singing so I auditioned for it. It was a big event at our school. I certainly wouldn’t 

have done it if I hadn’t done choir in high school. It gave me confidence that I could do 

something! I really do think all that contributed and I was able to take it into university. Even 

when I went to work, I was nervous about things. I was never great at and never liked public 

speaking but I could say, “I can do it.” I think that was a learning process in a very gentle way 

in choir. It gave me the feeling that I had to learn and not give up and say I can’t do something. 

It is amazing how the small things you expose yourself to and get involved with in school can 

make a difference. 

 Lauren was able to describe in vivid detail memories of her high school music program. 

From the data collected, it is evident that memories of how she felt when she was in music class 

and in the choir have stayed with her for the past 50 years rather than memories of specific 

events or classes. Lauren spoke frequently of the comfort she found in high school music and the 

confidence she gained through participating in the choir. It is clear that high school music had a 

big impact on her life, and through analyzing the data collected, the events that fostered the 

development of these sentiments emerged clearly.  

 Comfort. The first theme, comfort, was apparent from the beginning of Lauren’s story. 

It is evident that music has always provided enjoyment for her and has brought some comfort to 

her life in times of struggle. When she has down days, it is an old, familiar hymn book she turns 

to. In high school, creating music as part of a group with a supportive teacher brought her 

comfort when things at home were challenging or when fitting in at a new school seemed 

overwhelming. As she said, “music class was a comfort for me during a very difficult time in my 

childhood.” 
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 Peer relationships. The first time Lauren explicitly mentioned the feeling of comfort in 

the context of high school music was in talking about the relationships she formed. Although she 

did not recall any lasting friendships from music class, it was clear that being part of a group had 

a big impact on her and that the feeling of belonging has stayed with her for many years. In this 

context, she also spoke about the feeling of creating music together, working together towards 

something and bonding through that experience: “We were learning something to perform 

eventually, so working together you kind of bonded.” She felt this sense of belonging helped 

with the transition from a small, familiar school to a much larger, new school. Her observation 

that high school is different from elementary school because “you don’t follow your class 

around” is interesting. In an environment where you are with different people from one class to 

another, the choir was a constant for her, a place where she knew she would see the same people 

and they could work together towards that common goal of performance. She referred many 

times to being part of a group and having people to share things with. It is interesting that she 

associated being a part of this choir and music group with having an identity. She told me “it 

was nice to have a group and an identity.” In her experience, this identity and sense of belonging 

played a big role in bringing a shy young girl out of her comfort zone and pushed her to try new 

things.  

 Role of the teacher. It was not only her peers who provided Lauren with a sense of 

comfort and security to try new things, but also her teacher. The detail with which Lauren was 

able to describe her teacher intrigued me. It is clear this “supportive” and “firm” teacher left an 

impression on her. Given the instability of her family at home during that time, it is possible this 

male role model in her life, encouraging her to try new things, contributed not only to the feeling 

of comfort, but also the self-described increase in confidence.  
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 Confidence. The second theme that emerged from the data was confidence. Lauren 

said,“[music class] gave me the confidence to try new things.” In analyzing the data, it became 

clear that being asked to join the choir and having many opportunities to perform contributed 

extensively to an increase in Lauren’s confidence.  

 Join an ensemble. It is possible that Mr. Lane asking her to join the choir was one of 

the first steps in developing Lauren’s confidence. At the time, she said it was good for her to be 

picked because she “would not have tried out” if an audition had been required. Looking further 

down the road, it also planted the seed for feeling secure in trying new things. Having someone 

whose opinion she respected ask her to join a select group was the beginning of a big confidence 

boost for Lauren. This opened up opportunities to meet new people and have experiences such as 

performing with a group that continued to develop her confidence. 

 Performance. Lauren spoke extensively about her memories of performing on stage and 

the combination of nerves and enjoyment that came with those opportunities. “[I was] nervous 

but it was fun too. I enjoyed it. That’s why I was in the choir.” This combination of emotions was 

prevalent throughout Lauren’s story; however, the nerves began to subside gradually over time 

and she was able to overcome them in order to audition for singing opportunities in university. 

Lauren said the choir was a good avenue for meeting new people and developing the bond and 

group identity that was so important for Lauren to feel safe to explore new things. As the group 

became closer and performed more frequently, it seems the enjoyment Lauren found in singing 

with the choir overpowered her nerves and she was able to grow into a more confident 

individual: “It got easier and it got fun. I think it really gave me confidence to do something in a 

group in front of people.”  
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 Summary. In Lauren’s experience, it was the opportunities to perform and being asked 

to join a group, combined with the comfort of the class and choir environment that worked 

together to increase her confidence to try new things such as stage crew the following year and 

‘Singorama’ in university. These were things she “certainly wouldn’t have done it if I hadn’t 

done choir in high school.” As she said, “It is amazing how the small things that you expose 

yourself to and get involved in in school can make a difference.”  

Brian  

I also had the opportunity to interview Brian about his experience in high school music. 

Although the data collected was not extensive enough to create a narrative of his experience, it 

was still rich data that informed my research and contributed to the findings of this study.  

Brian chose to take music and continued to do so because he “really liked to play – it was 

fun!” Each year, the grade 9 and 10 classes, and the grades 11, 12 and 13 classes merged for 

performances at school concerts and Kiwanis competitions. These performing groups were not 

mandatory, and were open to any music students who wished to be in them. As a clarinet and 

saxophone player, Brian chose to be in the groups each of his five years at the school. One of 

Brian’s most vivid memories was of performing at Kiwanis, which he said was “fun because it 

was a competition against other high schools.” Brian said he remembered winning most vividly, 

which “felt good because it was a lot of work. It was a lot of time spent coaching the younger 

kids or the kids that were more sports oriented who still wanted to play.” He also said winning 

provided “a sense of accomplishment at the end of a lot of hard work.” Although he felt that 

feeling of accomplishment at the end of a concert, he said it was not to the same extent as after a 

festival because at the festivals they were “doing a lot more pressure packed stuff” – the high 

school concerts were “just for fun.” 
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Brian described his teacher as being a “funny guy” and a “good teacher” who was 

involved in the music community outside of school. He was dedicated to helping students who 

were serious about being musicians, as Brian was. “If you worked hard or if he thought you had 

a chance to go ahead in music, then he really worked with you and you became part of the core. 

There might be a core of six or eight people and he’d really work with them, but for the rest it 

was like ‘OK go find a practice room.” Brian was part of the core. He said he did not know what 

it was like to be outside of the core, but his experience in the core group “was great!” 

Brian was actively involved in the music community during high school, playing mostly 

in big swing bands. One of these bands came about through relationships that were formed in 

high school music. They met and practiced at school but performed on evenings and weekends. 

He remembers “being more advanced than the kids who were just starting, so you would 

congregate with other people who were more advanced and could do more stuff together.” Brian 

said he enjoyed playing in bands because “you had to work as a group – get along and play 

fair.”  

 Overall, Brian felt he had a very positive experience in high school music. He enjoyed 

playing his instrument, working with his peers, being part of the core group and performing at 

festivals and in concerts. The last thing he said to me at the end of the interview really stayed 

with me – “I think everyone should have a well-rounded education and that means taking 

music.” 
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Chapter 5 – Examining Themes and Stories in Connection to Literature and Theory 

At the outset of this study, I embarked on a journey to understand meaningful, 

memorable experiences associated with participating in high school music programs. In order to 

explore this phenomenon, I began by asking two broad questions: 

1) What do adults remember about their experiences in high school music programs? 

2) What makes these experiences meaningful and memorable for participants?  

The following chapter will answer these questions by connecting the nine themes that emerged 

from participants’ stories to other research in the field of music education. Connections will then 

be made to the theoretical frameworks presented in Chapter 1. 

Cross-Case Analysis 

In constructing narratives of the memories that Wiley, Lauren, Ray, Ellen and Andrea 

found meaningful and memorable, and analyzing the data from Brian’s interview, several 

overarching themes emerged. Many of these themes demonstrate the overlap from person to 

person, while others were unique to specific individuals. The similar themes that emerged were 

class and instrument selection, class environment, relationships, opportunities, performance and 

comfort. Within these themes, the memories cited were often very similar among participants. 

The unique themes that emerged were confidence and specialness.  

Instrument selection. The process by which students choose or are assigned instruments 

has been shown to be a key factor in affecting the progression of a student’s education in music 

(Bayley, 2004; Bazan, 2005; Cameron & Bartel, 1996; Eros, 2008; Wych, 2012). In recalling 

their experiences and memories of high school music, each of the six participants described their 

decision to enroll in high school music, and the process that led to their instrument of study.  
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In Wiley’s case, he chose band class when strings and musical theatre were also offered. 

He was excited about the idea of learning trumpet or saxophone when students were asked to 

select the instruments they wanted to play. When given the French horn, he was “disappointed” 

and “frustrated.” Being asked to provide a list of instruments he was interested in, yet being 

assigned something entirely different, left Wiley feeling as though he had been ignored, and 

despite discussing the situation with his teacher, he was left with an instrument “he had no 

interest in playing.” This disappointment resulted in a decreased interest in the course from the 

beginning. Cameron and Bartel (1996) found that students who were not able to play any of the 

instruments they wanted did not enjoy music as much as their peers who were playing 

instruments they had an interest in. For Wiley, it seemed that being given a choice, feeling 

excited about this imminent opportunity, and then being disappointed when his preferences were 

ignored, was worse than having no choice in the first place. 

Ray and Brian chose to take band classes, the only music classes offered at their schools, 

but both were unsure about the process of instrument selection: “I was assigned the instrument I 

guess” (Ray). But in contrast to Wiley, they enjoyed these instruments, with “puffy lips” being 

Ray’s only complaint. Perhaps the difference between Wiley’s feelings about getting an 

instrument that was not on his selection sheet, and Ray and Brian’s feelings about getting an 

instrument handed to them, differed because Ray and Brian were not given a choice from the 

start.  

Alternatively, Ellen, Lauren and Andrea got to select their own instruments. Ellen chose 

French horn because she “liked the sound of it” and it was “something new and different” – 

different from anything else she had played and different from what her siblings had played. She 

felt by having students select the instrument they wanted to play, it gave them some ownership 
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over their experience and the opportunity to learn something they were interested in. Lauren’s 

instrument of choice was her voice. She had the option of enrolling in instrumental or vocal 

music and because of her experience singing at church, she chose to enroll in vocal music. With 

little or no exposure to live instrumental music, vocal was familiar and enjoyable for her, 

something she wanted to have more experiences with. Andrea’s short time in music was spent 

learning the first steps in playing the viola, an instrument she selected because it was “something 

different and unique.” 

These findings suggest there is a correlation between the opportunity to choose an 

instrument and students’ enjoyment of their high school music experience, and support other 

studies that have explored the relationship and found a correlation between instrument selection, 

enjoyment of music and continued enrollment in music (Bayley, 2004; Bazan, 2005; Cameron & 

Bartel, 1996; Eros, 2008; Martignetti, 1965; Mixon, 2007; Wych, 2012).  

Class environment. Extensive research has been done examining the role the 

environment of a music classroom plays in affecting participants’ experiences in that 

environment (Abeles & Custodero, 2010; Adderley, Kennedy & Berz, 2003; Arasi, 2006; Barrett 

& Baker, 2012; Bartel & Cameron, 2004; Bartolome, 2013; Bowman, 2002; Cameron & Bartel, 

1996; Countryman, 2008; Criss, 2010; Cunha & Lorenzino, 2012; Gooding, 2009; Hallam, 2010; 

Kokotsaki & Hallam, 2011; Lamont, 2011; Lowe, 2012; McDowell, 2002; McPherson & Welch, 

2012; Mixon, 2007; Parker, 2010; Piekarz, 2006; Pitts, 2005; Pitts, 2009; Shieh, 2008; Stokes, 

2010; Turton & Duront, 2002). Each of the six participants in this study discussed the role their 

class environment had on their experiences in high school music. Although it was most 

memorable for Ray, Wiley, Lauren, and Andrea, all of the participants talked about memories 

they have of the class environment and the impact this environment had on their high school 
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music experiences. For three of the six participants, Lauren, Ray and Brian, the class 

environment was a positive one and they all hold positive memories of their experiences. Ellen 

implied that the class environment had positive and adverse aspects to it, and also cited an 

overall positive experience in high school music. Andrea and Wiley felt that their class 

environments were not at all ideal for learning and enjoying music; they did not have positive 

experiences in high school music.  

 It is not sufficient to say that the class environment had a direct correlation to the 

participants’ enduring feelings and memories of high school music. What are important are the 

ways in which participants described these environments and the factors that were in place 

within the programs that contributed to either a positive or negative environment. The most 

prevalent factors that contributed to the overall class environment were teacher and peers.  

Role of the teacher. Several past studies have revealed the role that a teacher plays in 

determining the environment of a music classroom (Adderley et al., 2003; Arasi, 2006; Barrett & 

Baker, 2012; Bartel & Cameron, 2004; Cameron & Carlisle, 2004; Criss, 2010; Kokotsaki & 

Hallam, 2011; Lamont, 2011; Lowe, 2012; McPherson & Welch, 2012; Mixon, 2007; Parker, 

2010; Piekarz, 2006; Pitts, 2005; Pitts, 2009; Stokes, 2010; Turton & Durant, 2002). These 

studies all found that music teachers can have a powerful influence, either positive or negative, 

on the experience of students in high school music. Similarly, each of the six participants in this 

study talked about their teacher and described characteristics and approaches to teaching that 

impacted their experience.  

Lauren, Ray, and Brian all had extremely positive experiences in high school music and 

all spoke highly of their teachers. Lauren’s teacher left a lasting impression on her. She described 

him as “credible,” “supportive” and “firm.” These qualities meant Lauren trusted him when he 
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pushed her to participate in choir – he was a male role model and gave her some confidence and 

a sense of comfort that was not present at home during that time. For Lauren, her teacher’s 

mannerisms played a significant role in the experience she had in high school music.  

The positive comments Ray made about both of his high school music teachers were 

endless. It seemed he could not commend them enough and had high respect for them. He 

described both men as “the most wonderful, patient people you could imagine...never mean-

spirited” and felt they contributed to the supportive nature of the class.  

Ellen had a slightly different experience than Lauren, Ray, and Brian in that she cited 

both positive and negative qualities in her teacher. He “had a really good reputation, was 

knowledgeable about music, was a talented musician and had fairly high expectations for his 

students” which she felt resulted in students having high expectations for themselves. These 

qualities led Ellen to describe him as being a good teacher. That being said, she also noted that 

he frequently was feeling unwell and “those were not happy days.” The correlation between the 

teacher’s mood and the kind of day the students had meant music classes were not always fun 

and enjoyable, but rather unpredictable at times. This was the only aspect of high school music 

class that Ellen described as not being entirely positive.  

Ellen also described the role her teacher played in making her feel like a valued member 

of the class because of her experience in music. Often, he would call on her for an answer, or ask 

her to explain something that he was having difficulty explaining. For Ellen personally, this 

enhanced the environment of the class because it gave her a sense of responsibility, and therefore 

kept her engaged in a class where, as an advanced student, she could have easily become bored 

and lost interest. Criss (2010) said that it is necessary for each student to be made to feel 

important. In a music classroom, a student takes on a leadership role when she feels respected 
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enough to do so. She feels respected when her abilities are valued and recognized (Shieh, 2008). 

Ellen’s teacher clearly recognized Ellen’s knowledge and ability, also emphasized when he 

asked her to play violin in the school pit band, which contributed to this advanced student’s 

ongoing engagement in and enjoyment of her high school music experience.  

Just as easily as a teacher can foster a supportive, safe community, they can also stifle it 

(Shieh, 2008). Bartel and Cameron (2004) argue that the teacher can foster experiences that are 

“motivating and positively transformative” just as easily as they can foster experiences that are 

“debilitating and alienating.” Kokotsaki and Hallam (2011) found that an ineffective conductor 

can de-motivate and discourage students from participating in music groups. Two of the 

participants in this study cited qualities of their teachers that they did not appreciate and 

described how that impacted their decisions to withdraw from music classes in later grades.  

Wiley’s teacher did not foster a safe or supportive class environment. Wiley said his 

teacher “had very little interest” in assisting him with his instrument, did not provide extra help, 

and never once played any instrument in class. Participants in Cameron and Bartel’s 1996 study 

and Turton and Durant’s 2002 study who had negative memories of their teachers also said they 

did not demonstrate instruments in class. More recently, Lowe (2012) found that students drew 

inspiration from and had more respect for teachers who demonstrated on their instruments.  

Wiley did not appreciate being singled out on a regular basis, a finding that is consistent with 

that of Lowe (2012) who found students did not like to be singled out in group lessons. Wiley 

was also the recipient of several repeated negative comments highlighting his inability to play 

the French horn, including, “she told me I wasn’t good enough.” As a result, Wiley “did not 

want to be in class” and “despised” the teacher whom he described as “degrading.” Lamont 

(2011) also found students who reported negative experiences of music at school said their 
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musical skills were criticized and they were turned off of music for lengthy periods of time 

because they learned “music was not for them.” This is the way Wiley left grade nine feeling, 

which unfortunately has meant he never even returned to playing guitar, something he enjoyed 

prior to high school.  

Andrea’s teacher also had a significant impact on her decision to leave music class. She 

said that although she found her teacher to be nice, she found her teaching style ineffective for 

the grade and age of the class; that it was “too dumbed down.” The tedious process of learning 

how to hold a bow, which was taught in a way that was better suited “for an eight year old,” 

resulted in instant boredom and lack of interest on Andrea’s part. Mixon (2007) said that 

mastering technique is work; however, making work fun and interesting is the most powerful 

approach to engage students. Andrea’s teacher did not make the process of learning how to hold 

a bow interesting, and as a result, Andrea switched classes during the first week of school, thus 

missing an opportunity to learn an instrument and be involved in the music community at her 

school. It is interesting to note that Wiley recalls not having the option of switching classes, yet 

Andrea did. If Wiley had had the opportunity to switch, he would have. The teacher had a big 

impact on these two participants’ experiences.  

Lauren and Ray both described their teachers in positive terms and deemed them to be 

good teachers. Brian described the experience he had with his teacher as a “great” one because 

he was “part of the core” which meant his teacher was dedicated to helping him improve and be 

successful as a musician. Ellen deemed her teacher to be a good teacher even though she 

described both desirable and undesirable qualities. These positive qualities included having 

patience, being supportive, kind, caring, encouraging, and funny, being firm or strict – a term 

that Mixon (2007) found to mean holding high expectations – being involved in the music 
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community outside of school, being dedicated to helping students, having a sound knowledge of 

music, being proficient on their instrument as well as other instruments, and recognizing when 

they did not know an answer to something. These qualities are supported by several other studies 

that revealed key aspects of teaching approaches that impacted the meaning and value 

participants drew from their music experience (Arasi, 2006; Cameron & Bartel, 1996; Lowe, 

2012; Piekarz, 2006; Turton & Durant, 2002). Lauren, Ray, Ellen and Brian had fond memories 

of their time in high school music. Therefore, based on the data collected, these qualities are 

valued in a music educator and can contribute to the positive experiences students have in high 

school music. 

Andrea and Wiley did not have positive experiences in music. Andrea found her teacher 

to be “condescending” and the class to be “too dumbed down,” and Wiley found his teacher to 

be unsupportive and “degrading.” It is possible that the way in which students view their teacher 

and the attitude the teacher has towards his or her students contributes to the overall environment 

of the class, and therefore, the experience of the students.  

Evidently, a music teacher plays a significant role in students’ feelings about their high 

school music experience (Lowe, 2012). The teacher also contributes significantly to the 

environment of the classroom. A supportive, caring and knowledgeable teacher helps to foster a 

supportive and comfortable environment where students feel safe to learn and grow. A teacher 

who undermines students’ feelings of efficacy, centers students out, or does not teach at a level 

appropriate to the age of the students stifles this supportive learning environment and risks losing 

students who were at one time interested and excited about learning music. These findings are 

supported by several studies which have found correlations between qualities of teachers, 

teaching styles and the memories students have of their high school music experience, or the 
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value they place on that experience (Adderley et al., 2003; Arasi, 2006; Cameron & Carlisle, 

2004; Lamont, 2011; Lowe, 2012; Mixon, 2007; Parker, 2010; Shieh, 2008; Stokes, 2010; 

McPherson & Welch, 2012; Turton & Duront, 2002). As Pitts (2009) points out, “A teacher’s 

day-to-day decisions have the potential to make music central or peripheral to the lives of their 

students” (p. 255). 

Repertoire selection. Repertoire selection was mentioned numerous times in other studies 

in relation to students’ feelings towards their teachers (Arasi, 2006; Lowe, 2012; Pitts, 2005); 

however, in this study, Lauren was the only participant who recalled memories of repertoire 

selection, a memory that was limited to one song she sang with the choir. This possibly suggests 

that in the short term, repertoire selection plays a role in students’ enjoyment of music; however, 

over time, memories of repertoire performed may fade and former music students are left with 

the way high school music made them feel rather than memories of specific pieces or songs they 

learned.  

Characteristics of a positive learning environment. Based on the data gathered in this 

study and findings from several other studies, it is evident that both teachers and students play a 

role in the nature of the music class environment and impact students’ experiences in high school 

music (Adderley, et al., 2003; Cameron & Carlisle, 2004; Lowe, 2012; McPherson, Davidson & 

Faulkner, 2012; Parker, 2010).  

Supportive. Lauren and Ray indicated that the relationships among peers in music 

contributed to a positive class environment because they were supportive of one another. Ray 

described it as “a support group, a support team.” He recognized that while not all students 

played at the same level, students recognized everyone was making an effort and forgave 

mistakes and encouraged continued effort. Ray also mentioned this supportive atmosphere in 
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performances when everyone wanted their peers to do their best. Lowe (2012) found that over 

half the students in his study indicated the importance of a supportive and comfortable learning 

environment in which they felt respected. Adderley et al. (2003) also discovered that students 

found their music classes supportive and valued the positive reinforcement they received. Criss 

(2010) argued that the supportive nature of the classroom from both teachers and students needs 

to extend beyond playing abilities and into social support, emotional support and acceptance, in 

order for the group to work successfully together as a team. According to Parker (2010), this 

supportive environment contributes to an environment that is less stressful, which was another 

element of a positive classroom environment described by participants in this study.  

 Relaxed. Lauren spoke several times of the more relaxed feeling that music class brought 

her, saying “it was less stressful for me than most classes.” Ellen supported this when she said 

she took music because it would be an easy course for her compared to other classes. Kokotsaki 

and Hallam (2011) found that students felt being a member of an ensemble was relaxing and 

stress free, which was important for students especially during stressful times of the academic 

year. Barrett and Baker (2012), Criss (2010) and Parker (2010) also found that participants felt 

music was an outlet for stress and reduced stress. These findings suggest that within a 

challenging, and at times nerve-wracking environment, as Lauren described it regarding 

performances, students still find the environment of a music classroom to be relaxing and less 

stressful than other classes in high school.  

Safe. Cameron and Carlisle (2004) found the best opportunities for learning came from 

teachers who cared and provided students with a safe place to learn. Participants in the present 

study who had positive experiences described music classes that were safe. This finding came 

primarily from Ray’s data, as he described music class as “a safe zone.” Students described a 
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feeling of safety in music class in a study by Parker (2010) that explored students’ sense of 

belonging within a choral ensemble. Not only did Ray feel safe, but he surmised that music was 

a safe space for his parents as well, otherwise he would not have been allowed to participate in 

special events such as the trip to Toronto and overnight fundraisers. Parker (2010) argued this 

feeling of safety permits participants to be comfortable expressing themselves through music, 

without fear of ridicule or judgment.  

 Collaborative. Ray, Lauren, Ellen and Brian all described aspects of the music 

classrooms that felt much like a team, resulting in a collaborative environment that they valued. 

Lauren said the collaboration resulted in members bonding, which contributed to her sense of 

belonging. Kokotsaki and Hallam (2011) also found that participants credited relationships 

forming with the collaboration experienced in musical ensembles. Ellen, Brian and Ray all 

described the team spirit felt in the music room as being the result of everyone having to play in 

a group, get along as a group and fit together. Learning how to work together was cited as a 

meaningful aspect of belonging to a music group in several other studies (Arasi, 2006; 

Countryman, 2008; Criss, 2010; Cunha & Lorenzino, 2012; Hallam, 2010; Kokotsaki & Hallam, 

2011; Piekarz, 2006; Pitts, 2005; Stokes, 2010).  

References to being a part of a team occurred frequently in this study, as it was in many 

others (Adderley et al., 2003; Arasi, 2006; Countryman, 2008; Criss, 2010; Hallam, 2010; 

Piekarz, 2006). Most often, this was in reference to the collaborative environment; however, two 

participants also mentioned this with respect to a coaching role. Brian talked about spending time 

coaching other students leading up to festivals and concerts and Ellen spoke briefly of this when 

she talked about taking on a sense of responsibility in the classroom because of her musical 

background. Criss (2010) mentioned the idea of a team leader as being an important element of 
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support within an ensemble. Both Brian and Ellen took on somewhat of a team leader role in 

their classes and ensembles that contributed to the collaborative feeling in the classroom for 

them.  

Relationships. The second most prevalent theme that emerged from the data in this study 

was that of relationships. For Ray, Lauren and Ellen, the relationships they developed and the 

camaraderie they felt with their music peers was at the forefront of the memories they recalled of 

their high school music experiences. For these participants, music programs provided unique 

settings and opportunities for relationships with their peers to develop, relationships which, 

according to Ray, “were the draw to go back.” Research indicates that students often join music 

programs, and stay in music programs, because of the opportunities for social growth, including 

working as a group, sharing experiences, meeting new people and being with friends (Adderley 

et al., 2003; Arasi, 2006; Countryman, 2008; Gooding, 2010; Kokotsaki & Hallam, 2011; 

Mantie, 2013; McDowell, 2002). The findings of this study found similar patterns, as 

participants talked about the team spirit of the music room, which was developed by working 

together towards common goals, shared experiences, and opportunities to meet new people, all of 

which contributed to the development of relationships with their music peers.  

Team spirit and collaboration. Music classrooms offer a naturally collaborative and 

social learning environment for students, who are socially nurtured when they join ensembles 

(Adderley et al., 2003; Bowman, 2002; Criss, 2010).  

Criss (2010) said joining a music ensemble is much like joining a sports team, which is 

supported by the data collected from participants in this study. Ellen said, “There’s a real sort of 

team spirit in the music classroom because you’re playing in a group and everything has to fit 

together really well.” Brian supported this when he said you have to “get along as a group – 
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work hard and play fair,” and Ray took this one step further when he said “everyone has to do 

their bit” in order to be successful in reaching a common goal. Participants in Arasi’s 2006 study 

found that learning how to work together was a meaningful aspect of being involved in their 

music program. Ray discussed this extensively and said the understanding students had of the 

need for everyone to do their part in order to come together and play something developed a 

different type of relationship among peers. “We were learning something to perform eventually, 

so working together you kind of bonded” (Lauren). Working towards a common goal of 

improvement or performance evidently creates bonds between people that are unique to sports 

teams and music ensembles, as participants are a part of something far greater than what an 

individual alone could produce (Adderley et al., 2003). Ray also described the supportiveness 

that comes with being a part of a team: “A support group, a support team, and encouragement – 

that’s what I found in my music classes with my fellow music students.”  

Brian mentioned the coaching role of being on a team when he referred to festivals and 

working with other students: “It was a lot of time spent coaching the younger kids or the kids 

that were more sports oriented who still wanted to play.”  

Shared experiences. Criss (2010) found students like the camaraderie of sharing 

experiences together, especially travel experiences. Ray recalled going to Toronto with his music 

group and said he knows that experience enhanced the relationships among music students 

because they had experienced something special together and could share memories of that 

experience. Morrison (2001) said concerts, festivals, trips, and other events bring members of an 

ensemble together in settings that are removed from the familiar rehearsal environment, thus 

providing students with a shared experience that can only strengthen the bonds between them. 

Studies by Adderley et al. (2003), Arasi (2006), Kokotsaki and Hallam (2011), and Parker (2010) 
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also found that group trips and outings were valued highly by music students and contributed to 

the relationships formed within ensembles.  

Ray described these shared experiences as contributing factors in relationships he has 

maintained or in the re-kindling of relationships with people from music because they can say 

“hey, do you remember when…” and it provides them with common ground to discuss. Ellen 

also mentioned chance encounters with former music peers. The connection music class gave 

them enabled them to strike up conversation and reminisce about those shared experiences.  

Longevity. School ensembles inspire individual excellence in a group context, which 

results in bonds between students that are unique and enduring (Morrison, 2001). The 

relationships that the participants developed through their time in high school music ranged from 

being strictly in the moment and during the class to long lasting friendships. Wiley said he was 

friends with everybody in his music class and “could still name most of the people in that class” 

because they had gone to school together for years. For Lauren, most of the relationships she 

developed lasted through high school, and resulted in connections with other students as she 

networked through music and got involved with drama. Ray and Ellen mentioned longevity in 

their relationships more extensively than the others. For Ellen, this longevity was more in the 

form of acquaintances and shared memories when she described a chance encounter in a grocery 

store with a former peer from music class. Music class provided them with a basis for knowing 

each other and gave them a common experience to talk about when they saw each other many 

years later. Brian developed relationships within the core that resulted in playing in bands 

outside of school, even after they had graduated, which is something he really enjoyed. Ray had 

the most enduring relationships from his music class: “The relationships in the music program 

were very tight and I still stay in touch with some of those people today.” A group of them 
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continue to get together at least once a year, while a few get together “half a dozen times a 

year,” gatherings Ray says often brings up old memories of their high school music days.  

 For each participant, the nature and longevity of the relationships formed through high 

school music varied. Wiley knew everyone in his class, Lauren developed important 

relationships for her at the time, Ellen occasionally enjoys chance encounters with former peers 

and Ray still keeps in touch with many and calls a few of his high school music peers friends. 

For each of these participants, relationships not only played a role in their enjoyment of music at 

the time, but have also contributed significantly to their memories of high school music that have 

lasted a lifetime.  

Meeting new people. The social atmosphere of music ensembles and classes provides 

students with opportunities they may not otherwise have had to meet new people (Adderley et 

al., 2003). Lauren said it was great to get to know people, and meeting new people resulted in 

new opportunities both during and after high school. Meeting new people also allowed her to be 

part of a group, which held significant meaning for her through high school. Arasi (2006) also 

found that participants credited their choir with meeting new people and being part of a group, 

which were meaningful parts of their experiences as well.  

Ellen said that through being involved in music, “you can meet a whole different crowd 

and set of people that you wouldn’t ordinarily meet,” an opportunity she described as really 

enriching. In her experience, she met students who were bused to school, students whom she had 

no other contact with them except through music class. Arasi (2006) and Parker (2010) also 

found that participants valued being exposed to people from different backgrounds and meeting 

different people because they were able to build relationships and friendships with people that 
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otherwise would have gone unseen. In Brian’s case, these relationships resulted in the formation 

of a band that performed outside of the school, but was made up of high school music students.  

Opportunities. High school music offers many unique opportunities for students, 

including trips and special events, learning how to play an instrument and being a member of an 

ensemble. Based on the data collected, these opportunities are among participants’ meaningful 

and enduring memories of their high school music experience. 

Special events. One of the most vivid recollections of a special event came from Ray, 

who recalled a trip to Toronto. He described in rich detail the experience of being from a small 

town and having the opportunity to go to the city with his music peers to perform: “The 

excitement of coming to Toronto was a big deal for a kid from a small town.” Ray recalled 

vividly how exciting the trip was and how special the students felt. When it came to the 

development of relationships, he concluded that the opportunity to share such an experience 

strengthened the relationships among the music students. Ray noted that when they returned 

from the trip, the students who had gone had a shared experience they could reminisce about, 

something that made them feel special. Although he was only able to go on one music trip due to 

other commitments, Ray was sure that the more opportunities there were to go on trips and 

experience special things together, the stronger the ties between peers would have been.  

Ray also recalled overnight fundraisers with the band, remembering sleeping in various 

rooms in the school in between performing with small ensembles. Morrison (2001) said that 

concerts, festivals, trips and other events bring members of an ensemble together in settings that 

are removed from the familiar rehearsal environment and provide students with a shared 

experience that strengthens the bonds between them. Studies by Adderley et al. (2003), 
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Kokotsaki and Hallam (2011) and Parker (2010) also found that group trips and outings were 

valued highly by music students and contributed to the relationships formed within ensembles. 

Ray was the only participant who had the opportunity to venture on a class trip; however, 

Andrea heard about class trips from her close friend and said she wished she had stayed for those 

opportunities. Wiley, Ellen and Lauren all said there were no music trips offered during their 

time as music students.  

Learning an instrument. Music also provided participants with the opportunity to learn 

an instrument, which as Ellen noted, may have been the only opportunity some students had to 

play an instrument. In hindsight, she realized “it really gave an opportunity to a lot of kids who 

would never have played any music at all” if not for the chance in high school. This supports the 

students in McDowell’s 2002 study who said, “If music programs in schools cease to exist, 

musical activities might be limited to only those who could afford [private lessons].” Ellen went 

on to note the importance of trying new things and taking opportunities as they come about, 

because one never knows what doors they may open. Lauren also commented on this when she 

said, “It is amazing how the small things that you expose yourself to and get involved in in 

school can make a difference.”  

Ensemble membership. Along with the opportunity to play an instrument came 

opportunities to play in ensembles. The findings from this study highlight explicit accounts of 

ways in which being a member of an ensemble is valued by participants. Brian, Ellen and Lauren 

commented on their experiences in ensembles and the opportunities to be in different groups 

through participation in the music program. Mixon (2007) also found that ensemble participation 

is important to music students. Brian chose to be part of the elective band ensembles that 

rehearsed after school, an experience he enjoyed. Through being involved in the band program at 
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her school, Ellen had the opportunity to join a pit band for school musicals. Lauren had the 

opportunity to join the choir. Both of these participants got involved with these ensembles 

because their respective teachers approached them and asked them if they would be interested. 

Being asked to join an ensemble was a good experience for both Ellen and Lauren – “[Being 

invited] was wonderful! It made me feel really special” (Ellen). “[Being asked] was cool for me 

because I was more introverted at that time. It was really fun to be picked” (Lauren). They both 

said they were asked because their teachers ran the ensembles and knew of their abilities from 

class. If they had not taken high school music, their teachers may not have known of their 

capabilities, and therefore, would not have approached them to join these elite groups, which 

gave them opportunities to perform.  

Despite a lack of explicit research on ensemble membership, accounts of the importance 

of being a member of a group or musical team are extensive (Adderley et al., 2003; Arasi, 2006; 

Bartolome, 2013; Countryman, 2008; Criss, 2010; Cunha & Lorenzino, 2012; Hallam, 2010; 

Kokotsaki & Hallam, 2011; Mantie, 2013; Parker, 2010; Shieh, 2008; Stokes, 2010). Combined 

with other researchers’ findings, this demonstrates the significance that playing in an ensemble 

has and the difference it can make in a student’s experience in high school music.  

Performance. Ellen, Brian, Ray, and Lauren all spoke about their experiences 

performing in high school music. The remaining two participants, Wiley and Andrea, did not 

have opportunities to perform during high school and thus were not able to recall memories of 

such an experience. Although their reasons were different, for Ray, Lauren and Ellen, memories 

of performing in high school music were vivid and contributed towards their enjoyment of their 

experiences. This supports Pitts (2009) who found that memories of performing with a school 

music group were among the most lasting for participants.  
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Accomplishment. One participant in this study, Brian, mentioned the satisfaction he got 

out of performing at Kiwanis festivals because it was a competition against other schools. The 

most enjoyable and memorable aspect of those performances was winning. This provided him 

with a feeling of accomplishment, a feeling further enhanced by the time spent coaching other 

students and the hard work put in to preparing for such performances. McPherson and Hendricks 

(2010) found that competition and performance hold important places in music learning for 

students. Bartel and Cameron (2004) said competing and winning can be highly motivating for 

some students and teachers, which for some, like Brian, can lead to improvement. This was also 

true for Ray in his experiences with Kiwanis prior to high school; he did not recall any 

competitions during high school.  

Brian cited opportunities to play at school concerts but these did not hold the same 

memories for him because they “weren’t as pressure packed” and therefore did not provide the 

same sense of accomplishment.  

Enjoyment. Ray, a confident musician and performer, found performing to be an escape, 

“like a cheap drug.” For him, this was something he could get lost in the moment doing and 

described a nervous excitement that came with it. Countryman (2008) found that participants 

were unaware of the passage of time while they were performing, a finding that is supported by 

Ray when he said time “just passes by” when he plays. 

Ray also discussed his love of performing stemming from watching the reactions of the 

audience. Pitts (2005) explored this notion as well and found that “performance was central to 

the musical enjoyment of many.” Piekarz (2006) also found the same thing, with a participant 

saying they get motivation to sing by watching the way in which people respond to the 

performances. 
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Ellen, Lauren, Ray, and Brian all found pleasure in performing, whether it was for their 

own enjoyment or through watching the audience enjoy a performance. This aligns with Stokes’ 

(2010) findings where all of the participants enjoyed being on stage and “took great pleasure 

from the experience.” 

Confidence. Several studies have found that participants cited an increase in confidence 

as a meaningful aspect and benefit of performing in front of people (Adderley et al., 2003; Arasi, 

2006; Bartolome, 2013; Countryman, 2008; Hallman, 2010; Kokotsaki & Hallam, 2011; 

McDowell, 2002; Piekarz, 2006). Despite the excitement and enjoyment Ray felt about being on 

stage, he also discussed the nerves that came with performing.  

Lauren also enjoyed performing; however, this enjoyment came over time as her 

confidence grew and she overcame being nervous and timid. Being up on stage under lights with 

an audience was not her favourite place to be; however, she did note that it got slightly easier 

with time. The most important thing for Lauren was the way these performances contributed to 

an increase in confidence, a finding that supports Piekarz (2006) who found that participants 

valued performing for its ability to increase confidence. Being put in situations that were out of 

her comfort zone, and being successful as a group, she was able to say “Hey, I can do this” and 

carried that confidence forward into university and the workplace.  

Confidence. As was evident in Lauren’s comments about performing, confidence was a 

theme that arose from her data. Lauren’s teacher, the opportunities to perform with the choir, and 

the sense of belonging she felt with her peers, all contributed to her development of confidence – 

“it gave me confidence that I could do something!” This theme was unique to Lauren, something 

none of the other participants explicitly discussed; however, it seems probable that Wiley could 

have felt a decrease in confidence, at least musically, as a result of his negative experiences. 
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Role of the teacher. Lauren’s teacher played an important role in her increase in 

confidence. Cameron and Carlisle (2004) stated that teachers determine the quality of the 

relationships they have with students. Being asked by her teacher to join the choir showed 

Lauren she was a valued member of the class, one who was dependable and who the teacher felt 

had the ability to be a successful member of the choir, something that Kokotsaki and Hallam 

(2011) argued plays a role in the development of confidence. Prior to this experience, Lauren had 

doubted her abilities as a singer and only participated because she enjoyed singing. Gaining the 

teacher’s approval can improve students’ feelings of competence and confidence in themselves 

(Mixon, 2007). Criss (2010) argued that it is necessary for each member of the ensemble to feel 

important. Lauren’s teacher gave her this opportunity when he asked her to join the choir, 

something she would have been too shy to audition for.  

As much as a teacher can help increase students’ confidence, they can also diminish it. 

Wiley’s teacher would have been the reason he felt a decrease in musical confidence. Receiving 

degrading comments from his teacher about his inability to play his instrument, Wiley was 

turned off music completely. Perhaps this is due in part to the way his teacher made him feel.  

Performance. Several recent studies have found participants cited an increase in 

confidence as a meaningful aspect and benefit of performing in front of people (Adderley et al., 

2003; Arasi, 2006; Bartolome, 2013; Countryman, 2008; Hallman, 2010; Kokotsaki & Hallam, 

2011; McDowell, 2002; Piekarz, 2006). Opportunities to perform and overcome her fears were 

instrumental in the development of Lauren’s confidence. She spoke extensively about the 

combination of nerves and enjoyment that came from performing, but noted that over time, she 

felt more confident performing in front of people.  
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The repeated opportunities to perform gave Lauren the opportunity to see she was 

capable of trying new things and being successful, which gave her an incredible boost of 

confidence. It was something Lauren carried forward into university and into her career – “It 

pushed me at university, gave me some confidence to say ‘oh I could try that!’” This is an 

important finding, one that is supported by other studies that investigated the benefits of 

participation in music (Countryman, 2008; Kokotsaki & Hallam, 2011; Piekarz, 2006; Stokes, 

2010). Like Lauren, participants in Stokes’ 2010 study credited opportunities to perform with an 

increase in confidence in front of people and when speaking in public, something that Kokotsaki 

and Hallam’s (2011) participants described as “a useful life skill.”  

The belonging place. A sense of belonging also contributed to Lauren’s increased 

confidence because they created a safe environment, one she felt comfortable trying new things 

in. Adderley et al. (2003) stated that music students form subcultures of their own, which 

become important mediums for support and growth. This is exactly what Lauren found amongst 

her music peers, and gradually she overcame her shyness and fear of performing. Participants in 

Arasi’s 2006 study also said they were able to overcome shyness through their experiences in 

choir. These findings are supported by Kokotsaki and Hallam’s 2011 study which found that 

being a valued member of a group facilitated the development of confidence in participants.  

Comfort. The theme of comfort emerged from both Lauren and Ray’s data. It did not 

emerge from the data collected from Ellen or Andrea, and in Wiley’s case, it is evident comfort 

was not something he felt in his music class. Lauren described a sense of belonging that came 

with being a part of the music program, and both Lauren and Ray described programs that were 

safe spaces for them. Flowers and Murphy (2001) found participants cited music as being a 

source of reminiscence and a comfort during difficult times. This is exactly what Lauren found in 
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her high school music program. With a tumultuous family life at the time, Lauren said “music 

class was a comfort for me during a very difficult time in my childhood.” For Lauren and Ray, 

feelings of comfort came from the sense of belonging and safety they felt in their music 

programs. 

The belonging place. “Adolescents live in a world where almost everything revolves 

around belonging to a social group” (Criss, 2010). Davis (2011) found that middle school music 

students indicated a sense of belonging was one of the main reasons music classes were 

meaningful to them. This has been supported by other research as well, and as such, is an 

important aspect of the high school music experience to consider. Bowman (2002) argued that 

music satisfies a basic human interest in belonging, relating and collaborating with one another. 

Lauren’s peers and teacher contributed to the sense of belonging she felt, a finding that is 

supported by Countryman (2008) whose participants described a sense of place they felt as music 

students. Adderley et al. (2003) described this as a subculture that music students form within the 

larger school setting which provides them with a supportive place to grow. Lauren said being a 

part of her school’s choir helped with the transition from a small elementary school to a large 

high school. Perhaps this notion of a subculture that Adderley et al. described is what helped 

Lauren – finding a smaller group to be a part of while adjusting to the larger school environment. 

Criss (2010) also found that members of school music ensembles form tight social circles that 

result in positive experiences of belonging for members. This sense of belonging was also noted 

in studies by Kokotsaki and Hallam (2011) and Parker (2010).  

Safe and sound. “In a safe environment where belonging fosters trust and confidence, 

students will feel comfortable to explore and create music” (Abeles & Custodero, 2010). 

Bartolome (2013) found most of her participants described choir as a safe place for them to do 
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something they enjoyed within a supportive community. This is exactly the way Lauren felt 

about her choral experience in high school, and the way Ray felt about his experience in band. 

Ray described it as, “my little cocoon, a safe zone for me. It was in the center of the school and it 

just always seemed like a good place to be.” Participants in Arasi’s 2006 study also referred to 

their choral program as a place of safety, a finding supported by Bartolome (2013) whose 

participants described choir as a safe haven in the world. The music room for these participants 

was a safe space to be in, and through that safe space, they were able to grow as musicians and 

individuals.  

Not only did Ray describe the feeling of safety he felt through being a member of the 

band, but also the feeling of safety his parents felt, which resulted in him being allowed to 

participate in special events with the band. None of the studies I reviewed made any mention of 

parents’ feelings of safety regarding their children’s participation in high school music programs.  

Enjoyment. Fun was a frequently used word by the participants who had positive 

experiences in high school music. McPherson and Welch (2012) found that enjoyment and fun 

have consistently been found to be important factors in long-term participation in music. 

Adderley et al. (2003), Countryman (2008), Cunha and Lorenzino (2012), Kokotsaki and Hallam 

(2011), Mantie (2013), McDowell (2002), McPherson and Welch (2012) and Stokes (2010) all 

found that enjoyment was a recurring theme that emerged from the participants in their studies as 

well. This implies that for the participants who had positive experiences, feelings of enjoyment 

were prevalent and permeated every aspect of their high school music experience in one way or 

another. Ellen, Ray, Lauren and Brian enjoyed different aspects of their experiences, including 

their classes, teachers, peers, performances and special events.  
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Classes. Music was a class you actually enjoyed (Countryman, 2008). This finding was 

supported several times by Lauren, Ellen, Ray and Brian. Lauren said music class has remained 

so vivid in her memory compared to other classes because it was fun and not overly stressful. 

Adderley et al. (2003) received similar responses from participants, who said performance 

classes were supportive, relaxing and fun. McDowell’s (2002) participants explained that music 

was a break from other classes, one they looked forward to: “it was a very happy time in my life, 

in my world, in my day, to go to music” (Ray). This sentiment was mimicked often by Ellen and 

Lauren who said repeatedly how much they enjoyed going to music class and how much fun it 

was – “it was just really fun!” (Lauren). For Lauren, Ray and Brian, the enjoyment of music 

class was created in part by their teachers. Ray said he “really enjoyed being taught by [Mr. 

Schulz and Mr. Armstrong],” and Brian described his teacher as being a lot of fun. These 

participants also enjoyed the peer interactions.  

Teachers and peers. Kokotsaki and Hallam (2011) found that a contributing factor to the 

enjoyment participants got from participating in music was the peer relationships that developed. 

Peer relationships were a significant part of participants’ memories of high school music in this 

study as well. These relationships contributed to the enjoyment participants found in their classes 

and ensembles. Teachers also played a role in the enjoyment of high school music. Brian 

described his teacher as being fun, and Lauren and Ray both described their teacher in extremely 

positive ways. Ray said he really enjoyed being taught by his teachers. Having teachers who they 

enjoyed learning from contributed to participants’ overall enjoyment of high school music.  

Performance. Performance brought enjoyment for Ray in particular, but also Lauren, 

Brian and Ellen. This supports the findings of Stokes (2010) where all of the participants enjoyed 

being on stage and “took great pleasure from the experience.” Ray said, “I always enjoyed being 
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up on stage watching the audience enjoy the music.” Kokotsaki and Hallam (2011) also 

discovered that participants found enjoyment in performing for themselves as well as for 

audiences. Lauren admitted to nervousness being prominent in her memories of performance, but 

she also said that as much as she was nervous, performing with the choir was fun – “although it 

was nerve-wracking, it was fun.” For Brian, the enjoyment of performing came from the sense of 

accomplishment he got at the end of a performance, as well as through the competitive 

environment he found at Kiwanis festivals. Ellen enjoyed performing with the pit band in 

musicals – “Everybody was so different when they played in those shows because they were 

completely voluntary and it was just a lot of fun.” Each of these participants enjoyed performing 

in some way, which contributed to their overall enjoyment of high school music.  

Special events. Kokotsaki and Hallam (2011) found that the opportunities to travel and 

participate in various events were repeatedly associated with enjoyment of being in an ensemble. 

Ray was the only participant who had the opportunity to travel; however, it was clearly an 

enjoyable experience for him as he wished he could have gone on more trips with his ensembles.  

Specialness. Together, many of these themes describe the ways in which high school 

music was special for some of the participants; however, Ellen spoke explicitly about her beliefs 

on the specialness of music classes, and others touched on this theme as well.  

 “Music classes are special because they are so out of the ordinary” (Ellen). Ellen made 

numerous references to her feelings that high school music was really a special experience and 

shared her beliefs on why that is. The ways in which these participants found music class to be 

special and out of the ordinary had to do with the ability to communicate through music, the 

opportunity to work collectively and individually simultaneously, the ways in which music class 

differed from other classes in school and how participants were personally made to feel special 
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in music class. These findings support those of previous studies done (Adderley et al., 2003; 

Bartolome, 2013; Countryman, 2008; Criss, 2010; Kokotsaki & Hallam, 2011; Lowe, 2012; 

McDowell, 2002; Stokes, 2010; McPherson & Welch, 2012); however, this study was one of 

very few where participants made explicit connections between these factors and the idea that an 

education in music is special. 

The language of music. When it comes to the language of music, Ellen and Ray both felt 

this gave music a special quality. It also provides a different way to connect with people, rather 

than simply talking or sitting next to them in class (Parker, 2010). Students in McDowell’s 2002 

study wrote “music is a universal language.” Ellen supported this when she said music is going 

on everywhere in the world. The idea of a universal language is important to consider and to 

realize the potential music has to open avenues of communication between people. Ellen said 

music opens the doors for communication between anyone, regardless of what language they 

speak or their ability to speak. She expanded on the idea of communication across the board 

when she said “no matter where you are in the world, there is music going on.” This extends her 

beliefs regarding the opportunities music can provide people. If music is going on everywhere in 

the world, then it could be said that one could participate in musical cultures anywhere in the 

world.  

 Class environment. Ellen, Ray and Lauren all discussed the notion that music classes are 

quite unique compared to other classes they took in high school. Ellen believes you can get stuck 

in a rut, doing the same thing day in and day out. She believes music classes provided an 

opportunity to break out of that rut and to explore something new – a new way of doing things in 

a setting that is different than an ordinary classroom. Andrea also described music class as being 

“out of the ordinary” when she spoke about the unique way the room was set up compared to 
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her other classes:“[it was a] totally different [learning environment].” Lauren also talked about 

the enjoyment she got from music classes because they were different from the other classes she 

was taking. “It was less stressful for me than most classes” and the choir gave her an opportunity 

to form bonds with people whom she might not otherwise have formed bonds with because as 

she said, “You don’t follow your class around in high school.”  

Unique learning environment. Ellen, Lauren and Ray all discussed the nature of music 

class in that it is an inherently collaborative environment, yet opportunities for individual work 

and development are very much a part of the experience. In music, students have the opportunity 

to work on their own parts as individuals, and then to come together and work collaboratively to 

put the pieces together. Criss (2010) said that no other course is as focused on group effort as are 

music and gym. Music classes provide opportunities for collaborative learning, something that 

has been noted by participants in many studies (Adderley et al., 2003; Countryman, 2008; Criss, 

2010; Kokotsaki & Hallam, 2011). A participant in Adderley et al.’s 2003 study said, “You are 

part of something much greater than what an individual could produce alone.” They went on to 

explain that the music groups and courses are far more group-oriented than other classes, and 

unlike the other classes, individual effort impacts the overall group dynamic and performance.  

Adderley et al. (2003) and Kokotsaki and Hallam (2011) found that students believed 

music provided them with a well-rounded education and welcomed the “freer climate” of music 

courses. Andrea described it as “a totally different learning environment,” which supports 

Lowe’s (2012) findings that instrumental music operates in a unique learning environment in 

schools and provides a lesson dynamic that is different from other classes. This unique learning 

environment provides students with the opportunity to “break out of the rut” of everyday life 

and learning, as Ellen put it: “Sometimes you get in a rut of learning and doing things the same 
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way all the time, and music is so different than every other subject that it kind of brings you out 

of that rut. That’s why I think it's really special.” 

Feeling special. Finally, Lauren and Ellen said that music class itself made them feel 

special. As an experienced musician, music in high school could have been a mundane activity 

for Ellen; however, she was provided with opportunities that made her feel special. Being asked 

to join the pit band starting in grade 8 when the majority of the group was made up of senior 

students, on an instrument that she played outside of school, made her “feel special.” Perhaps 

there were other students, like Ellen’s sister, who were also asked to join and as a result were 

made to feel special. Lauren also felt special when she was asked to join the choir. Stokes (2010) 

and McDowell (2002) also found that participants remembered filling lead roles, being involved 

in something special, and being able to play pieces written by famous composers as meaningful 

and special experiences. Ellen was also made to feel special in her class environment when she 

was asked to share her knowledge and expertise. As much as she said she felt put on the spot, she 

said this also gave her “a sense of responsibility” and could have made her feel special.  

Summary. Instrument selection, class environment, relationships, opportunities, 

performance, confidence, comfort, specialness and enjoyment all emerged as themes that 

contributed to participants’ meaningful memories of high school music. A number of memories 

of events and factors were shared that contributed to the development of these nine themes. 

Some memories overlapped between themes, while others clearly fit in to one theme. These 

memories contributed to the participants’ overall feelings about their high school music 

experience.  

Four participants indicated that overall, they had positive experiences in high school 

music; Three of these four participants recounted all positive memories. The fourth participant, 
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Ellen, recounted primarily positive memories; however, she did cite adverse memories as well. It 

is important to note this, and realize that although she had some negative memories of high 

school music, she still felt that overall it was a positive experience, one that she encouraged her 

children to become involved in as well. Two of the six participants indicated they had negative 

experiences in high school music and described adverse memories. One of these participants, 

Wiley, recounted only negative memories of high school music. It is possible that, just as Ellen 

had primarily positive but some negative memories, there may have been some positive aspects 

to Wiley’s experience; however, he was unable to recall any of these. What is important is that 

the participants were all left with overall feelings about the experience. Therefore, regardless of 

whether the overall experience was described as positive or negative, their memories have left an 

impression on them decades later.  

As is evident, there is redundancy among the nine themes, with some themes appearing 

as sub-themes of other themes. For example, enjoyment is a theme in itself as well as a sub-

theme of performance, and comfort is a theme as well as a sub-theme of class environment. 

Another way in which the data were redundant was through repetition of sub-themes. This 

demonstrates how one experience or memory can impact several aspects of the overall 

experience that students have in class. It also shows that the way in which one student 

remembers an experience, and the impact that experience has on them, may be different from the 

way in which another student remembers a similar experience and its impact on them. For 

example, Ray and Lauren both recalled memories of performing. Ray found these performances 

fun and enjoyed watching the audience reactions; performance was a sub-theme of enjoyment 

because it contributed to his enjoyment of high school music. Lauren found performances nerve-
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wracking but explained their role in developing her confidence; performance was also a sub-

theme of confidence.  

Collaboration also came up many times in the data collected from participants. 

Participants enjoyed the collaborative aspect of the class environment, indicated that 

collaboration contributed to the development of relationships in music, and described the 

collaborative yet individual nature of music as one of the things that made music so special. Each 

participant who discussed the collaborative nature of music recalled it in a different way and 

remembered different ways in which collaboration impacted their experience.  

Taken together, the nine themes that emerged from specific memories of high school 

music – class environment, relationships, instrument selection, confidence, performance, 

specialness, opportunities, comfort and enjoyment – contributed to participants’ enjoyment and 

lasting memories of this experience.  

Examining Participants’ Stories Through Theoretical Lenses 

Dewey and Dissanayake re-visited. In Chapter 1, I said that an understanding of two 

concepts was needed in order to explore why certain experiences were meaningful and 

memorable for participants. The first is an understanding of what constitutes an experience and 

the second is an understanding of what makes an experience meaningful and memorable. These 

understandings are based primarily on the works of John Dewey and Ellen Dissanayake, and are 

supported by related studies.  

The first part of John Dewey’s theory of experience involves developing an 

understanding of what constitutes an experience. He said that three elements must be in place in 

order for a person to have an experience: the person, the environment and the interaction 

between the person and their environment. These elements played a key role in developing the 
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interview questions for the participants in this study. It was important to understand who the 

person was that I was speaking to, what their environment was like while they were in high 

school music, and to learn about their interactions with that environment. Dewey (1938) also said 

there are two principles that are essential to understanding experience. The first is continuity and 

the second is interaction. The principle of continuity says every experience lives on in a future 

experience; every experience is influenced by those that came before and influences those that 

come after. Therefore, in the process of exploring participants’ high school music experiences, it 

was important for me to learn about the participants’ earlier experiences that potentially 

influenced how they experienced high school music. For example, I sought to learn about 

participants’ experiences with music prior to high school. It was also important for me to learn 

about the participants’ experiences after high school that had potentially been impacted by their 

experiences in high school music. Accordingly, I asked participants about the role music has 

played in their lives since high school.  

The principle of interaction states that an individual’s experience results from the 

interaction between an individual and the environment. Therefore, it was important for me to 

learn as much as I could about the environment with which the participants interacted in order to 

have their high school music experiences. For example, I sought to learn about the participants’ 

interactions with their teachers. 

These elements and principles were useful in designing the interview questions, in 

analyzing the data collected, and in developing an understanding of what makes participants’ 

experiences meaningful and memorable. They also provided a way of understanding the meaning 

an experience had for an individual. “Humans have the capacity to saturate [experience] with 

conscious meanings” (Dewey, 1934, p. 23). My goal was to explore the meanings these six 
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participants associated with their experiences in high school music, and to understand why the 

experiences were memorable for them.  

At the outset of this study, I suggested that based on the theories of Dewey, Dissanayake 

and others, an experience in high school music may be meaningful and/or memorable because it 

meets or exceeds the individual’s expectations (Wing Sun Tung & Ritchie, 2011), has a positive 

impact on one’s present or future (Dewey, 1934; Dewey, 1938), gives a sense of pride or purpose 

(Muirhead, 2012) or holds intrinsic rewards for the individual such as being pleasing, gratifying, 

intriguing or stimulating (Dissanayake, 1988; Muirhead, 2012). These factors would contribute 

to positive memories of high school music. I would argue that the opposite is also true. If an 

experience does not meet one’s expectations, has an adverse impact on future experiences of a 

similar nature or is not pleasing, gratifying, intriguing or stimulating, then the individual would 

be left with adverse memories of high school music.  

Participants’ stories re-visited. This section briefly re-visits each of the participant’s 

stories, with a focus on musical experiences before and after high school. Elements of their 

experiences that were significant are also mentioned, with the intent of providing context for a 

discussion regarding the principles of continuity and interaction.   

Wiley. Prior to entering high school, Wiley enjoyed music both as an audience member 

and as a performer. With a professional musician as a father, Wiley had many experiences with 

musicals and concerts, which he said he enjoyed going to. He also played the guitar and was 

taking private lessons. Because of his experiences with music, he decided to enroll in high school 

music. This was an opportunity that he was excited about and looked forward to because he 

would get to learn an instrument of his choice and would continue to develop his musical skills. 

Unfortunately, his overall experience in high school music was not a positive one. The themes 
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that emerged from his memories of this experience were instrument selection and class 

environment. He was assigned an instrument he had no interest in learning and had a teacher 

who was degrading, who centered him out in class and who quickly dampened what confidence 

he had in his musical abilities. As a result of this experience, Wiley did not enroll in high school 

music after grade 9 and lost all interest in returning to the guitar, an instrument he previously 

enjoyed playing. He is still a big supporter of music in schools, enjoys his daughters’ musical 

involvement and enjoys attending concerts and musicals, but as a performer of music, Wiley has 

lost all desire and motivation.  

Andrea. Andrea’s involvement in music began at a very early age as a result of her 

mother’s influence. She took piano lessons and singing lessons, was involved in pre-school 

music programs and was in an elementary school class with a teacher who was an avid singer 

and promoted singing in the school. When it came time to go to high school, Andrea was able to 

choose one elective arts credit and although she was far more interested in taking art than music, 

enrolled in music, again because of her mother’s influence. The main reason Andrea looked 

forward to music was because she got to choose the instrument she would learn, which was 

viola. After a very short period of time, she switched from music to art. This change was due to 

the pace of the class, which Andrea found too slow and resulted in boredom. Like Wiley, Andrea 

did not have a positive experience in high school music. The themes that emerged from her 

memories of high school music were of the classroom environment and of the specialness that 

she saw high school music having.  

Ellen. Ellen was “enveloped in music [her] whole life.” Prior to entering high school, she 

had grade 3 or 4 harmony, grade 10 piano and grade 10 on her string instruments. When it came 

time to go to high school, Ellen enrolled in the music program because she thought it would be 
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easy for her. She chose to play a new instrument, French horn, for something different, and 

accepted her teacher’s invitation to join the pit band as a violinist. Ellen met new people through 

her music program, had a sense of responsibility in her music class because of her background in 

music, and overall enjoyed her experience in high school music. An accomplished professional 

musician now, Ellen does not know if high school impacted her career choice or not because of 

her other experiences in music, but it did not deter her from continuing on the path to become a 

musician. Most of Ellen’s memories of high school music are positive. The only adverse 

memories she recounted were of her teacher’s mood, yet she recalled an overall positive 

experience. The themes that emerged from her memories were of the class environment, the 

opportunities high school music provided and the specialness of high school music.  

Lauren. Lauren grew up going to church, and often had the opportunity to sit with her 

granny and learn how to follow music. This is where her love for music began, and she credits 

these memories with her decision to enroll in music class and become a member of the choir in 

high school. Lauren was a very shy teenager who hesitated to try things that were outside of her 

comfort zone. Being in music class, being asked by her teacher to join the choir, and developing 

a sense of belonging in both of those environments contributed significantly to an increase in 

confidence and the feeling of comfort that she had in those environments. This love of singing 

and development in confidence led her to pursue other opportunities to sing and perform in 

university. It also showed her that she was capable of being successful at things that made her 

nervous. Lauren had extremely positive memories of her high school music experience, 

memories from which themes of comfort and confidence emerged. The memories she shared that 

contributed to these themes resulted in a positive experience in high school music for Lauren.  
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Ray. As a child, Ray took lessons on the accordion and, despite being more interested in 

sports at the outset, fell in love with the instrument and developed a passion for making music. 

This passion for making music led him to choose music as an elective in high school, where he 

learned how to play the trumpet and cornet. Ray’s fondest memories of high school music were 

of his peers, his teachers and of performing. After high school, he was a member of a band and 

still continues to play the accordion today. He has also taken on another aspect of performance as 

a stand-up comic. From his memories of high school music, themes of relationships, the class 

environment and performance emerged, all of which contributed to the positive experience Ray 

had in high school music.  

Brian. Brian had some experience with music prior to high school playing the recorder. 

He also said his family always enjoyed music, and both of his grandparents played the fiddle. 

When he enrolled in high school music, Brian learned how to play the clarinet and saxophone. 

He recalled memories of performing, primarily in Kiwanis festivals but also in school concerts. 

He also recalled coaching other students and helping them to develop as players, and he recalled 

his teacher working with him and a small group of students who wanted to become musicians. 

After high school, Brian played in several big swing bands, some of which came about through 

relationships formed in high school music. He no longer plays but attends a variety of shows and 

concerts as an audience member and in support of his wife who is a professional musician.  

Connecting story and theory. The following section will examine the data collected 

through the lenses of John Dewey’s concepts of continuity, interaction, and educative 

experiences. The data will then be examined with specific reference to Ellen Dissanayake’s 

concept of making special, as well as other factors that make experiences meaningful and 

memorable.  
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Continuity. Dewey’s (1938) principle of continuity states that past experiences influence 

our decision to partake in future experiences of a similar nature. This can be seen in the impact 

that each participants’ prior music experiences had on their decision to enroll in high school 

music. Each participant had been involved in music to varying degrees and in various ways, and 

all had positive experiences with music prior to high school. As a result, they were interested in 

taking music classes in high school. With the exception of Andrea, who admitted to some 

reservations towards taking music, all of the participants enrolled in high school music by their 

own choosing, and were excited about the opportunity to learn new instruments and be involved 

in music programs. Despite it not being her first choice, Andrea was still excited about the 

opportunity to learn a new instrument and had enjoyed her experiences with music up until that 

point.  

Dewey’s principle of continuity goes on to say that every experience lives on in a future 

experience; hence, participants’ experiences in high school music would impact their preference 

for, or aversion to, similar experiences in the future. This pattern was also evident in the data 

collected from each of the six participants. Andrea and Wiley did not have positive experiences 

in high school music and have not sought out any other opportunities to be involved in a music 

community since. This aligns with Dewey’s theory that an adverse experience will result in an 

aversion to similar experiences in the future. Brian, Lauren, Ray and Ellen all had positive 

experiences in high school music, enjoyed their time there and continued to be involved in music 

communities after high school.  

Interaction. Dewey’s (1938) principle of interaction highlights the importance that 

environment plays in experience. He says that an experience is what it is because of a transaction 

taking place between an individual and their environment. Dewey says that individuals’ internal 
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attitudes, beliefs, prior knowledge and emotions influence their perceptions of, and reactions to, 

the environment. These internal emotions and attitudes were evident in Lauren’s story. She 

described her teacher as being firm, which was something she respected, craved and appreciated 

due to the instability of her home life at that time; she was predisposed to favourably perceive 

and react to the environment her teacher shaped. For Andrea and Wiley, their class environments 

were not conducive to learning, primarily as a result of their teachers. Dewey (1997) argued that 

the mental attitudes and habits of the person with whom the student is in contact are amongst the 

most significant factors influencing the educational environment; that everything the teacher 

does causes students to respond in one way or another. Andrea found her teacher’s methods of 

instruction were not suited to the level of the class and resulted in boredom for her. In Wiley’s 

case, his teacher was degrading, did not make him feel welcome in music and was the reason he 

lost all interest in participating in music in the future. His desire to continue on a musical journey 

quickly dissipated and his grade 9 music class was the last time he played an instrument. Like 

Wiley said, it could have been a completely different experience if he had had a teacher who was 

“helpful and encouraging.” 

While Wiley and Andrea had adverse interactions with their teachers, Brian, Lauren, Ray 

and Ellen all had positive interactions with their teachers and peers, which enhanced their 

experiences in high school music. As noted above, Dewey said everything a teacher does, as well 

as the manner in which he or she does it, causes students to respond in some way. Ellen, Lauren, 

Brian and Ray all talked about their teachers in positive terms and described their characteristics 

in detail. The mannerisms and teaching styles of their teachers caused them to respond positively 

to the environment and leave high school music feeling as though they had a positive experience. 

For Ray and Lauren especially, positive interactions with peers also played a significant role in 
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enhancing their experiences of high school music, which further supports Dewey’s claim that the 

people with whom students come in contact powerfully impact their experiences.  

Dewey also claimed that an aspect of interaction is the change that takes place; the 

interaction between person and environment results in a change in the person and/or the 

environment. This was most evident in Lauren’s case, where she went from being a shy girl 

without much confidence prior to being in the choir, to a confident teenager who joined new 

groups and auditioned for other musical experiences later in life. 

Educative or mis-educative. Dewey’s theory states that continuity and interaction 

determine the quality of an educational experience. If an experience results in positive 

continuity, the desire for individuals to continue having similar experiences, Dewey refers to it as 

being educative (Dewey, 1938). Ray, Lauren and Brian all had positive experiences in high 

school music. They also continued to enjoy music and sought out musical experiences after high 

school. These findings suggest that Ray, Lauren, and Brian had educative experiences. He says a 

desire to continue learning is one of the most important factors in determining the extent to 

which an experience was educative. Based on this theory, Lauren had the most educative 

experience in high school music because it sparked her interest and confidence in participating in 

musical activities in the future. Ray and Brian also had educative experiences in music because 

they too continued to choose experiences that allowed them to grow musically and participate in 

music by being in bands.  

It could be said that Ellen had an educative experience; however, she did not pursue a 

career in music as a result of her high school experience, nor did she continue to play the French 

horn. It is unclear whether Dewey would consider her experience educative; however, it would 

not be considered mis-educative either because it did not diminish her desire to pursue music or 
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have any negative influence on future experiences in music. No experience disappears without a 

trace, it is just unclear what the elements of continuity are in Ellen’s case. In Ellen’s case, 

Dewey’s theory that every experience is educative or mis-educative does not fit the data.  

If an experience results in a person’s aversion to similar experiences in the future, Dewey 

refers to the experience as mis-educative. Both Wiley and Andrea’s experiences support 

Dewey’s theory that people develop emotional responses based on past experiences, which affect 

their attitudes towards future experiences of a similar nature. The experiences that Andrea and 

Wiley had did not stimulate their interest in music and did not contribute towards their growth or 

interest in music, thus they would be considered mis-educative.  

Other factors. Having explored the participants’ experiences and the meanings they hold 

as they relate to Dewey’s theory, I now explore them through theoretical lenses informed by 

Dissanayake and other researchers who have examined what makes an experience meaningful. 

Research has found that there are other factors at play in determining how a person feels about 

their experiences. These factors include the extent to which an experience meets or exceeds the 

individual’s expectations, whether it gives a sense of pride or purpose, and whether or not it is 

pleasing, gratifying, intriguing or stimulating (Dissanayake, 1988; Muirhead, 2012; Wing Sun 

Tung & Ritchie, 2011). The data collected from this study shows that these factors do affect the 

way a person feels about their experiences in high school music.  

Expectations. Often, there is a gap between music teachers’ values and expectations and 

those of students with respect to studying a musical instrument (Pike, 2011). Extreme differences 

in expectations of a music course can hinder students’ motivation to continue taking that course. 

The data from this study indicate that when participants’ expectations for what their high school 
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music experience would be like were not met, they had negative experiences, and when their 

expectations were met or exceeded, they had positive experiences.  

Wiley and Andrea did not have positive experiences in high school music. Coming into 

high school music, Wiley was looking forward to the experience and had the potential to enjoy 

and learn from the experience in ways that would foster growth in his musical development; 

however, other factors were not in place to allow that to happen. Wiley expected to learn an 

instrument he had requested and was excited about; he was assigned an instrument he had no 

interest in playing. He expected to enjoy high school music; he did not. Andrea was not clear 

about what her expectations of high school music were; however, based on the boredom she 

described and the way in which the teacher instructed the class, her expectations did not align 

with the reality of what the music class offered her. These two participants did not have positive 

experiences in high school music and it is evident that this is due in part to the fact that their 

expectations of what music class would be like were not met.  

Based on the data collected, it seems Lauren and Ray had the most positive experiences 

in high school music. Like Ray said, “it was the most positive experience or thing that I did in 

high school.” Ray chose to enroll in music because he enjoyed it but also because he was unsure 

of what else to take. Lauren enrolled because she enjoyed singing in church prior to high school. 

Both of these participants could not say enough positive things about their time spent in high 

school music, which leads me to believe that their experiences exceeded their expectations.  

Ellen had a unique experience in that she described both positive and negative 

experiences and memories. Although her memories were primarily positive, she recalled 

instances where her teacher was in a bad mood, which resulted in the class having a bad day as 

well. Aside from this, her experience was positive. Based on her previous experiences in music 
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and the fact that she enrolled in high school music because she felt it would be an easy course for 

her, her experience met her expectations.  

It is unclear as to whether or not Brian’s experience met his expectations or not because it 

is unclear why he chose to enroll in high school music. He said he thought it would be fun, 

which it was; however, that is the extent of the data collected on his expectations of the class. 

From his accounts, it seems he had a positive experience in high school music, which may mean 

that although there is no explicit data to support this, his experience at least met his expectations 

for what it would be.  

Based on the idea that the extent to which a person’s expectations of an experience aligns 

with what the experience actually is in their view, the data collected in this study indicates that if 

a person’s experiences are met or exceeded, they will consider that experience to be positive. If a 

person’s experiences are not met, they will not consider that experience to be positive.  

A source of pleasure and stimulation. Dissanayake (1988) said the arts are enjoyable, and 

if an act is pleasurable then it is valued. She also says that in order for something to be special, it 

is pleasing, gratifying, intriguing or stimulating (Dissanayake, 1992). Therefore, when these 

factors are in place, experiences with art are special. Wiley and Andrea did not find any source 

of pleasure in their high school music classrooms. Andrea talked extensively about the boredom 

she felt in music class. Dewey (1938) said if a student gets bored in school, they may feel that 

school is boring. In Andrea’s case, she was bored in music, a feeling that became pervasive and 

resulted in her believing that music would continue to be boring. Because she did not find the 

class stimulating, she opted to switch to a different course.  

Ray, Ellen, Lauren and Brian all found sources of pleasure in their experiences. Ray 

found pleasure and enjoyment in performing, interacting with his peers and teachers, belonging 
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to a peer group, going to music class, and being involved in special events such as fundraisers 

and trips. Ellen enjoyed being in the pit band, meeting new people, and being in a class that was 

less stressful than others. Brian enjoyed competitions, coaching younger students and being part 

of the core of students who his teacher worked with. Lauren enjoyed her newfound confidence, 

performing, music classes and rehearsals, being taught by her music teacher and the sense of 

belonging she felt in music. Dissanayake suggested a sense of belonging is connected to our 

ability to find meaning (Abeles & Custodero, 2010). She goes on to say that because of the 

collaborative environment music offers, students can find that sense of belonging in music 

classes, and therefore have meaningful, special experiences (Dissanayake, 2000). 

Purpose and pride. Muirhead (2012) found that experiences were more meaningful for 

participants when they provided a sense of purpose or pride. Ellen found a sense of purpose in 

her music class as a mentor for other students and a source of information for her teacher. She 

found a sense of pride when she had the opportunity to showcase her ability on her violin in the 

pit band. Brian also felt a sense of purpose in his music class because he too had the opportunity 

to mentor younger students in preparation for concerts and festivals. Brian felt a sense of pride 

and accomplishment at these festivals when his group won. Ray too got this sense of pride when 

he would perform both as a soloist and as a member of an ensemble.  

Summary. Each of the participants in this study had experiences in high school music 

that were meaningful in some way. Wiley’s experience in high school music is meaningful not 

because it fostered a love for music, but because it negatively impacted his desire to participate 

in music in the future. It did not meet his expectations for what the experience would or could 

have been, and it did not provide a sense of pleasure or gratification for him. Andrea too had a 

negative experience, one that did not stimulate her or provide enjoyment. It did not inspire her to 
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continue on a musical journey. Both Wiley and Andrea had experiences that Dewey would call 

mis-educative.  

Ellen had primarily positive memories of high school music; however, aspects of her 

teacher’s behaviour resulted in some negative experiences. She was already very involved in 

music and she is not certain that high school music made any impact on her desire to continue 

exploring music in the future. High school music did not deter her from continuing in music and 

she had primarily positive interactions, so it seems she did not have a mis-educative experience; 

however, it is unclear as to whether or not she had an educative experience. That being said, her 

expectations for what music class would be were met, she found enjoyment through high school 

music, and had a sense of purpose in the class and pride in the pit band. Although it is unclear 

whether she had an educative experience, she did have a positive experience and values that 

experience.  

 Lauren, Ray and Brian all had positive memories of high school music that left them 

wanting to continue having experiences in music. Based on Dewey’s theory, these three 

participants had educative experiences because they fostered growth and a desire to have similar 

experiences. Each of these participants’ expectations of what high school music would be like 

were exceeded, especially for Lauren and Ray. They all found enjoyment in high school music 

and Brian and Ray found pride and purpose through their experiences. Together, these factors 

contributed to positive, meaningful memories of high school music.  

Considerations for Music Teachers  

Not only did I want to learn from my research, I hoped that music teachers would be able 

to draw from this research and foster positive, meaningful, memorable experiences for their 
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students as well. The following section highlights considerations for music teachers based on the 

findings of this study.  

Consider the desired class environment, personal qualities, and the impact they have on 

establishing the class environment. The environment of a class can play a significant role in 

students’ enjoyment of high school music. Participants who had positive experiences in high 

school music valued class environments that were inclusive, supportive, relaxed, collaborative, 

enjoyable and safe. They credited their teachers with fostering these types of environments, and 

remembered fondly teachers who were patient, supportive, kind, encouraging, caring, dedicated 

to helping students, good musicians, had a sense of humour and a sound knowledge of music, 

and who admitted when they did not know an answer to something. Participants did not 

appreciate being centered out in class, particularly when this attention was negative. They also 

did not appreciate teachers who did not gear lessons to match the age or ability of their students.  

Find a balance between high expectations of students and an environment that is not 

overly stressful for students. Participants valued having teachers who had high expectations but 

who also recognized that music should be enjoyable and who offered a class environment that 

was less stressful than other classes in high school. This contributed to participants’ overall 

enjoyment of their time in high school music and positive memories of the experience.  

Consider how parents feel about the music program. Ray found that because his parents 

trusted the students and teachers, he was able to participate as extensively as he wished in any 

music-related event. This resulted in extremely positive experiences and significant memories of 

his time in high school music.  

Create experiences for students that are unique to music class. These experiences do not 

have to be big events; a joke shared in the classroom, or a tradition within the music program. 
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These experiences will give students something to talk about and bond through in the following 

days, weeks, and maybe even years. 

Give students opportunities to work together. Participants in the present study found 

collaboration to be memorable from their time in high school music. Music programs offer 

students opportunities to play together in class and in ensembles; however, teachers can also 

provide students with opportunities to collaborate in small ensembles (duets, trios, etc.), or in the 

planning of events such as trips, fundraisers, concerts or community performances, both in and 

out of school. By giving students opportunities to work together, teachers will foster 

relationships and friendships within the music program, which will ultimately enhance the 

environment of the class as well.  

Demonstrate different instruments to students and consider their preferences when 

assigning instruments. The data collected in this study indicates that allowing students to choose 

their own instruments is most effective in ensuring their satisfaction and enjoyment; however, 

music teachers also have the responsibility of considering the best interests of the ensemble as a 

whole, not just each individual. This may mean that it is not possible to allow each student to 

select their own instrument. Students may not have been exposed to many different instruments 

prior to high school. By demonstrating different instruments to students, teachers open up 

opportunities for students to see, and have a brief experience with, all of the instruments they 

could end up playing, thus allowing students to make more educated decisions when indicating 

their preference of instrument. Students should be satisfied with their instrument and enjoy their 

time in high school music so that they will be inspired to continue to learn and grow as 

musicians. When done well, the initial process of instrument selection sets the stage for this 
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development. It is important to consider that students’ preferences play a significant role in the 

initial intrigue of music class, as well as long-term musical enjoyment.  

Give students formal and informal opportunities to perform. This can increase students’ 

confidence performing and provide them with a sense of accomplishment and enjoyment 

throughout the year. These opportunities do not have to be limited to large formal concerts or 

festivals, but could include small performances for another teacher, peers, administrators or 

anyone who is willing to listen. These opportunities will not only benefit individual students, but 

also ensembles as a whole. 

Get to know students. Understanding students’ backgrounds in music, what they may 

have preferences for, or aversions to, and getting to know what their personalities are like, what 

kinds of opportunities they crave, and what drives them to work towards goals, can help teachers 

design lessons and create suitable opportunities for their students and ensembles. Getting to 

know students is invaluable for teachers in fostering the best possible experiences in high school 

music and the most meaningful memories of those experiences. It is also important for music 

teachers to consider the group of students they are teaching so that they can find ways to engage 

students right from the beginning and maintain that engagement. When this is done, students will 

likely be more inclined to enjoy and continue enrolling in high school music.  

Show students they are a part of something special. The findings from this study suggest 

that students feel music classes are special. Given that students find that music classes are special 

and out of the ordinary, teachers should acknowledge this and take advantage of opportunities 

that music classes present to make students feel special and as though they are a part of 

something special. By emphasizing the ways in which music is communicative, students will 
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benefit and become better musicians. Expressiveness, emotion, all of the signs, symbols and 

notes on a score all contribute to music’s communicative nature. 

Consider how instruments can be displayed around the class. Music classes offer 

students a learning environment that is completely different from other classes in high school. 

Often, concern for instrument security and protection is important; however, it is evident that 

seeing instruments can be intriguing for students and perhaps entice students to enroll in music.  

Consider offering different types of music classes and events. Music classes offer unique 

opportunities to students and teachers. The opportunity to get students together outside of class 

can be enriching for students and will likely be remembered fondly after the event has passed. 

Large-scale events can be challenging to co-ordinate; however, smaller events or outings may 

provide similar memories as larger trips. The opportunity to be part of a music class in itself can 

be extremely enriching. Given the potential costs associated with running music programs, it is 

important for music teachers to consider all of the different options there are for running music 

programs – they are not limited to strings and band. 

Offer ensembles for different playing abilities and interests. Ensemble membership is 

another opportunity that being in music offers student. It would be worthwhile for teachers to 

consider ways in which students who are not playing at a level suitable for one ensemble could 

be a part of another ensemble. Perhaps offering ensemble opportunities for different playing 

abilities would allow all students to experience playing in a group and performing as a group.  

This study has offered several insights into what former music students find meaningful 

and memorable about their experiences in high school music. One of the aims of this study was 

to provide music teachers with an understanding of what their students may remember later in 

life about their experiences in high school music. In doing this, it was my hope that teachers 
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would consider these memories when reflecting on their own teaching practices and what they 

want their students to take away from high school music. 

Limitations and Implications for Future Research 

 Several different approaches could have been taken in exploring former students’ long-

term memories of high school music. The results from this study have also opened up several 

avenues for future research. This section identifies limitations of the current study and explores 

and discusses ways in which future research could contribute to the body of research on high 

school music experiences. 

Although the participants in this study spanned 35 years in age and the geographic 

locations of their high schools were as far west as Welland and as far east as Cornwall, a broader 

range of participants could have been recruited. Seeking participants from more diverse 

backgrounds, or a greater number of participants, could have augmented the ability to make 

sense of the themes that emerged from the data collected, thus enriching the results from the 

study. This study included six participants who ranged in age from 30 to 65. Future researchers 

could endeavour to expand this age range and include participants who were more recently 

involved in high school music programs, as well as participants who had been removed for 

longer periods of time. The geographic span could also be broadened to include areas in northern 

Ontario, as well as further west. Future studies could also investigate the same phenomenon in 

different provinces or countries in order to add a new depth to the data collected in this study.  

Seeking more than one participant from each of the high school music programs would 

also have been valuable. This would have allowed for further data triangulation and would have 

enriched the data collected by exploring different perspectives on similar experiences. Valuable 
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studies could be done that explore memories of multiple high school music programs through the 

perspectives of more than one participant from each program.  

Another means of gaining insights on experiences in high school music from different 

perspectives would have been to have another researcher analyze the transcripts. Again an 

additional mode of triangulation and means of enhancing the validity of the study, this approach 

could have offered new insights and perspectives on the same experiences.  

Interviews can limit the data collected from participants because their memories are not 

triggered by diverse conversation. Offering participants the opportunity to interact with others 

who also participated in high school music programs and hear other stories may trigger 

memories that otherwise may not have surfaced during individual interviews. Conducting a 

similar study in the future using focus groups and interviews could enrich the data collected 

using solely interviews.  

Another suggestion for future research is to examine each of the themes presented here 

individually. For example, one of the themes that emerged from the data collected was comfort. 

A study that explores the comfort music students feel, or felt, during their time in high school 

music would be valuable for teachers. Understanding what comfort is, how it is experienced, 

what experiences or situations foster a sense of comfort, and how it manifests itself in a music 

classroom would enable teachers to cultivate a sense of comfort in their own classrooms.  

A final consideration for future research is based on John Dewey`s (1938) theory of 

experience and the results of this study. His theory of educative and mis-educative experiences 

did not account for all of the participants’ experiences. Based on the data collected and Dewey’s 

theory, it is unclear as to whether Ellen’s experience in high school music was educative or mis-

educative. A future study could explore these types of experience, experiences that are not 
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clearly educative or mis-educative, in greater detail. This type of study would seek to expand on 

Dewey’s theory of experience and address the extent to which a person’s experience is educative 

as a spectrum rather than as very distinct extremes of educative versus mis-educative.  

Final Thoughts 

At the outset of this study, I embarked on a journey to explore people’s meaningful and 

memorable experiences of participating in high school music programs. As a music educator, I 

wanted to understand how and why particular experiences were meaningful for students so that I 

could endeavour to create opportunities for my students to have meaningful and memorable 

experiences of their own. I did not fall short of reaching these personal goals, and learned far 

more than I could ever have hoped. 

The answers to my research questions have been explored through reconstruction and 

analysis of the participants’ narratives. From this analysis process nine themes emerged, themes 

that represent what was particularly significant to participants’ memories of high school music. 

In relation to these themes, participants shared similar and unique memories and feelings about 

their experiences (FIGURE 1). Not all of these memories and experiences were positive; 

however, they all left an impression on participants at the time and the impression still endures 

many years later.  
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Figure 1: Themes and Sub-Themes  
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One of the current aims of high school education in Ontario is to provide students with a 

well-rounded education, which includes the arts (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2011). Brian 

supported this notion when he stated his belief that “everyone should have a well-rounded 

education and that means taking music.” While many may agree with the sentiment that 

everyone’s education should include music, the reality is that students will only take music if the 

experiences it provides are meaningful to them. I suggest that music educators should create the 

conditions that enable students to have positive meaningful music memories. Music class offers 

unique opportunities for teaching and learning, opportunities that should be taken advantage of in 

order to foster positive, meaningful and memorable experiences for future music students.  
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Appendix A – Participants’ Stories 

Ray 

“The relationships and camaraderie – that was the draw to go back! It was a very happy time in 

my life, in my world, in my day, to go to music. Probably the most positive experience or thing 

that I did in high school was music.” 

On a beautiful, sunny summer afternoon, I arrived at a townhouse nestled in a quiet 

development to be greeted by a very small, very cute, guard dog at Ray’s home. After getting 

settled and chatting about school and work, Ray began to tell me about his life. 

I was born and raised in [a small town in the Niagara region of Ontario]. That’s where I 

went to school and now I live in Toronto. I’ve lived here for eleven years. I’m in the life 

insurance and living benefits business, that’s what I do and have been doing for almost 

30 years. I’ll be 54 years old in August. I went to school many years ago – almost before 

calculators came about. Certainly no computers! I went to high school from 1974-

79…yes in the 1900s. I’m married, I don’t have any kids but I have a dog, a beautiful 

Yorkie. I don’t watch a lot of TV. I prefer to listen to music than to watch television. I like 

jazz, funk, rock… I pretty much like everything. I don’t dislike any genre of music – some 

I tolerate more than others though. I like to rollerblade and go for walks and bike rides 

often with music playing either through my phone or what was known as an mp3 player. I 

guess people still use those things but mine broke. 

The conversation required very little prompting and easily flowed into the earliest memories Ray 

has of being involved with music.  

I started learning music in 1968. The first instrument that I learned on, and still play, is 

the accordion, largely due to my ethnic heritage which is Slovak, eastern European. I 
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started to take lessons in 1968 through my cousin, who then went off to the University of 

Waterloo when I was eight. I was born in 1960 – my parents had me in a 0 year so it 

would be simple for me to figure out my age. [Laughing]I think they knew what was 

going to be produced – I was a little slow out of the gate, but I was 8 years old when I 

started to play [accordion]. I also started to play sports in 1968. I wasn’t really thrilled 

about taking music lessons. I liked sports a lot more, but after I kind of figured out that 

music was a lot of math, which I like, I started to enjoy it. Then I learned about 

expressing myself through my instrument and I started to enjoy music a lot more. After 

my cousin finished teaching me, I started taking lessons from his teacher. She was a 

world accordion playing champion for a few years – I can’t remember what years but 

very talented, very caring, very strict and I enjoyed that. She challenged her students to 

be very good. I was. I often won the competitions that I participated in. I was happy to do 

that. I’m a very competitive person. I like to do things accurately. That sometimes holds 

me back from doing things. I was always afraid to play music by ear because I always 

made mistakes so I never allowed myself the freedom to express myself that way through 

error. I could always play the written music. Then I was interested in theory – you know 

Level 1, Level 2, the Rudiments, and so on, and so on. I started taking piano and guitar 

lessons somewhere in there. Then I started to teach accordion, piano and guitar when I 

was 16 or 17 years old. One of my greatest pleasures was watching students who didn’t 

want to be there a few years earlier, like me, kind of get the hang of it and start to enjoy 

it. Watching them develop into pretty good musicians was really satisfying for me. 

With a rich background in music, Ray entered high school. He was busy in high school between 

working after school, continuing to take accordion lessons, playing quarterback on the football 
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team, teaching other music students… “[Laughing] Man I was busy! I’m tired now thinking 

about that.” But when it came to enrolling in music in high school, it seemed to be an easy 

decision for him.  

When it was time to go to high school…Huh. What do you take in high school? I don’t 

know. I didn’t get much guidance from my parents because their level of education 

wasn’t the highest in the land, but music was an option and I understood music. Like 

most young boys, what’s the easy option? Let’s take Phys. Ed., music…so I did that. And 

I started playing the cornet. I don’t know how that happened. I was assigned the 

instrument I guess. Well I played both the cornet and the trumpet in high school. 

Ray very quickly began to describe his classmates in music and the relationships that developed. 

It's interesting. So you have math, science, geography, English, and you have classmates, 

but the classmates I had who took music together, there seemed to be a certain 

relationship and understanding that we were all challenged to play this thing and we 

knew that we had to come together and everyone had to do their bit and everyone worked 

at it. Ahhh this is just coming to me now! Just like a sports team! Ya. Wow. OK! And 

there were girls in my class which was excellent. And I would say 99% of people who 

started in grade 9 stuck through the entire show. 

It struck me that most people who took music in grade 9 stayed through grade 13. Ray elaborated 

on this later in our conversation.  

We’d see each other walking through the halls and there was a kind of camaraderie if 

you will, and because it was a different language. There’s something special about that 

group of people who played together. Truly I think the relationships in the music 

program were very tight and I still stay in touch with some of those people today. A 
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number of them do not live here anymore. They live in other parts of the world and 

through Facebook they’ve reached out – “hey you remember we played music together in 

high school?” Of course I remember! So it's kind of nice to hear from some people from 

across the world. 

I asked Ray if anything else had carried forward from his high school music experience.  

The guys that I used to go to high school with, we get together on the first Friday in 

December at a local bar. I’m visualizing the group of people that get together now and 

there are six of us who were in that music program who would be at that bar every year 

and two guys who I still probably see half a dozen times a year. So the relationships for 

sure were the draw to go back! There was always the core of people. Some people came 

in and some people left, but the majority stayed. It was a little private club if you will. 

Everybody finds a comfort zone, a support group, a support team, and encouragement 

and that’s what I found in my music classes with my fellow music students. 

Ray shared a memory of a trip to Toronto with the high school band.  

I remember coming to Toronto to play for something. It was at the Royal York [Hotel]. It 

was in the spring. It wasn’t an overnight thing, it was for the day. Some people went on 

two, three, four-day trips with the band. I never did. I never had time to be gone that long 

– other commitments. Nothing was ever over the weekend, not that I would have had time 

on the weekends, but I wanted to go. The excitement of going to Toronto was a big deal 

for a kid from a small town. Everybody was dressed in their best clothes, so everybody 

had to be on their best behaviour…most were. I always kind of wished I could go on the 

away trips. But I went on away trips with other music things not related to high school so 
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I know that and I’m sure the relationships [and] ties that were developed would have 

been even stronger on those things. 

Having had only the one experience going on a trip with the band, I asked Ray if he felt that the 

Toronto trip had any impact on his relationships with band-mates.  

Oh absolutely! Sure. You get to be in a different environment. I came from a small town 

and coming in to the big city everyone is kind of “Oohhh, aaahhh…” Nobody knew what 

to expect coming in to the big city and when everyone came home, everyone had kind of 

experienced the same. We were there, we were in the big city which made everyone feel 

special. 

It was a special and unique experience for him, one that has evidently remained in his memory 

for quite some time. Although Ray conversed extensively about the relationships he had with his 

peers, he also spoke of the teachers who seemed to impact the environment of the band program 

as well.  

The whole environment was…there was crappy stuff going on in the days too and anytime 

I walked into the music room, it didn’t even have to be my own class, it could be a class 

higher or class lower… the age group almost didn’t matter. I found it to be really 

heartfelt and a wonderful place to be. It was a combination of calm and energy. Calm. 

Energy. Encouragement. I didn’t get that from a lot of teachers. It's a gift they had and 

they shared their gift. I don’t know if they knew they were doing that but it came across to 

me. I can just see Mr. Armstrong or Mr. Schulz sitting at their chairs. They were kind of 

like little kids watching: “I’m going to get all my little toy soldiers lined up in their 

chairs,” rapping their batons on their music stands: “Come on, let’s go!” But never in a 
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mean way – never mean-spirited. “Let’s get it together. Let’s get ready to play!” It was a 

very happy time in my life, in my world, in my day, to go to music. 

I asked Ray to tell me more about his teachers.  

My music teacher first year was Mr. Armstrong, not Lance, don’t know his first name. 

Mister. It was Mr. Armstrong for the grade 9s and then we moved on to Mr. Schulz. Both 

men were just the most wonderful, patient people that you could imagine. I had a high 

respect for them and really enjoyed being taught by them. Mr. Schulz has passed away 

and Mr. Armstrong still lives a street over from my mom and dad, well my mom – my dad 

has passed away now. Sometimes [when I get together with my former peers] somebody 

has something to say, particularly about the teachers – how patient they were, how kind 

they were. And I think that teaching music myself, that’s probably what I took away from 

my high school music was the style and the caring that those two teachers had. [I tried to 

take] some of their style, their mannerisms, their way about them, to teach the students 

that I taught. So I’d say that was a pretty important thing, learning from the teachers how 

to treat other people. Having the patience, listening…I tried to take the best of their styles 

and incorporate that into my own teaching style, to come at it from the point of 

encouragement rather than beratement. And if you come at it with a gentle approach, 

people will want to do better and people remember that stuff. They remember it as part of 

your character. 

It seemed to me from listening to Ray that music class had been a good thing for him. He 

described it many times as a safe place to be.  

It was kind of my little cocoon, a safe zone for me really. None of it ever seemed so 

challenging that I was afraid to go to the class or a performance, I was always prepared 
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and I always looked forward to going to music class. It was in the center of the school 

and it just always seemed like a good place to be. The energy in the room was always 

positive. My parents somehow trusted music and they trusted the music instructors, and if 

they didn’t have that trust in those people, there was no way I would have ever been able 

to go anywhere overnight [referring to overnight fundraisers]. [It was a safe space for 

them too] and they knew the kids in the music program because they came to concerts. 

They watched me. They knew what was going on in my world and they knew the majority 

of the kids were good, respectable, always respectful people. [It was] a safe space for 

them to let me go and do stuff. [For me] it was a place of security, a place of peace, a 

place of excitement.  

Ray also mentioned this positive energy and environment when he spoke of performing. 

I always enjoyed being up on stage watching the audience enjoy the music that myself as 

a solo performer or as a group, was delivering. To be able to see the expression on 

people’s faces...enjoyment. It's an escape for most people, a cheap drug. I always liked 

being on stage, yet I was always nervous about being on stage at the same time. 

Sometimes I had solos and such. Not all the time. There were certainly better players 

than me, but you know for me it was a little bit of ego to be recognized. The nervous 

energy of doing my best always got me excited, and the energy going to [any soloist or 

section] was always for them to do their best and I could feel that energy coming back to 

me. It's inexpensive, and I find if I played now, an hour just [snaps fingers] passes by. It's 

some freedom…it's an escape I find now. 

I asked Ray if he felt that same feeling of escape when he played or performed in high school.  
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Absolutely. Absolutely. I went in to another world if you will. Especially if I had to 

perform a solo or something like that. I knew that, “Hey you’re on stage here boy – give 

it a good show!” All of my focus was on the music and the audience and to do the best I 

could possibly do for them. So I guess there was a build up to show time. I like that stuff. 

I still like it. Give me a stage and I’ll go play. It's a total intense focus and I’m very clear 

where I am in the moment. Nothing can penetrate that pleasure. It's hard to put those 

feelings into words for me. 

It was evident that Ray enjoyed reminiscing about his experiences in high school music.  

Thinking about this brought back some memories, but now sitting here talking about it, 

wow! It's a pleasure to think back on such a positive time in my life and the people who I 

met as a result of being fortunate enough to have a music program at my high school. 

Probably the most positive experience or thing that I did in high school was music. 

Wiley 

“It was probably the most negative experience I had all the way through school.” 

When Wiley volunteered to talk about his experience in high school music, he warned me 

that it had not been a positive experience at all for him. Although he was happy to talk about it, it 

was evident that high school music did not provide the happiest of memories.  

We met at his home in a suburb of [a southern Ontario city]. Returning home from a day 

of meetings downtown, Wiley appeared tired but ready to jump into his next commitment, which 

I quickly learned was just one of many in his busy schedule. With a career that involves working 

with companies that are in financial distress, Wiley described work as being, “stressful, 

depressing and challenging.” With a need for some enjoyment in his life outside of work, Wiley 

turns to his family, outdoor activities, coaching baseball and cottaging for a reprieve. Despite a 
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rocky road in high school music, Wiley admits that he enjoys listening to music, watching live 

performances of a wide variety and says, “I sometimes wish I’d pursued it more.” That was 

encouraging to hear but I was quite curious to learn about the experiences he had had in music 

that made it “one of the most negative experiences all the way through school.” So we began to 

converse about what his life was like before and during high school.  

I’d taken some guitar before [high school] and enjoyed it but guitar was an after school 

thing that interfered with hockey. From a young age, I’d been dragged all over the 

province because my father performed in different choirs, as a soloist for CBC, with Andy 

Williams and Robert Goulet and he did a lot of Gilbert and Sullivan musicals. So I had 

interest because I’d seen all this stuff, been to it all and enjoyed it, so I thought it would 

be neat to be involved with it. [It was not his career] at the time but it was pretty much 

his full time career before that. He was trying to make it full time, but it was very difficult 

to make a living at it and he got married and had to support the household, so he kept 

doing weddings, different events, Gilbert and Sullivan musicals and a few other musicals 

in and around the city. He also started and led choirs – he led performances of the 

Messiah many, many times but I can’t remember the names of the shows he produced and 

was a lead in. [I had a lot of exposure to the music world] as a spectator. [Laughing] I 

even got to be curtain boy at a few plays! 

Wiley spoke quite fondly of his memories of watching his father, Bill, perform, saying “at times 

I wish I’d taken that route as well.” He told me about one evening in particular, recalling a last 

minute call for his father to perform.  

[I remember it] was one of the Gilbert and Sullivan musicals. He wasn’t directly involved 

at the time but they phoned the house at dinner time and asked my dad if he could do the 
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lead tenor role in Pirates of Penzance that night at an 8:oo performance because the lead 

tenor had come down with the flu and couldn’t perform. My father hadn’t rehearsed it or 

done anything with that particular show in years but he went and did the show. We all 

went. He knew all the words to all the songs and all the acting that went with it! I just 

sort of thought it was normal. It was just what he did. Thinking back on it, it was pretty 

amazing.  

We moved quickly into a discussion where Wiley re-counted the events of the one year he spent 

in high school band class. It all began in 1970 at a high school of approximately 1200 students 

near Wiley’s current neighbourhood.  

I signed up to take music in grade 9 and we were asked to provide a list of three 

instruments that we would like to play and I provided that – trumpet and saxophone were 

my main interests. But the teacher ignored it and dictated that I would be playing the 

French horn. Not a good move. First of all, I had no interest in playing the French horn 

and she had very little interest in teaching one how to play the French horn. [I 

remember] getting the French horn and complaining, or arguing, or discussing, with her 

that this was not the instrument I was either interested in playing or thought I could play. 

And then as music progressed in grade 9, we had two classes a week and any practicing 

was on your own without any direction. Which I did. There was no after school help 

available or provided. 

I asked Wiley how he felt about getting an instrument that had not been on his list of interests. 

He said he was “disappointed,” “angry,” and “frustrated.”  

It just turned me right off at the start. I was pretty black and white, close-minded. I didn’t 

get any one of [the three instruments] and [French horn] was probably the worst one she 
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could have given me. [I was excited about taking music] up until that point. I didn’t want 

to take the class from then on, but we weren’t allowed to change classes. [Laughing] The 

best thing that ever happened to the French horn was when they ran it over in MASH 

[television series]. 

Once it was clear that playing the French horn was not negotiable, Wiley described initially 

putting in the practice time at home and being interested in participating in the school orchestra. 

Upon asking the teacher about exploring this avenue, he was told he was “not good enough.” He 

likened this experience to hockey, a familiar and enjoyable sport for him.  

[It was] the same as playing hockey. You made the team or you didn’t. I never played in a 

sport after about nine years old that you got to just be on. You were either accepted or 

you didn’t play. And most things I made the teams. I wasn’t used to the rejection part of 

it, which is never nice but the first time is probably harder right? 

I learned that as the year went on, Wiley was part of a few students who were centered-out in 

class.  

She usually centered a couple of people out, of which I was lucky enough to be one in 

front of the class every week. She told me I wasn’t good enough and constantly picked on 

myself and two other people in the class for not being good enough. [She] made a lot of 

negative comments about [me] not doing it right, not being able to do it and not trying. I 

wasn’t very happy. I didn’t want to be in class and hadn’t learned how to skip class at 

that point because I was in grade 9. Just about every class, she used to stand behind me 

and beat time with her baton on my head, except she would turn it around and use the 

cork part. I think it was because I was not accomplishing what she wanted me to 

accomplish, but that’s just my opinion. I was told a number of times that I should not 
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have taken music. She made a comment initially about [how I] had music in [my] family 

but sucked here kind of thing and she didn’t understand why. She knew that because my 

parents had been in for parent-teacher interviews because I wasn’t doing well. She was 

degrading and never once did she play an instrument. There were not many teachers who 

I despised.  

I knew Wiley had only taken music for one year in high school, but his final memorable 

experience that he shared with me was shocking: the end result of that year.  

She called me in to discuss the year end marks and where I was. I already knew I wasn’t 

going anywhere. But she ended up basically negotiating me out of the class. I had a mark 

of 38% and she gave me a 50% on the promise that I never come back to music class 

again. I don’t think I would have been brave enough to say “give me 50% and you’ll 

never see me again.” I was happy because I passed the course - I got my credit. I was 

very happy and couldn’t care less about continuing in music at that point. I’ve always 

enjoyed listening to music but I was done [playing], never even went back to guitar.  

Wiley said he often wishes he had pursued music more. 

My father was a performer, so at times I wish I’d taken that route as well. It would have 

been singing, not playing an instrument. Given my high school experience with 

instruments, and the fact that I was completely turned off, I would never go back to it 

even today.  

I was curious if Wiley thought he might have different feelings about music today with a 

different teacher or teaching approach. “If the teacher had not beat me over the head and been 

helpful and encouraging, who knows…[Laughing]I could be in the TSO today!”  
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Ellen  

“[Music classes] are special because they are so out of the ordinary. I just really enjoyed the 

music that I took in high school…it was a really neat outlet for doing a different kind of music 

than I had been doing.” 

From the first time we spoke about this project, Ellen was enthusiastic about sharing 

memories of her high school music experience with me. Driving north of the city, I arrived to 

find Ellen out working in the yard of her country home with her husband and son. A lovely, old 

limestone building with a beautiful yard and gardens, they seemed to be enjoying the fresh spring 

air and quiet of this new-to-them property. Ellen invited me inside and we settled in to chat about 

her memories of high school music, but first she told me about the ways in which she is still 

involved in music. 

I’m a self-employed musician, the principal violist in the [city’s] symphony and I also 

teach at the conservatory and [the university] in the bachelor of music program, applied 

music for viola and chamber music. The people who I teach are mostly university or high 

school students and adult learners. I’m also in a string trio and quartet and I do a lot of 

arranging for those groups, different types of material. I enjoy playing for fun, not for 

money, so just kind of puttsing around on my instrument.  

It was clear to me that Ellen is very actively involved in music still, but when she started high 

school, she had already had many opportunities to take music lessons both in and out of school.  

I was kind of enveloped in music my whole life. I had taken private music lessons from a 

very early age – theory, piano, voice and strings – so I knew a lot of the theory going in. I 

already had grade 3 or 4 harmony, grade 10 piano and grade 10 on my string 

instruments. In [my small town in eastern Ontario] at that time, there was some music in 
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the elementary school grades, but it was our classroom teacher who taught us; we 

basically sang choir stuff. No instruments were taught until you got to high school. I took 

[music in high school] because I thought it would be easy…an easy mark [laughing]. 

Basically I knew I could do really well in it because I had already done all the theory and 

already knew a lot about music. I figured it would be an easy credit and I wouldn’t have 

to go to all the classes. That’s [primarily] why I took it. The teacher also had a very good 

reputation and really enjoyed playing music. The material in the program was so 

different than the private music lessons I had been doing, so I just thought it would be 

interesting.  

Ellen went on to tell me why her high school music teacher had a good reputation. 

He knew a lot about music, about theory and he was a pretty good player himself. And 

when he didn’t know an answer, he didn’t pretend he did know. He was very 

knowledgeable about music so I think the kids who came in to high school not having any 

prior music classes learned a lot from him because he knew his stuff. He was also very 

matter of fact and had high expectations for the students’ playing levels. If they wanted to 

be in the band or the special groups that played in school musicals, they knew they had to 

practice a lot, play well and take their instrument seriously. The kids developed high 

standards for their playing and that was good. There was a fairly high level of playing 

among the kids who really tried hard and really worked hard.  

The teacher was also not so fun because he was very serious and he was not 

always in a very good mood. Many times he would arrive to class and you could tell he 

was not feeling very well, so some days were not very happy days for him and so they 

were not very happy days for the class. But he was a really good teacher. 
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As an experienced musician going in to high school, Ellen felt she had a unique experience.  

I sort of felt on the periphery in many ways because I knew more than the other kids, 

which was a detriment in some ways because if the teacher couldn’t explain something 

he’d turn and say “Ellen can you tell everybody…” Well it wasn’t a detriment, but 

sometimes I felt put on the spot. On the other hand, it gave me a sense of responsibility so 

it was kind of neat. I got really high marks on all the theory tests because I had taken it 

prior to high school so basically it was a bird credit for me. [Laughing] The only thing I 

couldn’t do was play my instrument well, but that didn’t matter because I didn’t want to 

be in the band…I had to go home and practice violin and viola every day. 

Although she didn’t have time to be in the band, Ellen was asked to play violin in the pit band 

for school musicals.  

Every second year the school put on a musical and they would have a pit band. Usually it 

was people in the upper grades who played in the pit band because of the time 

commitment. The string component was made up of kids who studied privately and by 

invitation only. The conductor was the music teacher so he knew who the strongest 

people were in the classes. I played the violin. [Being invited] was wonderful! It made me 

feel really special. My sister played cello; we were the only two string people in our 

school. The first show I did with them was when I was in grade 8. That made me feel 

really special because I wasn’t in high school yet and everybody else in the pit band was 

in the upper grades so I was the only younger person. It was really neat and a lot of fun! 

Everybody was so different when they played in those shows because they were 

completely voluntary and it was just a lot of fun. It seemed a lot different than studying 

music in class which seemed so serious, although I didn’t take it seriously [laughing]. 
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Playing in a pit was just really fun. Everyone took it seriously and played really well so it 

was a lot of fun. 

Ellen said she had played piano and string instruments prior to high school, yet her high school 

only had a band class. Even so, she felt music would be easy for her. I asked her to tell me more 

about her experience playing a new instrument.  

I chose [French horn] because I like the sound of it. My sister played flute, my brother 

played baritone and I had another sister who wanted to play trombone, so French horn 

was something different and kind of a neat instrument that I liked the sound of. You got to 

choose [your instrument]. The teacher asked what we wanted to play and, for the most 

part, everyone got the instrument they had chosen. Nobody got put on an instrument that 

they didn’t want to play by default or something. I had never played French horn and 

although I was comfortable in music, that was something new and different. 

Ellen continued to talk about the different opportunities she found high school music provided.  

I just really enjoyed the music that I took in high school. It was really different than what 

I had been doing and it was a really neat outlet for doing a different kind of music than I 

had been doing and meeting other kids who really loved music in a different way than I 

had always done. It was very different from the private music scene where every day after 

school I had to practice two or three hours, cart the instrument around all the time and 

weekends were taken up with orchestra rehearsals. It was just a completely different 

atmosphere at school. It wasn’t that it was less serious; it was just different.  

Looking back, I realize that it really gave an opportunity to a lot of kids who 

would never have played any music at all. [I learned] you have to try things that you’re 

maybe not really comfortable with, and by trying new things, inevitably you’re going to 
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meet new people, people who you learn from. It really can be a lot of fun and you can 

meet a whole different crowd and set of people that you wouldn’t ordinarily meet. Just 

that in itself is really enriching. I don’t really remember the classes themselves but I 

remember making some really good friends in music class. There were three or four kids 

who I wouldn’t have gotten to know if it hadn’t been for music class because that was the 

only class we shared. These were rural kids who took a bus in so I wouldn’t see them 

outside of school, but when we got to school we hung around at lunch and stuff. I never 

would have met them if it hadn’t been for being in music class together. And if you run in 

to them again…I did run in to somebody about ten years ago who I hadn’t seen since 

high school, 30-35 years ago. I ran in to her in the supermarket and we both kind of went 

“Carol!” “Ellen!” “How are you?!” So even though you don’t keep in touch, it's still a 

shared experience and it's really a rich one because you’re doing something that’s a little 

bit different and really special. 

A number of times, Ellen mentioned that music class was different and “really special.” She 

elaborated on these sentiments throughout our conversations. 

[Music classes] are special because they are so out of the ordinary. They’re not using 

words, they’re using [something] other than words. Some people aren’t comfortable 

using words, or they don’t speak the same language, or you might say something and 

somebody takes it the wrong way. When you play music, it's like one level above all of 

that. There are no words involved, so in that way it's really easy to communicate across 

the board with anybody. It can open a lot of doors as well because no matter where you 

are in the world, there’s music going on and you can touch bases with people without 

talking. You can share a language and you don’t have to worry about words. It's very 
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cool. And it runs all kinds of different styles as well so it’s really neat. I encouraged my 

kids to take it for the enjoyment of doing something that was different, meeting other kids, 

and doing something in a different setting than an ordinary classroom. 

Ellen went on to describe some of the unique characteristics of music class.  

When you’re in music, it's all very individual. Each individual is treated as a separate 

person. You play different instruments, you do different playing tests, you put together a 

piece and there are all these different voices, so it's just a completely different attitude 

towards the students by the teacher and by everybody in the class I think. It's very 

individual yet you’re playing in a group and everything has to fit together really well, so 

there’s a real sort of team spirit in the music classroom. Even when you’re first starting 

there’s a little bit of harmony and if everybody isn’t counting the same, it's going to 

sound like a shemozzle of notes that don’t fit together. But by the end of the year or term, 

everyone is playing pretty well, there’s harmony and it actually sounds like beautiful 

music, so there’s a team spirit in the class because everybody is playing their parts and 

fitting them all together. You don’t have the same kind of feeling in geography. At least 

that was my experience then. We all sat in desks in rows and listened to the teacher give 

a lecture, took notes, closed our books and went home. Everyone was studying the same 

material, everyone wrote the same test and the teacher expected the same answers. In 

music class, you sat there and yes, the teacher talked a bit, but mostly you were playing, 

listening and figuring out rhythms and harmonies. Everybody was working together and 

everybody was working on their instruments, and the outcome was really beautiful music. 

The outcome in geography is you write a test, you get a mark, and that’s the end of the 

class. Sometimes you get in a rut of learning and doing things the same way all the time, 
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and music is so different than every other subject that it kind of brings you out of that rut. 

That’s why I think it's really special. 

Andrea 

Andrea is a registered chiropractor who attended university and college for seven years 

and graduated four years ago. She knew she wanted to be a chiropractor early on, so she fast-

tracked her undergraduate degree, completing a Bachelor of Kinesiology in three years rather 

than four. An active young woman in her early thirties, Andrea enjoys yoga, running, working 

out and generally living a healthy life. We met over the lunch hour at her office to chat about her 

memories of high school music.  

Andrea’s involvement in music started at an early age, primarily due to her mother’s 

influence.  

She started us off early in music, right from when we were in preschool. We would go to 

music classes that were A-B-C, ding-ding-ding, kind of thing, but she started us early 

because she felt music was really important. She took [piano] lessons until she was in her 

late twenties and she still sings in a choir, so she is really in to music. She is definitely the 

one who pushed me down that road.  

Andrea went on to describe her elementary school music experiences.  

I did a lot of music lessons when I was in elementary school, but they were outside of 

school. I did piano lessons [primarily], but I did singing lessons for one year because I 

was bored on piano and my mom wanted to keep me in music, so she let me do singing 

instead. [In elementary school], I did choir. There wasn’t a separate class, it was just 

built in, but for three years in different grades I had a teacher who was big into music. 

She was a retired opera singer so her classes were always very musical. She made a 
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choir out of [our class] and we were competitive. She put us in the Kiwanis festival and 

all that.  

When it came time to go to high school, Andrea admitted to being far more interested in taking 

art than music; however, again with her mother’s influence, she enrolled in grade nine music.  

To be honest I wanted to do visual arts, but my mom said “No! Do music! You have to do 

music, it's so important!” So I said, “OK, fine, I’ll do music.” So it was under her 

influence that I did it and I thought [strings] class would be interesting because I’d never 

done it. [I got to choose an instrument] and if I had carried on, I was supposed to have 

played the viola! That was my choice as well. I just thought it was something different 

and unique. 

One aspect of Andrea’s story that is so unique is that she took music for less than a week before 

switching into art.  

I stopped because I found it to be way too slow. I don’t know if that’s because of the fact 

that I had some previous music experience, but it was almost too dumbed down. The first 

two classes, we held our pens and [the teacher] said “hold the bunny, hold the bunny.” [I 

know] she was teaching us the proper way to hold the bow and I had never played a 

string instrument before so it might have been just me being immature and looking for 

instant gratification, but it was just very, very slow. And I know I only went for two 

classes, so now I think I should have waited it out longer because I’m sure it would have 

progressed, but at that point that was my reasoning – this is too boring. Now that I’m 

more mature I wish I hadn’t [stopped].  

I asked her to tell me about her teacher.  
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She seemed good and very nice, but again I found it to be very slow. I remember her 

being almost condescending. Maybe that’s not the right way to describe it but “hold the 

bunny” is for an eight year old! It was just way too dumbed down so I remember being 

frustrated by that but she seemed nice. A friend of mine was in music and she had known 

this teacher from something else and really liked her, so I kind of had an open mind 

towards her. But then after the classes…it was just boring.  

Despite being in music for less than a week, I asked Andrea if she had any vivid memories of the 

class.  

I thought the room was neat – you got to see all the instruments and it was a different set 

up from the rest of my classes which is kind of a cool feel. It felt a little bit less structured 

because there were no desks, so it felt easier or more relaxed, a totally different [learning 

environment], kind of out of the ordinary.  

I [also] remember feeling kind of like an outsider. It seemed like the music class 

was a little bit cliquey so I’m guessing people knew each other from outside of it, 

[thoughtful voice] which is surprising because it was a beginning class of grade 9 music. 

But I remember not knowing anybody and it not feeling familiar. 

I was curious if this outsider feeling had anything to do with her lack of interest in continuing the 

class. 

Probably not, and the only reason I say that is because being in grade 9, I was pretty 

open-minded to that kind of stuff. You kind of think you’ll get to know people and I did 

have that attitude, so I don’t think that was the reason. It was honestly just because I was 

bored and thought it wasn’t worth it.  
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Given that the primary reason for Andrea choosing to leave music was the pace of the class and 

teaching style, I asked if a change had occurred there, did she think it would have impacted her 

decision. 

I probably would have stayed because I didn’t switch to visual arts to be defiant towards 

my mom or anything. If the teacher had been teaching more at a grade 9 level or if it had 

moved faster, I probably would have stuck with it. Two days of holding the bunny was a 

long time – it just wasn’t enough to make too much of a lasting impression. I was excited 

to play the viola – I thought it would be interesting, so it wasn’t a strictly negative 

experience. I do wish looking back now that I’d stuck with it. I liked art too but it would 

have been a good experience to have.  

Lauren 

“Music class was a comfort for me during a very difficult time in my childhood. It gave me the 

confidence to try new things. It is amazing how the small things you expose yourself to and get 

involved in in school can make a difference.” 

One day prior to the celebration of her 31
st
 wedding anniversary, I had the pleasure of 

talking to Lauren, a kind and thoughtful lady in her early 60s who enjoys good company and 

engaging conversation, about her experience in her high school choir. We sat comfortably in her 

family room and very quickly got caught up in a conversation about where her love for music 

began: the church. Referring to the recent passing of her step-father and the inheritance of an old 

hymn book from their church, Lauren reminisced about Sunday mornings spent sitting in a pew 

beside Granny. This a cappella environment is where she learned how to read the lines of music 

while hearing all of the harmonies come together, something she described as, “just amazing.”  
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I just love that, and that’s where I started to really like music. The baritone was always 

my favourite – it really adds something. I’ve always leaned to that. Even in my car I’ve 

always put the bass up more than everything else. I asked John for that old hymn book 

because when I get down sometimes, I just love the old hymns and I’ll get it out and sing 

away to the ones I know. [My husband] was amazed with me when we’d go to church in 

Tennessee and he’d sit there and say: “This is amazing! You’ve got somebody up there 

leading the singing, everybody knows all the notes, they can follow music and everyone is 

singing different parts. It's just amazing!” So that’s where I learned and I guess that’s 

even why I took it, one year vocal in school. 

From there, the conversation flowed easily into her fond memories of being in the choir in high 

school, “it really was such a positive thing in my life at that time.” 

Go back now to 1968 and picture a shy 14-year-old girl who attended a school of 200 

students for grades 7 and 8 then going to a high school in [a city west of Toronto] of 1500 

students. With both vocal and instrumental music being elective courses offered at her school, 

Lauren elected to take vocal music in grade 9. 

[I chose vocal] because, as I said, I liked to sing in church and I could read music and 

stuff. I was never into instrumental. I was never really exposed to it. [Vocal class] wasn’t 

a normal class. It was all different levels and sections according to what we sang even in 

class and so I was going to say 35 but it might have been 50 [students]. [The class] was 

mixed grades but we all got the same credit.  

The teacher was good. I remember him very clearly. He’d been there forever, and 

he stayed forever after that, and to me he was old [laughing] but he was really very good 

– he was strict but he taught us well. He was very firm but he was very instructive. He 
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was supportive but not a soft teacher at all and he wasn’t an emotional teacher – not 

somebody who would feel like a friend or anything, but I quite liked him. I can still 

remember where I sat in the class and I can still see him standing there talking to the 

class and moving his arm and teaching us stuff, so obviously it left an impression on me. 

I’m trying to think of some of my other classes and I really don’t remember any of my 

other classes in high school. 

I was interested to hear more about why Lauren thought the class was so vivid in her memory. 

Because it was fun! It was fun and it was not overly stressful. I did kind of know music, 

well not know it, but had an idea of how to follow it and what it meant, where some kids 

came in and didn’t know a darn thing. So I had a comfort level with that a little bit but I 

learned more, like how to write it. It was less stressful for me than most classes [and] it 

was kind of fun when life was just very stressful for me. It was a good outlet. I obviously 

enjoyed going to it and as I say I didn’t find it stressful like math. Math was complicated 

and I didn’t like science you know what I mean? I looked forward to this class. 

After being selected by her teacher, Lauren became a member of the choir as well. This involved 

practicing on her own and rehearsing with the choir. It also involved performances in front of an 

audience, something she described repeatedly as being, “nerve-wracking but fun.”  

Because he knew us from class, I think he just said “would you like to do that? You’d be 

soprano.” He approached us, we didn’t ask, so there wasn’t a tryout or anything even 

though it was a good-sized high school. I wouldn’t have tried out. I was too nervous. 

[Being asked] was cool for me because I was more introverted at that time. It was really 

fun to be picked. He was encouraging and had some credibility so he gave me some 

confidence – he picked me out of the class, which for me at that point in time was really 
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good. It certainly made me want to do more of that type of thing and it pushed me at 

university, gave me some confidence to say: “Oh I could try that!” 

She went on to describe her experience in the choir. 

I don’t remember what [the performances] were, I only remember I was really nervous – 

in front of everybody in this huge auditorium, like a theatre, singing and stuff. We’d be up 

on this big stage and it would be dark and there were lights just on us. I remember really 

being nervous. I don’t know how many songs we’d do, I just remember practicing them 

all and doing them and being nervous. But it was fun too. I enjoyed it. That’s why I was 

in the choir. 

When she told me why the choir was fun, the tone of her voice changed completely to what I can 

only describe as excited as she exclaimed:  

You’re doing it together! And the relationships – you get to know people and that was 

cool because I wasn’t on sports teams or anything. I think the next year I got in with 

drama – the stage crew and stuff. I just got to know people. We were learning something 

to perform eventually, so working together you kind of bonded. It became a group that 

you were in and once you got to know people, there was a comfort to it. 

This was the first time Lauren explicitly mentioned the feeling of comfort she got in high school 

music, but I sensed from the way she described singing hymns from the old and familiar hymn 

book that this was not the first time music had brought her a sense of comfort. She had been so 

open throughout the interview and I was eager to find out more about what this comfort was like 

for her and what she felt contributed to those feelings. I was reminded of the way in which she 

described the transition from a small middle school to a large high school, so I asked her if the 

music class and choir, getting to know people, helped with that transition at all.  
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Yes I think it did. It helped me get involved. It was a big school coming from a school 

with 200 children for grades 7 and 8. It was all new people except for my class that I was 

with, so 1500 was a lot. So yes, it really did help. It gave me comfort – especially when 

you’re shy, which I was, and it got me involved. You were part of a group. You got to see 

[your peers] out of a structured class and you developed a different experience – 

something you share together that you’re going to perform. That’s a whole different 

relationship and attitude that you bring to [music class] and that you get with people, 

rather than just sitting in a class. In high school, you don’t follow your class around, so 

in this way it was different – more the team companionship thing that we’re all in it 

together. You were part of a group and that was the other thing I really liked. It was nice 

to have a group and an identity. And for me at that time, my father left when I was 13, so 

I think it was a good thing that I was involved in something too. It was just such a really 

sad time, a difficult and emotional time at home – just a mess. But that was kind of an 

outlet. And although it was nerve-wracking, it was fun. I liked to sing. I wasn’t good but I 

was ok and it was just really fun. 

She went on to say that although the performances were nerve-wracking, they did get easier over 

time. So much so, that in university she auditioned for a performing group called Singorama. 

It got easier and it got fun. I think it really gave me confidence to do something in a 

group in front of people. When I went to university down south, there was something 

called Singorama and I liked music and singing so I auditioned for it. It was a big event 

at our school. There were four groups that competed, each made up of two sororities and 

two fraternities. Each group had to pick a play and create a musical. Every year had a 

theme and being in Music City, it got a lot of coverage, so it was really huge for me to try 
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out and get chosen out of about 60 people for different numbers. I got in to some of them 

where there were only five of us out there dancing and singing in front of everybody. I did 

it every year at university for three years and we won two years! It was fabulous – just 

amazing! And you had musicians, some of the country people, coming to see it. It was 

huge – four nights of performances. I certainly wouldn’t have done it if I hadn’t done 

choir in high school. 

Lauren told me about other ways her experience in high school music impacted her moving 

forward. 

Learning that stuff, it gave me confidence that I could do something! I really do think all 

that contributed and I was able to take it into university. It certainly made me want to do 

more of that type of thing. It pushed me at university, gave me some confidence to say 

“Oh I could try that!” It gave me confidence and made me [feel] “It's ok, you can be 

nervous, you can do it and you can achieve it.” Even when I went to work, I was nervous 

about things. I was never great at and never liked public speaking but I could say, “I can 

do it.” I think that was a learning process in a very gentle way in choir. It gave me the 

feeling that I had to learn and not give up and say I can’t do something. It is amazing 

how the small things you expose yourself to and get involved with in school can make a 

difference. 

Brian  

I also had the opportunity to interview Brian about his experience in high school music. 

Although the data collected was not extensive enough to create a narrative of his experience, it 

was still rich data that informed my research and contributed to the findings of this study. In 

order to provide context for the memories he recounted, the following section introduces Brian 
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and provides an overview of his experiences in high school music. The findings from his 

interview contribute to the cross-case analysis that follows the individual analyses of Ray, Wiley, 

Ellen, Andrea and Lauren’s stories.  

I spoke to Brian, a husband and father of two grown boys, in his country home in eastern 

Ontario. He owns an auto parts store and loves baseball and music, although at present he is no 

longer involved in the music community as a performer, but rather as a listener. Brian was very 

relaxed and seemed happy to share his memories of high school music. We sat in his living 

room, bright with sun streaming through the large windows, and talked about his experiences.  

Brian’s high school had approximately 800 students and offered band classes, which he enrolled 

in each of his five years in high school. He chose to take music and continued to do so because 

he “really liked to play – it was fun!”  

Each year, the grade 9 class and the grade 10 class merged for performances and the 

grades 11, 12 and 13 classes merged for performances at the annual Christmas and end of year 

concert at graduation, as well as for Kiwanis competitions. These performing groups were not 

mandatory, and were open to any music students who wished to be in them. As a clarinet and 

saxophone player, Brian chose to be in the groups each of his five years at the school. One of 

Brian’s most vivid memories was of performing at Kiwanis, which he said was “fun because it 

was a competition against other high schools.” When I asked what he remembered most about 

the festivals, Brian said he remembered winning, which “felt good because it was a lot of work. 

It was a lot of time spent coaching the younger kids or the kids that were more sports oriented 

who still wanted to play.” He also said winning provided “a sense of accomplishment at the end 

of a lot of hard work.” Although he felt that feeling of accomplishment at the end of a concert, 
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he said it was not to the same extent as after a festival because at the festivals they were “doing a 

lot more pressure packed stuff” – the high school concerts were “just for fun.” 

It was Brian’s teacher who took them to these events. Brian described him as being a 

“funny guy” and a “good teacher” who was involved in the music community outside of school. 

As Brian said, they had band rehearsals after school but he also “ran a jazz band and a big band 

swing band in the community and he used to do Broadway shows.” He was dedicated to helping 

students who were serious about being musicians, as Brian was. “If you worked hard or if he 

thought you had a chance to go ahead in music, then he really worked with you and you became 

part of the core. There might be a core of six or eight people and he’d really work with them, but 

for the rest it was like ‘OK go find a practice room.” Brian was part of the core. He said he did 

not know what it was like to be outside of the core, but his experience in the core group “was 

great!” 

Brian was actively involved in the music community during high school, playing mostly 

in big swing bands. One of these bands came about through relationships that were formed in 

high school music. They met and practiced at school but performed on evenings and weekends. 

He remembers “being more advanced than the kids who were just starting, so you would 

congregate with other people who were more advanced and could do more stuff together.” Brian 

said he enjoyed playing in bands because “you had to work as a group – get along and play 

fair.” Again in the high school bands, he felt that same sense of having to get along, but said you 

also had to be more open-minded because there was a “much wider range [of abilities] so 

expectations are different.” 

 Overall, Brian felt he had a very positive experience in high school music. He enjoyed 

playing his instrument, working with his peers, being part of the core group and performing at 
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festivals and in concerts. The last thing he said to me at the end of the interview really stayed 

with me – “I think everyone should have a well-rounded education and that means taking 

music.” 
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Appendix B - Recruitment Script 

Hi,  

As you may know, I am conducting research on high school music experiences at Queen’s 

University. I am working under the supervision of Dr. Ben Bolden, in the Faculty of Education 

and I have been granted clearance to complete this study according to the recommended 

principles of Canadian ethics guidelines and Queen’s policies. I have attached a Letter of 

Information that outlines the study. If you participated in music programs during your time in an 

Ontario public high school and are over the age of 30, I would really appreciate if you could take 

some time to read through the information and consider if you would be willing to take part in 

this study. If you know of anyone else who may be interested in talking to me, please let me 

know. I would love to hear their stories too.  

Thank you for considering and I look forward to hearing back from you! 

Shawna-Marie 
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Appendix C – Letter of Information 

“MEANINGFUL MUSIC MEMORIES” 

This research is being conducted by Shawna-Marie Harper under the supervision of Dr. Ben 

Bolden, in the Faculty of Education at Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario. This study has 

been granted clearance according to the recommended principles of Canadian ethics guidelines 

and Queen’s policies.  

 

What is this study about? The purpose of this research is to explore the experience of 

participating in high school music programs and discuss how music teachers can create 

opportunities for their students to have meaningful and memorable high school music 

experiences of their own. The study will require one or two visits with you in the form of an 

interview. The interviews will take place at a time and location that is convenient to you, e.g. a 

coffee shop or your residence. Each interview will take approximately one hour of your time and 

will be audio-recorded. Some questions may be sensitive in nature; however, you are not obliged 

to answer any questions that make you feel uncomfortable. Following the first interview, you 

may be invited to participate in a second interview. You will be emailed transcripts of both 

interviews following the second interview if you participate in both, with the request that you 

edit the transcripts to ensure the experiences you described are accurately represented, or after 

the first interview if you participate in one interview. I will also email you a narrative that I have 

constructed describing your experiences with the request that you edit the transcript to ensure the 

experiences described are accurately represented. The transcript and narrative reviews will take 

approximately 30 minutes of your time. If you participate in one interview, the total time 

required of you would be approximately one and a half. If you participate in two interviews, the 

total time required of you would be approximately three hours.  

 

Is my participation voluntary? Yes. No compensation will be offered for your participation in 

the study. You may withdraw from the study at any time by contacting me at the email below. If 

you choose to withdraw, you may do so at any time up to and including the point of reviewing 

and returning the researcher prepared narrative. If you choose to withdraw, you may also request 

removal of any or all of your data.  

 

What will happen to my responses? Every effort will be made to protect your confidentiality 

and privacy. Data will be stored on a password protected hard-drive and only Dr. Bolden and I 

will have access to this information. The data will be shared in my thesis and may be published 

in professional journals or presented at conferences. I will replace your name with a pseudonym 

and remove any identifying information that would allow you to be identified; however, it is 

possible you could be identified through the stories you share. If data are used for secondary 

analysis, they will contain no identifying information. Should you be interested, you are entitled 

to a copy of the findings.  

 

Potential benefits of the study 

It is my hope that this study will contribute to current teaching practices by providing educators 

with knowledge about the long-term impact their music programs might have on students, giving 

teachers the opportunity to re-evaluate the focus and goals of their programs and the experiences 
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they bring to their students. In sharing the experiences of my participants through narrative, I 

hope that the stories will not only resonate with teachers and aid them in fostering meaningful 

experiences for students in their classes, but also with parents and other stakeholders in students’ 

experiences with, and access to, music education. 

 

 

What if I have concerns?  
Any questions about study participation may be directed to Shawna-Marie Harper at 

7sh2@queensu.ca, or my supervisor, Dr. Ben Bolden, at ben.bolden@queensu.ca. Any ethical 

concerns about the study may be directed to the Chair of the General Research Ethics Board at 

chair.GREB@queensu.ca or 613-533-6081. 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Shawna-Marie Harper 

Master of Education Student 

Faculty of Education 

Queen’s University 

  

mailto:7sh2@queensu.ca
mailto:ben.bolden@queensu.ca
mailto:chair.GREB@queensu.ca
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Appendix D – Consent Form 

 “MEANINGFUL MUSIC MEMORIES” 

 

Name (please print clearly): ________________________________________ 

 

1. I have read the Letter of Information and have had any questions answered to my 

satisfaction. 

 

2. I understand that I will be participating in the study called Meaningful Music Memories. I 

understand that this means that I will be asked to discuss my experiences in high school 

music in one or two interviews that will be audio-recorded. Some questions may be sensitive 

in nature; however, I understand that I am not obliged to answer any questions that make me 

feel uncomfortable and that I may withdraw at any time up to and including the point of 

reviewing and returning the researcher prepared narrative.  

 

3. Following the first interview, I may be invited to participate in a second interview. I will be 

emailed transcripts of both interviews following the second interview if I participate in both, 

with the request that I edit the transcripts to ensure the experiences I described are accurately 

represented, or after the first interview if I participate in one interview. I will also be emailed 

a narrative constructed by the researcher of my experiences with the request that I edit the 

transcript to ensure the experiences described are accurately represented. 

 

4. I understand that my participation in this study is voluntary and no compensation will be 

offered for my participation. I understand that every effort will be made to maintain the 

confidentiality of the data now and in the future. I understand that the data will be shared in 

the researcher’s thesis and may be published in professional journals or presented at 

conferences, and all names will be replaced with pseudonyms and the data will contain no 

identifying information; however, there is a chance I could be identified through the stories 

that I tell.  

 

5. I am aware that if I have any questions, concerns, or complaints, I may contact the 

researcher, Shawna-Marie Harper, 7sh2@queensu.ca; thesis supervisor, Dr. Ben Bolden, 

ben.bolden@queensu.ca; or the Chair of the General Research Ethics Board (613-533-6081) 

at Queen’s University. 

 

I have read the above statements and freely consent to participate in this research: 

I agree to being audio-recorded during the interview(s)  

 

Name: ________________________________________ 

 

Signature: _____________________________________ Date: _______________________ 

 

Email address if you wish to receive a report of the findings: _____________________________ 

 

Please sign one copy of this Consent Form and return to Shawna-Marie Harper.  

mailto:7sh2@queensu.ca
mailto:ben.bolden@queensu.ca
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Retain the second copy for your records. 

Appendix E – Interview Topics 

Music Education Interview Topics 

1. Describe your high school music program (sights, sounds, number of years, ensembles, 

classes, teachers etc.) 

2. Why you took music in high school 

3. Why you stopped taking music in high school (if applicable) 

4. Significant/memorable experiences that you had in high school music 

a. Favourite stories 

b. Why were these experiences memorable? Important? Significant? 

c. What, if anything, have you carried forward from these experiences? 
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Appendix F – Interview 1 Questions 

Interview Questions 

1. Can you tell me about your life now?  

a. Family, work, education, interests/hobbies/activities, age bracket, last year in high school 

b. In what ways is music a part of your life now?  

2. Go back and just think for a minute about your high school and your music classroom. 

What do you remember? (sights, sounds, people) 

a. Describe your high school and high school music classroom 

b. How many students were in your school? Music classes?  

c. How many years did you participate in music at your school? 

d. Describe the types of ensembles available and the process for participating in 

these  

e. Traditions 

f. Can you tell me about your teacher?  

 

3. Why did you take music in high school?  

a. If reasons are related to the music program, can you tell me about these experiences 

b. Friends? Family? Course timetabling? Festivals? Performances? Personal Interest? 

Other?  

c. What were your experiences with or involvement with music prior to high school? 

d. Had you taken music in elementary school? 

 

4. What ensembles/classes did you participate in?  

a. How did you end up in that particular class/ensemble? 

b. What was the process of getting an instrument like? Choice? Assigned?  

5. Why did you continue (or stop) taking music in high school?  

a. If reasons are related to the music program, can you tell me about these experiences 

b. Friends? Family? Course timetabling? Festivals? Performances? Personal Interest? 

Other?  

 

6. Can you tell me about specific significant or memorable experiences from your high school 

music program that have stayed with you? Favourite story?  

a. What about the experience do you remember?  

b. How did this experience make you feel?  

c. Why was this experience memorable? 

d. Why was this experience important?  

e. Why was this experience meaningful? 

f. What have you carried forward from that experience?  

g. Other stories/memories?  

i. Were there any experiences that were not entirely positive?  
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7. Did you enjoy high school music? Why or why not?  

a. You mentioned ________ can you tell me about it?  

 

8. Do you feel you have carried anything forward from participating in you high school music 

program?  

a. How has that affected the way you approach aspects of life now?  

9. Now I’ve asked a whole bunch of questions but I’m sure I didn’t get at everything. As 

you know, I’m interested in the things that mattered for you, so is there anything else that 

you’d like to tell me about to make sure I really understand your experience in high 

school music?  
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Appendix G – Interview 2 Questions: Ellen 

He was a really good teacher  

1) In what way(s) was he a really good teacher? 

The teacher had a really good reputation  

2) How did you know about him? 

My sister had played flute, my brother played baritone, I had another sister who wanted to play 

trombone  

3) Do you remember your siblings’ reactions to high school music? Did that impact 

your decision to take it? 

It was a lot of fun 

4) In what ways was high school music fun? 

It was so different than the private music I had been doing so I just thought it would be 

interesting 

5) Did you know that it would be different when you started out?  

a. Why did that intrigue you?  

b. How was it different?  

every second year they had a musical and they would have a pit band. People could play in the 

pit band and usually it was people in the upper grades who played in the pit band by invitation 

6) Were you invited to play in the pit band?  

7) How did being invited make you feel? 

 

8) You mentioned a number of times that high school music classes are special and 

different and I was wondering what you meant by that? 

a. Why do you think that high school music classes are special?… 
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Appendix H – Interview 2 Questions: Lauren 

I was never in to instrumental I was never really exposed to it.  

1) Do you think exposure to instrumental or choral music before high school plays a 

role in the choice to take it in high school? Did it for you?  

For choir he just picked. He got to know us I think obviously he was a music teacher and he 

would pick people.  

2) Do you remember being picked? How did that feel? 

I just remember practicing them all (rehearsals) 

3) What were rehearsals like outside of class?  

there was a comfort to it eventually once you got to know people.  

4) Why was there a comfort to it?  

it gave me some confidence to do something in a group in front of people 

5) Is that why you got involved with stage crew? Singorama? 

My teacher was very instructive you know  

6) What do you mean by instructive?  

He was supportive  

7) In what ways was he supportive?  

Obviously it had an impression on me because I can remember where I sat in the class and I can 

still see him there standing talking to the class and moving his arm and teaching us stuff and you 

know 

8) Why do you think he made such an impression on you?  

9) Why do you think music class/choir made such an impression on you?  

moving forward it did have an impact on me because as I say being nervous it gave me… 

10) Did being nervous have any impact on your life later in high school or after high 

school?  
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Appendix I – Interview 2 Questions: Ray 

Just like a sports team! Everyone has to do their bit and everybody worked at it.  

1) You said that playing music is just like a sports team with everyone doing their bit 

and coming together. Can you elaborate on that?  

there was a kind of camaraderie if you will  

2) Did that camaraderie have any impact on your decision to continue taking music?  

I think it was kind of my little cocoon, a safe zone for me really.  

3) What made it a safe zone?  

a. Teachers, peers, the music? 

There’s something special about that group of people that played together.  

4) What made it special? Why were they special? 

I’m sure the relationships that were developed would have been even stronger on those (trips) 

5) Did you find that the trip to Toronto strengthened those ties?  

Sometimes we did the all night band things to raise money  

6) What about the overnight fundraisers do you remember?  

I find if I played now that hour just passes by. It's some freedom, an escape if you will 

7) Did you feel that way when you were playing in high school performances or class 

time?  

8) Why/how is it an escape?  
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Appendix J – Interview 2 Questions: Wiley 

1) Where and when do you listen to music?  

a. Car? Live music? Radio?  

At times I wish I’d pursued music more, getting actively involved in it.  

2) What do you mean by being actively involved in music?  

 

3) have any stories you remember from having a father who was a performer 

 

4) You mentioned that you daughters are involved in music. Did you push them that 

way at all? 

 

5) were you supportive of them being involved in music given the experiences you had 

growing up and in high school? 

 

6) You said that it was dictated that you would be playing the French horn and you 

had no interest. How did it feel to get an instrument that you had not requested?  

a. Why were you disappointed? Angry? Frustrated?  

 

 

7) Do you think that not wanting to be in the class and not wanting to learn the French 

horn had an impact on your commitment to music? 

 

8) Why did you feel like you weren’t good enough to do the orchestra? 

a. how did she convey that you weren’t good enough 

b. Do you have any specific examples of things she would say to you guys or to 

you specifically? 

 

9) Can you tell me about the end of year meeting when she offered you a pass on the 

condition you not return to music?  

a. Did she offer that suggestion? Did you ask?  

b. How did it feel?  
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Appendix K – Request for Narrative Review 

Hi I hope you're doing well! 

I finished writing the narrative about your high school music experience based on the 

interview(s) that we did. I've attached it and would really appreciate if you could take some time 

to review it. I want to make sure that it is accurate and true to the experience that you had and the 

memories you shared with me. If there is anything you would like added, changed or removed so 

that you feel it is accurate and you are comfortable with it being shared, please let me know.  

Thank you again.  
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Appendix L – Table of Themes and Sub-Themes 

Performance 

 Nerves – R L 

 Confidence – L  

 Opportunity – E  

 Enjoyment – R  

 Accomplishment – B  

Comfort 

 Safe – L R 

 Belonging – L  

Instrument Selection 

 Given – W  

 Chosen – L E A  

 Unknown – B R  

Class Environment 

 Team spirit – R E L B 

 Teacher – R L W E A B 

 Comfort/safe – R L  

 Fun – R L E 

 Different from other classes – R L E A  

Confidence 

 Performance – L  

 Belonging – L  

 Asked to join a group – L  

Specialness 

 Own language – E R  

 Different – E A L R 

 Personally feel special – E L  

 Collaborative and individual – E L R 

 

Relationships 

 Class trips – R  

 Collaboration – R L E  

 Belonging – R L  

 Meet new people – E L R  
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Opportunities 

 Trips – R  

 Join groups – E L  

 Learn instrument – E A  

Enjoyment 

 Performance – R B E L  

 Trips – R  

 Teachers/peers – R L E B  

 Classes – R E L B  

 


